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Preface 

¿\ LARGE PAKT OF THIS ISSUE of the Bulletin on Industrialization and Productivity is devoted to 
* V. studies and bibliographical material on planning and programming of industrial develop- 
ment—a subject of basic importance to the developing countries and on which increasing em- 
phasis has been laid, in recent years, by the General Assembly, the Economic and Social Council 
and the Committee for Industrial Development of the United Nations. This subject has already 
been dealt with, in some of its aspects, in the fourth issue of the Bulletin, and further studies art- 
being prepared for publication in subsequent issues. 

In the first article on this topic, "Evaluation of Projects in Predominantly Private Enterprise 
Economics: Selected Procedures, Based on Case Studies", an analysis is made of the procedures for 
selection of industrial projects which have been proposed for use or actually applied in case studies 
relating to seven countries. The article contains an appraisal of the methodology to be used for 
evaluation of projects in industrial planning. 

This article is followed by a note on the meeting of an expert group which was convened by 
the United Nations Secretariat to make recommendations on the elaboration of programming or 
pre-investment data, particularly those on inputs and investment costs in certain industries. The 
note contains a summary of the recommendations of the group. 

An article entitled "Methodological Problems in Long-term Economic Development Program- 
ming with Examples from the Yugoslav Economy", by Mr. B. Horvat, deals with programming 
techniques, the scope and goals of long-term programmes and the pace of economic development 
under the conditions of that particular economy. This subject should be of interest to economists 
and planners ir countries with different economic and social structures and at different stages of 
development. 

The first n?rt of a preliminary bibliography for industrial development programming, relating 
:o industrie» in general, is published at the end of this issue of the Bulletin. The second part, con- 
cerning chemical and rehted industries, will be published in the next issue. 

The Bulletin also contains a note on. a seminar on industrial estates in the region of the Eco- 
nomic Commission for Asia and the Far East, which summarizes the seminar's main conclusions 
and recommendations. 

Finally, another note presents the United Nations work programme on industrialization, in- 
cluding an outline of the projects undertaken or scheduled to be undertaken in the three-year 
period 1961 to 1963. 
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Evaluation of Projects 
in Predominantly 

Private Enterprise Economies 

SELECTED PRCX;EDURES, BASED ON CASE STUDIES 

Prepared by the 
Division of Industrial Development of the United 

Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs 

GOVERNMENT» are continuously faced with the prob- 
lem of evaluating projects. Development plans are 

frequently being elaborated in terms of macro-economic 
magnitudes and production targets by sector; they have 
subsequently to be spelled out in terms of concrete pro- 
jects. Conversely, the first approach may be at the micro- 
economic level, where projects are selected for inclusion 
in a development programme. In both cases, projects ars 
evaluated simultaneously, at the time the comprehensive 
plan or programme for a given period is being prepared. 
In addition, decisions on approval or rejection of projects 
have normally to be taken on a continuous and ad hoc 
basis. 

The need for project evaluation and allocation of prio- 
rities arises both for those projects carried out by the 
public sector itself and financed with government funds 
and those in the private sector which are subject to gov- 

1 Several of the theoretical aspects of project evaluation are 
dealt with in United Nations, Manual on Economic Develop- 
ment Projects (Sales No.: 58.II.G.5), prepared by the Economic 
Commission for Latin America, and in two United Nations 
reports, prepared by groups of experts convened at Bangkok in 
1959 and 1961 by the Executive Secretary of the Economic Com- 
mission for Asia and the Far East, entitled, respectively, Pro- 
gramming Techniques for Economic Development (Saks No.: 
60.H.F.3) and Formulating Industrial Development Programmes 
(Sales No.: 6I.II.F.7). 
2 Only seven case studies are presented in this article. There 
are two reasons for this limited number; first, the methods used 

ernment permits. It arises also in the case of private 
projects which require some kind of government assis- 
tance, such as tariff protection, tax relief, duty free im- 
ports of machinery or raw materials, or foreign exchange 
allocation. This means that, in practice, especially in de- 
veloping countries, a substantial part if not the vast ma- 
jority of all projects are within the sphere of government 
influence. 

This article is primarily concerned with the applica- 
tion of evaluation methods in under-developed coun- 
tries.1 In part one, a number of selected case studies arc 
presented exemplifying methods which field experts have 
applied in evaluating projects.- The presentation is fol- 
lowed in part two by an appraisal ol these methods. On 
the basis of this appraisal, an attempt is made in part 
three to formulate some recommendations with regard 
to procedures and methods of project evaluation suitable 
for countries in the process of development. 

in project evaluation are seldom explicitly stated in the available 
documentation. Second, some of the available case studies relate 
to identical or similar evaluation methods and a selection has to 
be made in order to avoid duplication. The information relates 
mainly to evaluation criteria recommended for use, and it is 
not always possible to ascertain to what extent actual practice 
conforms to these proposals. It may be stated that the benefit 
accruing from shared experience would 1* greatly enhanced if 
the evaluation methods recommended for use were stated in 
explicit terms, the reasons for their adoption explained, and the 
measure of success in applying them in practice assessed, by the 
experts concerned. 



1 
Part One 

CASE STUDIES 

rr HE SEVEN CASE STUDIES presented in this part of the 
*• study relate, respectively, to Burma, Peru, the West 

Indies, Turkey, the Philippines, Pakistan and Israel. The 
first and third are concerned with allocation of priorities 
within the industrial sector; the second, with allocation 
within a sub-sector—a group of industries; the fourth, 
fifth and seventh with the evaluation of projects having 
a marketable output, within a given sector as well as be- 
tween sectors. The sixth case study is somewhat dif- 
ferent from the others: it is mainly concerned with the 
difficulties encountered in the application of a set of ob- 
jective criteria to the evaluation of specific projects. 

Bu*MAà 

The expert was required to advise the Government of 
Burma on the economic feasibility of establishing new 
industries, and on the setting of priorities in the long- 
range programme. 

"The main purpose of industrial development," states 
the expert, is "to increase the national income for the 
benefit of the people as a whole." The question is in 
which branches will it be most favourable to expand, 
and which new industries can most profitably be estab- 
lished. According to the expert, two factors are "almost 
decisive": the natural resources (especially raw mate- 
rials) of the country, and the needs within the country. 
Thus, it is possible to distinguish between raw material- 
based industries and market-based industries. The for- 
mer arc favoured by ready access to cheap raw materials 
supplied at low transport costs which may enable them 
to compete on the foreign market; the latter, which dis- 
pose of the domestic market, may be protected by cus- 
toms duties. 

To determine which specific industries in these two 
groups can most profitably be developed, the expert sug- 
gests for the raw material-based industries, an analysis 
of the export statistics over time and a survey of natural 
resources, in order to find fields where export is in the 
form of industrially processed raw materials, and for 
the consumption-based industries, a survey of present 
demand not satisfied by domestic production, as indi- 
cated by import statistics, current production and future 
domestic demand. An analysis of import statistics will 
suggest "areas of consumption where domestic produc- 
tion could advantageously replace importaron. This 
should be the immediate goal of developme.it, and here 
there is a much firmer basis for calculation than in esti- 
mating future demand". The latter, according to the 
expert, depends on: (a) the rate and volume of invest- 
ment and the materials required for this; (b) the avail- 
ability of raw materials for new industries to be estab- 
lished, and (c) the rise in the standard of living and the 
resulting increase in demand for consumer goods. These 

8       E.  Slaato,  "Industrial  Development  in   Burma"  (United 
Nations mimeographed document, TAA/BUR/16). 

data are presumably indicative of the demand for invest- 
ment goods, intermediary goods and consumer goods, 
respectively. 

Other statements by the expert suggest, however, that 
the resources and domestic needs criteria are not always 
"almost decisive" in establishing priorities. Other factors 
are to be taken into account, and these may well induce 
a change in priorities. The effect of a given investment 
on the balance of payments, for example, is a factor to 
consider. Thus, with respect to production for export 
based on natural resources, a very high priority should 
be assigned to industries yielding large sums of foreign 
capital on favourable terms; this category takes into ac- 
count many of the ore deposits in Burma, such as tin, 
zinc, lead and tungsten. Furthermore, according to the 
expert, at the present stage of industrialization in Burma, 
with many resources still to be exploited, it is in principle 
not advisable to give much attention to the establishment 
of industries whose requirements of raw materials and 
semi-finished products have to be imported and which 
require experienced technicians and much skilled labour. 

The capital intensity or labour intensity of an invest- 
ment is another factor to be considered because "in a 
country such as Burma where there is a lack of capital 
for investment, and a great part of the population is not 
fully employed, it is of great importance to keep invest- 
ment per employed worker as low as possible". 

A question which arises in planning for increased in- 
dustrial output is, according to the expert, whether to 
expand the capacity of established factories or to establish 
new ones, because, "frequently much greater increases 
(in output) are achieved by improvements in existing 
plants (for instance, by casing bottlenecks in the existing 
production equipment), than by establishing entirely 
new plants". An estimate of operating costs and income 
can, according to the expert, be based on experience in 
other countries and industries. From both an economic 
and a social point of view, the effect of newly established 
industries on the operations of old factories and their 
employment is a very serious consideration, and every 
attempt should be made to prevent the establishment of 
new factories putting out of production existing indus- 
tries and causing unemployment. 

The criteria which should be taken into account in 
establishing priorities are summarized as follows: 

(a) The existence of natural resources, such as agri- 
cultural and forestry products, minerals, oil and water; 

(b) The existing domestic demand shown by importi, 
and the estimated future demand; 

(c) The foreign exchange to be saved or earned; 
(d) The total capital investment and the foreign ex- 

change component, per worker employed and in rela- 
tion to the increase in national income; 

(f ) The effect of new industries on employment in 
existing industries; 

(/) The possibilities of expanding existing industrial 
emerprises, and 



(g) The possibilities of operating at a profit. 

The expert points out that no assessment of priority is 
intended in this list. Thus, no indication is given as to 
the relative weight to be assigned to each of these criteria. 
Nor is it possible to ascertain from the contents of the 
report to what extent the expert has been able to apply 
these criteria quantitatively. The expert presents two 
tables showing, respectively, capital investment per 
worker and value added per unit of capital investment 
in Norwegian industries. He points out that "the figures 
themselves may be of less value, but the list showing the 
relationships should be of some help in considering priori- 
ties". Apart from these data, the expert has estimated for 
a number of projects, "savings to be effected in foreign 
currency", judging by these premises, it may be assumed 
that intuition and subjective judgement have been major 
complements to the criteria stated by the expert. 

PERU
4 

The case study concerns the metal transforming indus- 
try. The aim of the study was to determine, "on the 
basis of certain criteria and without a thorough analysis 
of profitability..., possible percentage relationships be- 
tween production and domestic demand" in 1965. Do- 
mestic demand in 1965 was estimated "on the basis of 
consumption data for 1955 . . . and of assumed rates of 
growth for agriculture, industry in general, mining, gen- 
eration of electricity, construction, population, the motor 
vehicle park, consumption of durable goods, etc.". No 
consideration was given to export prospects, although it 
was recognized that the prospects existing for certain 
products which could be marketed in neighbouring 
countries are very promising. 

Probable demand for various products or groups of 
products in the metal transforming industry having been 
determined by macro-economic projections, the problem 
was to estimate the proportion of such demand that 
could be met by domestic production. A distinction was 
made between existing industries and new industries. In 
considering the prospects for the expansion of existing 
industries three factors were taken into consideration: 
first, the variety of shapes or forms in which the product 
is manufactured and the complexity of the processes in- 
volved, both these factors tending to have an impact on 
the above-mentioned proportion; second, the "organicity" 
of the industry concerned, that is, the extent to which the 
industry is "essential or necessary for the development of 
other industries or other economic activities, inasmuch 
as it will either help to broaden the market for the 
producís of such activities, or will tend to promote the 
manufacture of items indispensable for their develop- 
ment, or will serve as a link between other industries 

4 This caie study is based on material selected from ,i report 
"the ultimate aim of which is confined to a preliminary examina- 
tion of the development and prospect« of Peruvian industry". 
One of the questions discussed in this connexion is "what changes 
have to take place in the composition of industrial production, 
ia terms of the greater or lester development of given branches 
or specific sectors?". United Nations, Analyses and Projections 
of Economic Development, VI. The industrial Development of 
Peru (Sales No.: J9.II.G.2), page 247. 
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Constructing an irrigation canal in Peru 

so as to complete an internal industrial integration proc- 
ess"; third, the extent to which the industry will employ 
domestic raw materials. The objective of the two latter 
elements was, according to the expert, to incorporate in- 
to the criteria an element relating to the development of 
other industries, which would contribute towards improv- 
ing the over-all industrial structure. 

As regards the establishment of new industries, all 
manutacures which would obviously involve a scale of 
production too large for the Peruvian market, such as 
internal combustion engines, passenger cars, aircraft and 
spare parts, typewriters and calculating machines, textile 
machinery and tractors, were eliminated at the outset. 
Furthermore, in addition to the criteria which were set 
up for the expansion of existing industries, four addi- 
tional criteria were pro|)o«ed. First, value added to the 
metal used as raw material as a percentage of gross value 
of output; second, value added to the metal per unit of 
investment; third, investment in machinery and equip- 
ment as a percentage of investment in total fixed assets 
and, fourth, investment in machine tools (lathes, drills, 
milling and planing machines) as a percentage of total 
investment in machinery and equipment. 

Value added to the metal was calculated as the dif- 
ference liei ween the price per kilogramme of the im- 
[*>rted article and the estimated price per kilogramme of 
the metal imported for its manufacture. It was thought 
preferable to use value added to metal, rather than value 
added lo manpower, 'because the latter figure . .. differs 
little »rom one item to another, within the range of 

products of the metal transforming industry" and also 
"because the value added to metal gives a clear indica- 
tion of what the country would gain by manufacturing 
the article concerned, even if ii.ported raw materials 
were used". 

The second and third criteria were to provide an in- 
dication of capital intensity. The fourth criterion was in- 
tended to indicate requirements for skilled labour. 

A qualitative rating "A", "B", or "C" was assigned 
to any particular industry in respect of each criterion. 
Thus, for example, in relation to the use of domestic 
raw material, "A" implies a high percentage; with re- 
gard to diversity of products or complexity of manu- 
facture, the same rating indicates that little or no diver- 
sity or complexity exists. Again to quote the study, ". . . 
all these criteria, plus a certain unavoidable element of 
subjectivity, came into play in the final determination of 
domestic production considered possible" by the end of 
the plan period. Thus, in the case of gas cylinders, do- 
mestic production might perhaps reach 100 per cent of 
domestic demand "since the diversity of products is 
slight in relation to the low degree of complexity of this 
line of manufacture, and the activity is of some national 
interest, since it helps to improve the fuel distribution 
and uses domestic raw materials. Furthermore, in this 
branch of manufacture, the value added is quite high 
and requirements in respect of technique or skilled la- 
bour are modest, although it calls for a relatively high 
proportion of machinery and equipment." In the case of 
the hand tool industry, which commands a large market, 



this was found to combine average characteristics in re- 
gard to nearly all criteria; it was considered that domes- 
tic production should be put at 40 per cent of domestic 
demand, concentrating on tools with a very wide market 
and a narrow range of models, such as hammers, axes, 
pliers and screwdrivers. Production of pumps and com- 
pressors, which command a wide market, was assigned 
a high index for "organicity" and moderate indices for 
diversity of products, complexity of manufacture and 
use of domestic raw materials; in spite of substantial re- 
quirements for machinery, complexity of technique and 
not very high figures for value added, it was considered 
that at least 60 per cent of domestic demand could be 
met by national production in the case of pumps, and 
35 per cent in the case of compressors. Finally, produc- 
tion of electric motors and of relatively low-power trans- 
formers was considered desirable in nearly all respects; 
since many of the components of this equipment are em- 
bodied in imported machinery or equipment, it was de- 
cided that 70 per cent of demand should be met 
domestically. 

WEST INDIES' 

The expert proposed that the suitability of each candi- 
date industry be assessed on the basis of the following 
eight indices: ratio of wages to gross output; ratio of 
wages to net output; net output per person employed; 
horsepower per person; fuel consumed per person; 
weight of material used per person; number of persons 
per establishment, and coefficient of localization. 

The criterion of wages to gross output was iustified by 
the fact that "one of the chief competitive features of 

ñ W. A. Lewis, "The Industrialization of the British West 
Indies", The Caribbean Economic Review (Port of Spain, 
Trinidad), vol. II, No. 1, May 1950. The expert was concerned 
with the question of how it is possible for newly industrializing 
countries to contemplate producing and exporting manufactures 
in competition with old and well-established rivals. According 
to him, "the secret of success, for any country, is to specialize 
in those [industries] to which its resources are most appropriate, 
and to avoid the others". 

the West Indies is its relatively low wage level", so thai 
industries with a high wage component ol costs wen 
likely to have a competitive advantage. 

The criterion of wages to net output was supposed m 
indicate the importance ol expenses other than those u 
lating to raw materials and wages. The most important 
ot these is the cost of machinen ,\\\<\ ol other capital 
equipment; where this is high, the ratio of wa-cs to net 
output will be low. To quo«e the expert : •'Since ihe \\ est 
Indies are short ot capital, it is best to use what theie is 
to give employment to as main persons as possible, so 
we are interested in isolating the industries whiih re 
quire relatively small capital per person employed, lie 
sides, since the machinery has to he unpolled. H costs 
more in the West Indies than in the countries where n 
is produced, and the Islands cannot hope to compile 
with such countries in industries where machinen cost 
is a heavy item." 

A'<7 output per person employed was used inainlv as a 
substitute f:>r the two previous indicts. In general, this 
ratio according to the expert "is high when ¡he costs 
other than wages are high, and low when there is vu y 
little to lie added lo wages cosí, lint this is not invariably 
so. For example, net output is lower in industries where 
the proportion ot women is high, because women's 
wages are lower than men's". 

The criterion of horsepower in use per person was sun 
posed to give "some idea of the importance ol capital in 
industry, and to IK- fairly closely correlated with the ratio 
of wages to net output". The cx|H.rt considerai that al 
though the correlation is not complete, "we have to use 
such indices as we can find". 

Fuel consumed per worker is self-explanatory. "Since 
industrial power is rather expensive in the Islands, it is 
necessary to avoid industries which are heav consuméis 
of pow'cr. Fortunately, there is a wide range of indus- 
tries where fuel costs are such a small part of the total 
that the Islands are not gravely handicapped if thev try 
to compete." 

The weight of materials handled and the extent to 
which there was a loss of weight as a result of industrial 

New  industrie, m  famaica,   Brill,!,   Wen Indie,:        LEFT:    Making corrugated  shectwg   from 
bauxite       »ICHT:    Manufacturing boys' wear for export to North America 
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processing was considered to be a "rough" bur. "very im- 
portant" index. 

The average number of wo>-l r<¡ per establishment was 
considered again by the expeu as a "rough" indicator of 
the scale of production, since it conceals differences in 
the size oi individual establishments. "There is a slight 
presumption that industries in which the average estab- 
lishment is very large are unsuitable for the Islands", 
both because the Islands are not well experienced in op- 
erating large establishments, and also because such estab- 
lishments are likely to have a larger output than the Is- 
lands can easily market. However, "too much weight 
must not . . . be placed upon this index of size, because 
... in most industries the units of less than average size 
seem to be able to produce just as cheaply as larger 
units". 

The last index, the coefficient of localization, was in 
tended to indicate whether an industry is widely dis- 
tributed throughout the region, or is highly concentrated. 
It an industry is very widely dispersed, it usually favours, 
according to the expert, working on the spot for a local 
market, and is therefore prima facie very suitable for the 
Islands. II, on the other hand, it is very hcavilv con- 
centriteli, there may IK some special factor which ties it 
to a pannili,ir place, although industries are often highly 
localized tur historical reasons. 

Fach industry was given a qualitative rating ("a", 
"b" or "c". in order of priority) with respect to the vari- 
ous criteria mentioned above and an over-all rating 
("A". "B" or "(',") indicating whether the industry fell 
within the upper third, the middle third, or the lower 
third group ot possible projects. Since an industry may 
be high in regard to one index, and low in relation to 
another, it was necessary to use personal judgement in 
assessing its final class. No quantitative indication of 
illative weights used was given. Apparently the ratio of 
wages to gross output was given the largest weight. A 
high ratio was presumed to be an indication of an in- 
dustry suitable for the Islands, but it was subject to 
further cheek in reference to indices of fuel consumption, 
horsepower and average size of plant, in order of 
importance. 

TlIRRKV*1 

"The need lor assessing priorities for investment." ac- 
cording to the ex|xrts, "arises in part from the fact that 
the Ixnelit of an investment to the country as a whole 
does not always coincide with the rate of profit to the in- 
vestor, public or private". In so far as the social benefit 
of an investment can be quantitatively assessed, it is 
measured by "the increase in national income produced 
|xr unit of investment." or the social rate of return. The 
experts point <>ut that in addition to the measurable rate 
of return, there are other factors which must lie weighed 
in determining investment priorities. 

Since the major part of the increase in national income 
which results from ,\n investment accrues to the investor 

n       ("liencry,  Rr.uulow  and Cohn, "Turkish Investment  and 
lù-onomic IVu'lopmeiit", 1053  (mimeographed). 

in the form of profit, an approximation to the rate of so- 
cial return may IK obtained, according to the experts, 
by making additions to or subtractions from the rate of 
private profit to compensate for artificial prices and 
other elements which cause social value to differ from 
value to the private investor. The more important among 
these elements are as follows. 

(a) The exchange rate. All imported elements in the 
cost of the investment and its operation and any part 
of the output which is exported or any substitutes for 
imports should be recomputed using an "equilibrium" 
rate of foreign exchange. 

(h) Protected industries. Domestic prices of home pro- 
duced goods should not exceed the alternative c.i.f. cost 
of the import, valued at the equilibrium exchange rate. 
A similar correction should be made for export subsidies 
where they exceed the adjustment to be made for foreign 

exchange, and for industries which use domestic materials 
whose price is artificially high. 

(c) Unused resources. Factors of production should be 
valued at their alternative earnings in other uses. In 
some cases this "opportunity cost" will be less than the 
amount actually paid for the use of these factors. When 
the supply of a factor is in part unused, this as a rule 
indicates that the market price of such factor exceeds its 
"opportunity cost". 

(d) Social overhead facilities. The value of goods and 
services for use in other productive sectors is not neces- 
sarily measured by their prices. The most important 
examples are power, transportation and other overhead 
facilities. The measure of their social benefit is the in- 
creased value of commodity production which they make 
possible. When an increase in social overhead is required, 
it is necessary to take into account the indirect capital re- 
quirements as well as the direct investment. 

All these factors enter into the calculation of the social 
return. There are, in addition, other factors less suscepti- 
ble ot quantitative evaluation which must also be con- 
sidered in the final evaluation of investment pro- 
grammes. 

(a) Rate of completion. First, when the time gap be- 
tween investment and the increased production of goods 
and services for one project is substantially longer than 
for another, the fact that the investment will not yield 
a production during this additional period will, ceteris 
paribus, obviously put the first project at a disadvantage. 
Also, the time lag between income creation by the in- 
vestment in a project and the increased production of 
goods and services has an important hearing on the 
generation of inflationary pressures that may arise from 
the investments and on the balance of payments. If 
projects are started at a rate which is above that of the 
availability of investment resources required for their 
completion the productivity of the whole programme is 
lowered. 

(b) Regional balance. While some dispersion of in- 
vestment is necessary for non-economic reasons, it should 
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be kept to a minimum. The greater increases in national 
output which may be secured through concentrated de- 
velopment of a single region provide a larger volume of 
investment resources in the future and lead to a more 
rapid development of the rest of the country, although 
initially the development of some areas will lie slower. 

(c) Stability. Some weight should be given to the pos- 
sible variation in world prices of the commodity to be 
produced. As is well known, the price of exports of basic 
materials are subject to wide fluctuations, while import 
costs of manufactured goods vary to a much less degree. 
While these factors argue for less international specializa- 
tion and more diversified development, the cost in terms 
of additional investment requirements should lie made 
explicit and compared to the reduction in risk which is 
expected of a more diversified development. 

(d) Technical complexity. The productivity of invest- 
ment resources in the initial stage may be lower in the 
more complex industrial processes because of the lack of 
skilled labour, experienced supervision, or specialized 
ancillary materials and services. This is less likely to oc- 
cur in the cases where there is an element of foreign in- 
vestment which brings with it technical and managerial 
skills. 

(e) Labour training. Since skilled labour is a scarce 
factor, a special allowance should be made for projects 
which also result in labour training. Where it can be 
valued, this training may be added to the social benefit 
of the investment. 

(f) Nature of the product. It is generally agreed on 
social grounds that less essential commodities and "lux- 
ury" goods should not be given priority, even though the 
market-determined return on their investment is high. 

Having stated these principles, the experts set them- 
selves the task of measuring the social productivity of 

investments by applying corrections to the calculations 
of profitability made on purely market grounds. Of the 
various corrections which were suggested to determine 
the social return of investment, those ior which quanti- 
tative estimates were jxtssiblc were the balance oí pay- 
ments effects and the differences between domestic prices 
and alternative costs of im|xirts. Corrections were also 
applied for the price of labour, although to a limited 
extent. 

In the opinion ot the experts, the most import.mi cor- 
rection was to lie applied to the foreign c^han^i rate 
whose real value was considerably higher .11 1l1.1t time 
than the official rale indicated. It was estimated tl\at for- 
eign exchange costs ,iiv' .arnmgs oí an investment 
should be valued at M) \       cut alxtve the ollicial rate. 

Domestic prices tor commodities were used in calculat- 
ing costs and benefits, except where thc\ were higher 
than the c.i.t. cost of imports plus the it) per cent correc- 
tion applied to foreign exchange. In the latter case, the 
"social" valuation of a commodity was taken at the ci.I. 
cost of imports, plus ì(> per cent, plus a normal profit to 
the im|x>ricrs 

Regarding unskilled lalxmr, it was considered that 
whatever development may take place in the labour 
market in Turkey in the next few years, there would IK- 

an excess supply of that ty¡>c oí lalxmr. The Ixncfit to 
the economy of economizing on the use of unskilled 
labour was. therefore, negligible. In view of this, a cor- 
rection was applied in particular to agricultural invest- 
ment in labour-saving devices. 

These corrections were applied to costs and liencfits 
whenever the available data |K-rmitted; in eases where 
the detailed information required was not available, the 
experts based their judgements "on the general techno- 
logical nature of the industry, market conditions, and 
other lactors". The most detailed analysis was made of 
projects approved by the  Industrial Development   H.ink 

Surge tanket of the new 16.000 hlowail 
power station at the Seyhan dam 

in Turkey 
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of Istanbul (IDB) which had contributed about 40 per 
cent of private investment in industry between 1950 and 
1953. A questionnaire tor loan applicants was developed 
by the IDB to fecure the information required to calcu- 
late the productivity of the investments to be financed.7 

The market prices used in these calculations were in 
almost all cases those which were applied by the Bank in 
reviewing the projects, and reflected the cxt>ectations 
over the period of the bank loans—namely, five to ten 

7       Tilt i|ucsiii»nn.iirc included the following items: 

A. INVI M MI NI 

1. Value ut fixed assets 
a. Site 
b. Buildings .mil construction 
c. Machinery   and equipment 
d. Installation costs 

2. Working capital 
3. Total investment 

a. Domestic cost 
b. Foreign exchange cost 

B. S A 1.1. s 

I.     Wilue of sales, hy product 
a.   Lxports 
/>.   Substitutes lor goods at present imported 
t.   Other domestic goods 

C. COSTS (All costs are included except for purchase of office 
supplies and other miscellaneous overhead items which 
amount to less than one per cent of total costs. Imported 
components of each item are tabulated separately) 

1. Raw  materials 
2. Energy 
Í.    Auxiliary materials 
4. Maintenance 
5. Labour 

a. Administrative 
b. Technical 
c. Skilled 
d. Unskilled (less than six months' training required) 

D. FOREIGN EXCHANGE EFFECTS 

1. Foreign exchange costs 
a. Annual cost of the foreign exchange component of 

investment, computed at 9 per cent for interest and 
amortization of loan 

b. Cost of imported materials (from C) 
c. Indirect import component of domestic materials 

(computed on the basis of 10 per cent for steel and 
power purchased, 8 per cent for coal, 5 per cent for 
other industrial materials, 2 per cent for agricultural 
products) 

2. Foreign exchange earnings (from B.I.a) 
3. Net foreign exchange effect (D.2 minus U.l) 

E. SOCIAL PRODUCTIVITY 

1. Gross private profit  (sales  minus  costs,   exclusive of 
taxes and interest) 

2. Corrections for social value 
a. Price correction for protection, subsidies, etc. 
b. Foreign exchange value (computed at 30 per cent 

of D.3) 
3. Increase in social value (E.l plus E.2) 
4. Rate  of  private  return  on   investment   (E.l   divided 

by A.3) 
5. Rate   of   social   return   on   investment   (E.3   divided 

by A.3) 

years. The corrections applied to these market prices 
have been discussed earlier. The foreign exchange costs 
were computed from the detailed breakdown of invest- 
ments and operating costs. The annual cost to the econ- 
omy of the foreign exchange components of new invest- 
ments was computed from the terms of the International 
Bank for Reconstruction and Development (IBRD) loan 
to Turkty, which was somewhat lower than the margi- 
nal cost of new loans. Foreign exchange earnings were 
credited to exports and to import substitutes. On the 
basis of these corrections it was found that the average 
private return on all the IDB's loans was 30 per cent, 
and the average social return, 23 per cent. 

THE PHILIPPINES 

In determining industrial priorities under the live-year 
«•"< mie and social programme for the Philippines, it 
was proposed that a priority formula be applied "as an 
over-all instrument of allocation of resources to effect 
the structural adjustments desired"." The formula was 
intended to ensure consistent treatment by various gov- 
ernment agencies of requcsrs for foreign exchange, trans- 
fer and tax privileges, loans and other action involving 
some form of government assistance, and to relieve 
them of pressure by providing a ready device for evaluat- 
ing applications from private industry. The formula 
was to be applied to the private sector as well as to gov- 
ernment profit-making enterprises, as well to allocation 
between sectors as within a given sector. It was not con- 
sidered to be applicable to non-profit service undertak- 
ings of government, such as agricultural extension, health 
services, research and social overhead projects, which pro- 
duce indirect and intangible benefits. 

The formula reflects the following policy objectives: 
1. To direct resources towards the most productive 

uses; 

2. To conserve foreign exchange; 
3. To reduce unemployment; 
4. To promote economic growth. 
The guiding principles of project evaluation based on 

these objectives were stated as follows. Other considera- 
tions being equal, preference will IK given to an indus- 
trial project that (i) will, per unit of scarce resources ex- 
pended, give the highest contribution to national in- 
come; (ii) will, per unit of scarce resources expended, 
produce the greatest improvement in the country's bal- 
ance of payments position; (iii) will make the greatest 
use of domestically produced raw materials and operat- 
ing supplies; (iv) will make the most use of domestic 
labour; (v) will produce goods to meet the more basic 
needs of the people and will produce the greatest effect 
on the external economies. 

These guiding principles were embodied in the fol- 
lowing formula: 

where: IP is industrial priority; Ä,^the value added to 

8 Government of the Philippines, National Economic Council, 
The Fife-Year Economic and Social Development Programm* 
for 7957-/96/ (Manila, 1957). 
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Drawing and Mending of card slivers 
in a textile plant in Turkey 

national income by the factors of production involved in 
the project, including labour, land, capital and entre- 
prcneurship, as corrected by an essentiality factor to re- 
count for the impact of the project on external economies 
and for other social benefit considerations, the whole per 
unit of capital resources utilized;9 

Ri=the impact of the project on the country's bal- 
ance of payments position. This is measured by the an- 
nual foreign exchange value of the product minus the 
value of foreign exchange directly or indirectly used in 
production, per unit of investment;10 

At = the extent of additional economic values derived 
from the use of domestic raw materials and supplies, per 
unit of investment;11 

R\- the social value derived from employment of 
labour. This was measured by the annual value of such 
labour per unit of investment.12 

R, - e(w + r + i + />) 

where: e — essentiality factor; w = wages;  r  = rent; i = 
interest; p = profit; \ = capital. 

The determination of the essentiality factor for a given project 
is ba»ed on the following considerations: (a) if the product is 
for export, how near to the finished stage is it? If for domestic 
use, is it destined for consumption or for use in other industries, 
and, if for consumption, is it a luxury good or an essential oner 
(*) what is the proportion of the domestic component in the 
l??' ?f (') ma,crials and supplies used; (ii) capital equipment; 
(iii) financing.9 Each item is rated within a range of 0.5 to 2.5 
points according to a check list. 

10 R. = FEs/e FEc 

where: FEs/e — the foreign exchange saved or earned arising 
from the project; FEc = the foreign exchange cost incurred in 
the project. 

The purpose of the formula was to compare annual 
benefits to annual costs in terms of scarce resources. Two 
types of resources were obviously in short supply, namely, 
capital and foreign exchange.13 Although entrepreneurs, 
managers, technicians and skilled labour were also scarce, 
the Government was not prepared, at this stage, to adopt 
policies which would involve direct allocation of human 
resources." 

Since the purpose of the formula was to measure the 
social profitability of a project, contribution to national 
income was taken as a measure of the benefits arising 
from the project. This contribution was, in a first ap- 
proximation, estimated on the basis of market prices. 
Since, however, market prices, in the opinion of the ex- 
pert, reflected "a socially unhealthy economic relation- 
ship", the national income profitability calculated at such 
prices was to be corrected. The correction for the balance 

11        r»   -    "•' X rmJ/rmt X rmd K> —:  - -• - .    ._   .    . 

K 
where: rmd — the value of domestic materials and operating 
supplies used in production, excluding the value of the imported 
component of domestically processed intermediate products 
whenever such imported component exceeds in value 50 per 
cent of the value of these products; rmt — the value of the 
total raw materials and supplies used in  production. 

/?, = 
/</ y j,(x H i r 

where: Id = the number of paid Filipino workers employed for 
at least 300 days a year. A uniform average of 2,000 petot 
per annum is to I* used in determining the social value arising 
from the employment of each Filipino worker. 
11 Capital is defined as total investment in the project, which 
is equal to fixed assets plus circulating capital. 
14 B. Higgins, Economic Development, Principles, ProbUmt 
and Policies (W. W. Norton and Company, Inc., New York. 
1959). ^ 
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of payments effect was intended to reflect the scarcity 
of foreign exchange; it is positive or negative, depending 
on whether the project results in net savings or earnings 
or in net cost. The corrections for the use of domestic 
raw materials and for increasing employment are always 
positive. The firmer was included to stimulate domestic 
production of such materials; the latter, to provide for a 
preferential treatment ot employment creating projects. 
It would ohvioiisly only relate to unskilled labour which 
was in abundant supply. This was achieved by including 
only i'ilipino workers in the employment factor. 

An "essentiality multiplier" was used in an attempt to 
t.ike into account the esternal economies of a given proj- 
ect and ils elicci on the distribution of income. A higher 
rating was given to essential producer g(x>ds in primary 
industries than to such goods in secondary industries, or 
to Mini essential producer goods in primary industries, 
and so on. Tins was done under the assumption that pro- 
duction ol goods with higher priority ratings will have 
a greater unpad on the over all output of the economy 
as a whole.1' 

(-onsumer goods were similarly classified as essential, 
semi essential or non essential, and each group was as- 
signed a priority in this order. A consumer good was 
considered "essential" if it figured prominently in the 
budgets ol lower income groups. The purpose of this 
priority system was to improve the supply of goods con- 
stimeli by the low-income groups. 

It was understood that the determination of industrial 
priorities would IK- based not entirely on the quantita- 
tive method discusseti alxive, hut also on considerations 
which, although they do not easily lend themselves to 
quantification or are difficult to reduce to a fixed meas- 
ure, yet are |>ertinent to the question. Among these con- 
siderations were covered: 

1. Overcrowding of an industry; that is, if the aggre- 
gate productive capacity in the industry was in excess of 
the demand tor the product, defined as the effective de- 
mand as of the period of execution of the project, plus 
20 |>er cent to allow for additional demand. This princi- 
ple was disregarded, however, if the new projects would 
improve the competitive conditions in the country for 
the benefit of the public; 

2. Established government policy for specific in- 
dustries: 

\ Abnormal factors of pricing of labour, materials and 
products which may have unduly affected the priority 
order of projects. 

PAKISTAN 

The concepts of efficiency, consistency and administra- 
tive feasibility were adopted as the basic criteria for se- 
lecting projects to be included in the first five-year plan 
of Pakistan.1" The concept of efficiency was defined in 
terms of an allocation of resources among different uses 
in such a way that there was ro possibility of increasing 

'•••      I/mi. 
Mi       Cm eminent of  Pakistan,   National  Planning Board, The 
hi'st Fur Yew /'/.;»;. /<;>>'>« (Karachi, 1957), page 72. 

the total value of output by transferring resources from 
one use to another. The concept of consistency implied 
that the various parts of the plan were consistent with 
each other and with the total availability of resources. 
The concept of administrative feasibility implied that a 
development programme must be workable, in the sense 
that 'the recommendations are capable of execution; that 
the organizational arrangements required either existed 
or could be created, and that the necessary changes in 
customs and practices implied in the planned rate of de- 
velopment could be made". 

By adopting the criteria of efficiency and consistency, 
the planners sought to base resource allocation on an ob- 
jective standard instead of on a subjective judgement. 
The difficulties encountered in this attempt and the 
measure of success that was achieved are discussed in the 
context of the three following problems: (a) the incom- 
mensurability of returns; (b) the inadequacy of data, and 
(<•) the multiplicity of objectives.17 

The problem of incommensurable returns 

The planners were faced with two questions: first, 
what proportion of the total resources available for de- 
velopment should be allocated to education, health and 
social services? Second, given the allocation to each sec- 
tor, how should it lx- distributed among the various sub- 
sectors and projects? The efficiency criterion could not 
be applied to projects in these fields because they have 
no marketable product and therefore cannot be com- 
pared on the basis of their benefit-cost ratios. No satisfac- 
tory answer was found to the first question, although an 
attempt was made, at least in the case of education, to 
achieve a measure of consistency by applying some input- 
output relationships, such as that the number of engi- 
neers to be provided by the training programme should 
relate to the projected increase in industrial output. A 
rule of thumb applied was to the effect that the social 
sectors comprising education, health, housing and social 
welfare should absorb not more than 20 per cent of the 
available public resources, this proportion being the order 
of magnitude assigned to the corresponding sectors in 
the existing development plans in India and elsewhere. 

As for allocations within these sectors, education may 
be taken as an example. Allocations were made by the 
Planning Board, on the recommendation of its Educa- 
tion Section, to a number of major sub-sectors, such as 
primary education, secondary education and teacher 
training; and, within these sub-sectors, to a series of in- 
dividual projects, such as the establishment of new 
teacher training colleges and improvement of existing 
training colleges. The establishment of priorities was 
guided by three major aims: "first, to obtain maximum 
results from the use of scarce resources; second, to ensure 
as perfect an integration as possible of the educational 
plan with the general development plan; and third, to 

IT The following presentation is based on an article by David 
E. Bell, "Allocating Development Resources: Some Observations 
based on Pakistan Experience" in die yearbook, Harvard Uni- 
versity Graduate School of Public Administration, Public Policy 
(Cambridge, Massachusetts, 1959). 
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Traditional   irrigation   method   on   the   edge   of   the   Thai   desert, 
in Pakistan 

achieve ;in equilibrium within the educational plan it- 
sell".1'1 The priorities themselves were summarized as 
follows: "It is necessary first to consolidate, that is, to 
fill up the gaps and make up the qualitative deficiencies 
that exist in the present educational structure, and sec- 
ondly, having regard to the resources available, to make 
a modest expansion in the system".'" These statements 
suggest that the planners were seeking to apply the cri- 
terion ol elficiency, the- immettiate objective apparently 
being elficiency in educational results, rather than in 
terms of national income. 

The problem of inadequate data 

While the concepts of elficiency and consistency are 
in principle applicable to projects with marketable prod- 
ucts, whether or not this could IK done dejiended on the 
availability ot data- such as market and cost data on in- 
dividual projects and data on the economic system as a 
whole. Market and cost data were available in relatively 
tew cases—predominantly in large-scale public projects 
in industry, irrigation and power. Rough estimates were 
made in a numlxr of other cases -notably, cotton and 
jute textiles. I'.ven where market and cost data were 
available, their reliability  was low.1'" Furthermore, the 

'*       (jovcrnment of Pakistan. National  Planning Board, The 
First liiïYittr Plan, /ij-is ho. pa^e ^44 
1:1       IN,!., page 'Î44. 
-*0       A recent survey of several  large scale  industrial  projects 
included  in   the  plan   indicates  that  actual  costs  were  on  an 
average (>!) per ceni, and in some cases up to lfiO per cent, higher 
(lian anticipated in the project projKisals. 

available data did not include estimates of comparative 
costs involved in the use of alternative technological 
processes, of indirect costs or benefits or of external 
economies and diseconomies that were likely to arise 
from the projects. Only in two or three dozen cases, 
chiefly for large-scale industrial projects in the public 
sector, was calculation of comparative returns on alterna- 
tive investments possible. Even so, these projects ac- 
counted for 30 per cent of the total expenditure in the 
plan.*1 

For the vast majority of projects in small and medium- 
scale industry, agriculture, small-scale irrigation projects 
and transport, the data were inadequate to provide reli- 
able quantitative estimates of anticipated returns, and 
other bases for decision were explored. For example, 
agriculture was assigned a very high priority on the 
following grounds: the existence of a significant margin 
for increase in agricultural output in view of the low 
yields per acre; the impact on the balance of payments of 
saving in foreign exchange resulting from a reduction 
of food imports; the fact that agricultural exports pro- 
vided the only possibility in the short run to increase 
earnings in foreign exchange. In the absence of the neces- 
sary data to permit an evaluation of prospective returns 
on investment in individual agricultural projects, such 
evaluation was based, in most cases, on subjective judge- 
ment as to whether a given project was likely to make a 
substantial contribution to the development objectives 
per unit of resource input. A similar procedure was ap- 
plied to projects in the fields of small and medium-sized 
industries, small-scale irrigation and transport. 

The deficiency of project data was paralleled by the 
scantiness of information on the economic system as a 
whole. Data on the balance of payments, the banking 
system and the money supply were fairly good. On the 
other hand, data on prices and on income, consumption, 
saving and investment were inadequate. Making use of 
the available information, the Planning Board was able 
to prepare: (i) estimates of total requirements for de- 
velopment expenditure which were consistent with 
changes in income, saving and capital inflow; (ii) esti- 
mates of foreign exchange requirements which were con- 
sistent with expected changes in exports, imports and 
external sources of financing, and (iii) estimates of avail- 
ability ol certain resources (notably, cement and profes- 
sionally trained workers) which were consistent with 
anticipated requirements. Furthermore, the three sets of 
estimates were consistent one with another. 

The selection procedure was pursued up to the point 
where there were no apparent opportunities for making 

21 Two types of returns were normally calculated: first, the 
anticipated return (profit and interest) per unit of total capital 
(borrowed and equity, fixed and working); second, anticipated 
net saving or earning of foreign exchange per unit of total 
capita!. Some of the early calculations used a shadow rate for 
foreign exchange, hut this was discontinued subsequent to the 
devaluation of the Pakistan currency, which brought the new 
official rate close to the previously used shadow rate. Even 
though important elements of cost or return were usually lack- 
ing, the calculations were helpful in differentiating among 
projects. It appeared, for example, that it would be far more 
profitable to invest in cement and fertilizer than in steel and 
jute. 
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more rapid progress by replacing an included project 
with an excluded one; however, with data so scarce and 
inadequate, the actual allocation of resources was far 
from ideal. The allocation procedure was sufficient only 
to establish relative prioiities among certain projects—and 
even so a considerable degree of uncertainty attended the 
allotment of these priorities. Relative priorities among 
individual projects did not carry the Board very far 
toward the objective of allocating resources among 
sectors, and provided only a partial solution to the 
objective of allocations within particular sectors. 

The problem of multiple objectives 

Five objectives were stated in the plan: 

(a) To raise the national income and the standard of 
living of the people; 

(b) To improve the balance of payments of the coun- 
try by increasing exports and by production of substitutes 
for imports; 

(f) To increase opportunities for useful employment 
in the country; 

(</) To make steady progress in providing social ser- 
vices: housing, education, health and social welfare, and 

(e) To increase rapidly the rate of development, espe- 
cially in East Pakistan and other relatively less developed 
areas.22 

The Board was not able to reconcile the first three 
objectives through the use of mathematical programming 
methodi involving "accounting" prices (although, as in- 
dicated earlier, some use of accounting prices was made 

t in evaluating certain individual projects). However, 
»ome practical reconciliation of these three objectives 
was achieved without great difficulty. Only in few cases 
was the ranking of a project in terms of one objective 

33 Government oí Pakistan, National Planning Board, op. cit. 

different from its ranking in terms of another objective. 
Where the ranking in terms of the national income ob- 
jective differed from the ranking in terms of the balance 
of payments objective, priority was given to the latter; 
and where it differed from the ranking in terms of the 
employment objective, the national income objective was 
given priority. The relative ease with which these three 
objectives were reconciled was due in part to the paucity 
of data on alternative investments. 

The increase in social services was listed as a separate 
objective for two reasons: first, the Planning Hoard was 
impressed by the difficulties of treating the output of so- 
cial services within the national income framework; sec- 
ond, it wished to emphasize that such services were an 
end in themselves as well as a means. The operational 
significance of this objective cannot, however, he ascer- 
tained, since allocation to social services was made on 
the basis of subjective judgement rather than objective 
measurements. It is not possible to determine whether 
these allocations would have been different had social 
services not been listed as a separate objective; neither 
is it possible tf) ascertain whether there was a conflict 
lrctwccn this objective and the others. 

The fifth objective reflected the (¡overnmeni's concern 
to achieve a greater geographical equality in income. In 
order to promote a more rapid economic development in 
the eastern region, certain projects located in the east 
were given priority even though they were less profitable 
than competing projects located in the west; which 
means that the goal of achieving maximum contribution 
to national income was qualified by this objective. 

ISRAEL 

In proposing projects for inclusion in the development 
budget of Israel, the various ministries concerned were 
requested to follow a standard procedure outlined by 

m*for irrigation morh. >* r»\ist«m: 
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the Budget Division of the Ministry of Finance. This 
procedure involves, inter alia, the preparation of a de- 
tailed memorandum on each project proposal in response 
to a questionnaire which presumably encompasses the 
criteria on the hasis of which projects will he accepted 
or rejected. Although "the majority of the questions have 
been framed on the assumption that they apply to a 
plant producing manufactured goods for sale . . . most 
of them can also be suited to «her investment projects, 
such as services provided .itrainst payment, other services 
which are paid to a certain extent (such as housing) or 
even services which are given free, such as education".• 
The main items in the questionnaire are summarized 
below. 

Markets 

What is the location and size of the markets in which 
the goods or services to be produced will be sold and 
what changes in market conditions are likely to occur in 
the foreseeable future? In the case of projects with a non- 
marketahle output, to what extent is such output re- 
quired, t.king into account present as well as anticipated 
needs ? 

Present s taie of planning 

In what stage of planning is the project now? Who is 
initiating the project and who is responsible for working 
out the technical, economic and other aspects of its im- 
plementation.5 How much detail is available about the 
project? 

'-'•' <;o\ eminent of Israel. Ministry of Finance, Budget Divi- 
sion,   Instructions for Preparing Development Budget Proposals 
for  the Financial   Year  1962/63" 
(mimeographed). 
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Size ani location of plant 

Is the proposed size optimum in relation to the planned 
output? Is the proposed location the mo« desirable one, 
if not, what is the difference in transport or other costs 
between the alternatives? 

financing the investment 

From what source and on what terms will the invest- 
ment be financed? What assurance is there that the 
funds anticipated from non governmental sources will 
he secured and what is the stage of negotiations with the 
parties concerned? 

Know-how 

Is the know-how required for the construction and op- 
eration of the plant available in Israel? If not, has con- 
tact been made with a foreign firm to secure the re- 
quisite know-how, and what arc the terms of the con- 
tract 3 Does the foreign firm permit the use of its tech- 
niques and patents in Israel? Docs the responsible firm 
bear part of the risk through financial participation? 

"Worthwhtleness" of a project 

The "worthwhilcness" of a project is assessed by com- 
paring the relevant costs and benefits. Income, current 
expenditure and capital expenditure arc first estimated 
on the basis of current prices for each year throughout 
the useful life of the project. Since, however, annual 
receipts and outlays a* different times arc not equivalent, 
they arc converted to present worth in the final year of 
investment. The rate of inte;est used in this conversion 
is 8 per cent; it is a shadow rate representing, in the 
estimation of the Budget Division, the real cost of capi- 



tal for the economy. A project will he worth while if the 
present worth of annual incomes after deduction of an- 
nual costs exceeds the present worth of total investment. 
This relationship may he expressed in the following 
formula: 

2 (S, 
1-0 

c¿(j + /V £ 2 K,n + r 

in which S is the value of annual sales, including sub 
sidy and local taxes; C is current annual coats, excluding 
depreciation and interest-, K is the annual expenditure 
on capital goods; / is the rate of interest; m is the period 
of investment (in years), measured from the reference 
year (t-0); n is the useful lifetime of the project (in 
yean) measured from the reference year. 

The above formula mav also he expressed as a benefit 
cost ratio: 

2 (J, - C) 0 + #)-' 
ÎZÊ. >  ; 

2 K,0 + $)-> 
1-8 

Projects which are worth while arc assigned priority 
ratings on the basis of their respective benefit-cost ratios. 

The above formula is applied in evaluating projects 
which arc expected to have no balance of payments im- 
pact or which are expected to have an unfavourable one. 
In the latter case, the rale of exchange used in conver- 
sion to local currency is the official rate (CI 1.K to the 
dollar). Projects with an expected favourable balance of 
payments impact, on the other hand, are given priority 
ratings on the basis of the cost in local currency per dol- 
lar saved or earned arising from each project. This cost 
is calculated as follows : 

2 (CJ-JDCi + i)-' 

2 (J{- C^fl + /)  ' 
1-0 

in which Cy-total costs in local currency; Sy = tot il 

receipts in local currency; Sy-- total receipts <x savings 

in foreign exchange; C , = total cost in foreign exchange; 
1 is the rate of interest, and n the useful lifetime of the 
project (in years) measured from the reference year. 

These rates will, as a rule, he positive, since projects 
which improve the balance of payments are usually char- 
acterized by the fact that total cost in local currency ex- 
ceeds total income in local currency, while foreign ex- 
change income or savings exceeds foreign exchange cost. 
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Part Two 

ANALYSIS OF THE CASE  STUDIES 

THE OVER-ALL IMPRESSION emerging from the case 
studies is that the experts were attempting to assign 

priority rankings to projects under consideration by com- 
paring their anticipated eiTects throughout the economy, 
that is, the costs—including alternative or opportunity 
costs—and benefits from the point of view of the econ- 
omy as a whole. 

Since a project will, as a rule, involve an evaluation 
of a multiplicity of alternative costs and benefits, the ex- 
perts are faced with the problem of passing from this 
multi-dimensional comparison into a single over-all rat- 
ing for the assignment of priority rankings. This, in 
turn, requires that the various costs and benefits be as- 
signed relative weights. 

In evaluating projects, the experts are faced with two 
questions which have a bearing on the validity of the 
resulting priority rankings. First, among the many ef- 
fects of a project, which are significant and should lie 
taken into consideration? Second, given the effects to 
consider, what relative weights should be attached to 
each effect? The solutions proposed by the experts vary 
from case to cast but two types of approach may be dis- 
tinguished; the first is exemplified by the casé studies 
relating to Burma, Peru and the West Indies; the sec- 
ond, by those relating to Israel, Turkey and the Philip- 
pines. 

BURMA, PERU AND THE WEST INDIES 

The evaluation methods proposed in these case studies 
involve multiple criteria, as may be seen from table 1. 
Since each criterion is concerned with a limited aspect 
of a project's effects, a system of multiple criteria will 
yield a number of partial ratings. In order to achieve an 
over-all rating on the basis of these partial ratings, the 
leverai criteria in the system had to be assigned relative 
weights. The logic of this procedure may be expressed 
schematically as follows. 

Prtfta (Pi) 
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First sttf 
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In assessing this procedure as it is applied in the three 
case studies under consideration, a number of questions 
need to be explored. First, what specific aspect of a 
project's effects are related to a given criterion and how 
do the several criteria in the system complement each 
other in assessing the over-all effect? Second, what 
weights should be assigned to the several criteria in the 
system? Third, what ratings, partial and over-all, should 
be assigned to projects? And finally, what is the validity 
of the resultant priorities? 

An attempt is made in table 1 to classify the criteria 
in three groups according to the effects which they arc 
intended to assess; the residual criteria are contained in 
the fourth (other considerations) group. It must be 
noted that the determining factor in assigning a given 
criterion to a given category is the significance attached 
to it by the expert concerned. 

The criteria in the first group are intended to measure 
the intensity of a factor or factors required by a project. 
Most of them, however, are substitutes involving vari- 
ous assumptions which are not in all cases easy to un- 
ravel. The wages-gross output ratio, which is one of the 
ciiteria used in the West Indies case study, may be taken 
.is an example. This ratio is designed to measure the 
labour intensity (in terms of unskilled labour) of a given 
project. It is premised on the assumption, among others, 
lhat all wage earners are low-paid unskilled labourers 
and that differences among projects in respect of this 
fkior are attributable solely to differences in intensity 
of unskilled labour. Similarly, the ratio of labour per 
number of establishments in industry in the same case 
study is intended to measure requirements for certain 
types of skilled manpower. This is based on the as- 
sumption that the ratio is indicative of the scale of op- 
erations of a typical unit in an industry, which also de- 
termines the requirements of a project for skilled man- 
jxiwer, notably managers. Other criteria involving more 
complicated assumptions could be quoted. 

The criterion "complexity of products" probably im- 
plies more than requirements for skilled manpower al- 
though for the sake of simplicity, it has been indicated 
in the table under this category. 

Of the two criteria in the second group relating to 
raw materials, the first, availability of cheap domestic 
raw materials (Burma), is used qualitatively; it implies 
that a project which uses "cheap" domestic raw materials 
is likely to be profitable. The value of the second, 
"weight of materials handled-labour" (West Indies), 
which is nominally a quantitative criterion, is very much 
weakened \,y the vagueness in the treatment of the most 
important aspect, namely, the loss of weight in proc- 
essing. In the final analysis, it resolves itself into a quali- 
tative evaluation. 

The criteria in the third group may be related to an 
assessment of the indirect benefits arising from a project 
aside from its direct effects. "Organicity" and "domestic 



Table I 

CLASSIFICATION OF CRITERIA ACCORDISI; TO THE EFFECTS WHICH THEY ARK INTENDED TO 

 ASSESS—BtIMA, PERL- AND THE WEST INDIES 

Xoii-fiictor 
Fiittnr input? inputs 

r -,   • j . .     •     indirect        Other 
Criteria used h experts K      l.      S,    FF        >:  b      /..,./       /..„.<,..      .    i   _        ' 1. '" I'enefils   eniisn/eraliims 

BURMA 

Demand                               ^ 

Cheap domestic raw materials       —   — —   —        \         _   
Capital—labour X    X —   —       —           
Value added—capital X     __                   
Value added—foreign exchange      —   — —    X                     
Foreign exchange—labour —    X —   X       —             
Effect on employment in the 

existing industries —   —     _                   j¿ 
Possibility of expanding existing 

enterprises —         _                   >¿ 

PERL- 

Variety of models —   — __       _           ^ 
Complexity of products —   — X   —       —           X 
"Organicity" —   — —   _.                 ^ ^ 
Domestic raw materials used'     .    —   — _—       _         x — 
Minimum scale       —   —     _                   ^ 
Value added—gross value of 

output X    X —   — -   
Value added—total investment        X   — —   — 
Investment in machinery and 

equipment—investment in 
fixed assets X   — —   — 

WSST INDIES 

Wages—gross output —    X —   —                 
Wages—net output X   — —   —       —         
Net output—labour X    X —   —       —       — 
Mechanical  horsepower—labour      XX —   —       — 
Weight of materials handled— 

labour      —   — —  _       X          X 
Labour—establishments in 

industry      —   — X  —                 
Localization ratios —   — —   _                  x 

* K - capital; L - unskilled labour; SL = skilled manpower; FE = foreign exchange. 
* Xm = raw materiali. • 

Although domestic raw materials used represent non-factor inputs, this is not indicated in the table, 
since it wou d appear that the experts were primarily concerned with the effect of a demand f..r domestic 
raw materials on the output of inch materials. 

raw materiali used" (Peru) may be classified under this 
category. These criteria are qualitative, «nee the benefits 
are difficult to quantify. 

The last group contains a combination of criteria 
which are difficult to identify separately. The criteria 
relating to "demand" and "effect on employment in 
existing industries" (Burma), "minimum scale" (Peru) 
and "localization ratio" (West Indies) arc closely related. 
They are essentially concerned with the question of 
whether there will be a market for the commodity to be 

produced. This question is relevant in the early stages 
of project screening which precede evaluation proper. 
The item "possibility of expanding existing industrial 
enterprises" (Burma) is not properly an evaluation 
criterion. It relates to the alternative which arises in 
planning for additional outputs of either expanding 
existing establishments or creating new ones; there is no 
indication as to how the expert expects to provide a reply 
to this question. 

The objective of the preceding classification of criteri» 
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promised for evaluation of projects was to facilitate the 
examining of their relevance and internal consistency. 
The discussion alxivc suggests a number of ohservations 
which apply in varying degrees to the three cases. First, 
the proposed criteria are not equally relevant; second, 
some of them overlap, in some cases to the extent of al- 
most complete duplication; third, some of the criteria 
are quantitative, others arc qualitative, and it is not easy 
to see how they could IK combined; fourth, among the 
quantitative criteria, some are suhstitutes involving as- 
sumptions which have not always ban explicitly stated. 
Finally, some quantitative criteria, in particular those 
relating to evaluation of factor input are based on data 
Ixirrowed from dcvclo|xd countries. 

In the particular case of Burma, the expert provides a 
list of criteria, hut no indication as to how the partial 
ratings would he determined, what relative weights 
should he attached to the various criteria, or the way in 
which the over-all rating will IK- made. In the case of 
Peru and the West Indies, partial ratings arc given in 
the form of rankings (i/, b or r); the weighing of the 
criteria is also indicated in the form of ranks; for ex- 
ample, criterion Ci is deemed more important than 
criterion (,'.• and so on, and the over-all ratings provide 
no adequate indication as to how any one project ranks 
in relation to another. 

IsRAKI.. THE   PlIILII'PINKS   AM) Tl'RKEY 

Although, as may IK seen in table 2, the evaluation 
methods pro[x»scd in these case studies also encompass 
systems of multiple criteria, an attempt has been made 
here to combine the more important criteria into three 
formulae. A quantitative rating of each project under 
consideration is achieved by aggregating on the one 
hand all elements of cost, and on the other hand all 
benefit elements, and by combining the former with the 
latter in a single benefit cost ratio. The inclusion of 
other criteria in the system indicates, however, that this 
was not considered sufficient to provide an adequate 
solution. Nevertheless, it is significant that most if not all 
of the measurable effects of a project are being assessed 
here in terms of a single quantitative criterion. 

As was pointed out in the discussion of the case studies 
of Hurma, Peru and the West Indies, the various costs 
and benefits must be assigned relative weights. In this 

case, weights are applied not to partial criteria as in the 
former examples, but to well-defined costs and benefits, 
that is, directly to inputs and outputs. In so far as it can 
IK assumed that market prices for factors and products 
adequately reflect their social value, they are the proper 
weights to use. When this is not the case, so that evalua- 
tion based on market prices would lead to misallocation 
of resources, the experts propose that an appropriate cor- 
rection IK applied to compensate for the divergence be- 
tween market and social values. 

Thus, the first step in this procedure is to calculate for 
each project the return on investment, using market 
prices as relative weights. This is calculated according 
to the formulae given below. 

The next step is to apply a correction to compensate 
for discrepancies between market and social values, as 
the need arises. Two methods are used. The first is to 
correct the market prices of certain factors and products 
which are under-valued or over-valued: for example, the 
price of capital (Israel); the price of foreign exchange 
(Turkey and the Philippines), and the price of home 
produced goods destined for domestic use (Turkey). 
These corrections are tantamount to using, instead of 
market prices, "equilibrium" or accounting prices, which 
measure the social value of factors and products. The 
determination of these "equilibrium" prices is discussed 
in part three of this article. 

A second method of correction, which has been ap- 
plied in the case of the Philippines, consists of attribut- 
ing additional benefits to a project which uses an abun- 
dant factor (for example, unskilled labour) or has a 
beneficial impact upon the rest of the economy, either 
forward or backward. The "essentiality" factor men- 
tioned above was intended to take into account the bene- 
fits arising mainly from the "forward" effects; the cor- 
rection for the use of domestic raw materials, on the 
other hand, was concerned with benefits arising from the 
"backward" effects. The rationale underlying these cor- 
rections is that, in so far as a project produces commodi- 
ties which are used as inputs elsewhere in the economy, 
or uses commodities which are produced by other sec- 
tors, it stimulates economic activity and consequently 
gives rise to additional benefits which should be attri- 
buted to the project considered. 

A closer examination of the formula suggests, how- 
ever, that in some cases the indirect effects are taken 
into account twice, so that their impact is exaggerated. 

ISRAEL: 

PHILIPPINES: 

TIRKF.Y: 

£   (value of output—cost of materials and labour)   (1+i) ' 

2 investment (1+i) ' 
1=0 

value of output—cost of purchased materials and depreciation 
investment 

value_of output—cost of materials, labour and depreciation 
investment 
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Table 1 

CLASSIFICATION OF CRITERIA ACCORDING TO THE EFFECTS WHICH THEY ARE INTENDE» TO 

 ASSESS—ISRAEL, THE PHILIPPINES AND TI/RKEV 

indirect effects 

r .     . Omet       (inliictur    (liialhtr     Sr,nnJ.ii\ Uthtr 
 '"tc"a effects      ^    „se          projects          effe, Is'         o»w,Uratw,,.< 

ISRAEL 
n 
2   iS,-C) (Hi)-'* 

1 = 0 

  X X        - _ m 
2   K, (/ + »)-' 

t=0 
Nature and size of markets   _ _ _ ^ 
Size and location of plants     _ .. v 
Sources of financing   _   ^ 
Availability of know-how   — _ _ v 

PHILIPPINES 

e(w + r+i+p)    FE/rs—FE/c 

 K H JT~ + 

O.'irmd rmtXrntd    ldX2.()W)i 
+ K +~T- X X X - 

Overcrowding of an industry        — _ __ _ ^ 
Abnormal pricing of  labour, materials and 

products     _. £ 
Possible effect on increased domestic produc- 

tion of raw materials  ... v, _ 

TURKEY 

S—(w + o + rmd t rmt) 
_ 

(FE/es—FE/c) ìO 100     sì 

 * ~V x     x     - 
Regional balance (external economics) — — X — — 
Rate of completion                                                               jj                 
Nature of product                                                 _ _ j(                 
Technical complexity                                              _ _ _ j¿ 
Labour training                                                      _ X — — 
Stability   _ _ _ ^ _ 

f.« = valuc °f »««liai salci; C, = current annual  costs, excluding capital costs;  K,  — annuai 
espciHliture cm capital good«, including working capital; í = intere« rate; m =  period of investment 

VW'),  rneawred  from the reference year   (t=0);  n   = useful lifetime of the project   (in  years) 
metiured from the reference year; J indicate» aggregation of annual values. 
T       See test. 

X S — grow valuc .if sales; w = wax«; o = other operating costs, excluding rmii, rmt; tnui — 
domestic raw material»: rmt = imported raw materials; FE/es = foreign exchange earnings ..r savings; 
Ft/c _ foreign exchange costs; s = correction for home produced goods; K = total investment. 

For example, in addition to assuming the cost of domestic lae, those grouped under the category "other considera- 
unskilled labour to be zero, a benefit is assigned to tions" in table 2 are, in most casts, relevant in the early 
projects for the use of this labour. A further benefit is stages of project evaluation which precede evaluation 
assigned for the use of domestic raw materials regard- proper. The criteria of "external economics", "labour 
less of the cost element. training", "rate of completion" and "nature of pr<Kluct", 

Among the other criteria that are being used to com- proposed in the Turkey case study ;.nd the criterion of 
plcment the three bas.c criteria represented by the formu- "possible effect on increased domestic production of raw 
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materials'", proposed in that of the Philippines, are in- 
tended to assess indirect effects. The criteria of "external 
economics", "labour training" and "possible effect on in- 
creased domestic production of raw materials" relate to 
effects arising from the interdependence of the projects.1'4 

The criterion of "rate of completion" implies that the 
phasing of projects will affect, on the one hand, the 
domestic supply of commodities and, on the other hand, 
domestic income; consequently, it may affect domestic 

24 The criterion of "possible effect on increased domestic 
production of raw materials" proposed in the Philippines eise 
study is redundant, since the backward effect of a project is 
taken into account through the basic formula. 

prices or, if unmet domestic demand gives rise to im- 
ports, the balance of payments, or both. The criterion 
"nature of product" relates to a project's impact on com- 
modity supply and consequently on prices of goods con- 
sumed by low-income groups. These indirect effects, 
some of which may be referred to as secondary effects, 
are difficult to assess; hence the qualitative nature of the 
criteria which relate to them. 

In the final over-all rating of each project, the basic 
criteria, that is, the formulae, must be combined with 
the other criteria in the system. This has to be achieved 
along the lines of the procedures which have been de- 
scribed in connexion with the discussion of the case 
studies relating to Burma, Peru and the West Indies. 

Part Three 

SYNTHESIS AND CONCLUSION 

As WAS NOTED in the introduction to this article, the 
decision regarding acceptance or rejection may be 

taken on an ad hoc basis in connexion with individual 
projects or it may involve the simultaneous choice of the 
projects to be implemented within a certain time period, 
that is, the elaboration of a project programme. In either 
ease, the evaluation will k based on a comparison of the 
resources that would have to be given up in the im- 
plementation of the project and its anticipated benefit. 

The difficulty in project evaluation consists, as was 
observed earlier, of the fact that the problem has to be 
determined on a multi-dimensional basis and that from 
this a one-dimensional decision pattern has to be de- 
rived. The multi-dimensional character is related to the 
fact that the project has to be considered in the context 
of its impact on a variety of fields, such as anticipated 
yield in terms of an increase in national income or in 
national consumption—with, moreover, the distinction 
lietwccn the immediate effects and those obtained in the 
longer run; provision of remunerative employment; im- 
pact on the balance of payments and possibly also the 
impact on the distribution of income and on regional 
distribution of productive activity. Also, the production 
factors to be used are basically incommensurable: capi- 
tal; foreign exchange; laliour, skilled and unskilled; the 
various categories of natural resources, such as land, 
minerals, hydro-power. The decision pattern, on the 
other haiiil, is by its nature one-dimensional: for the 
élaboration of a programme of projects, the candidate 
projects are ranked in a single line priority order and the 
decision regarding an individual project can either be 
acceptance or rejection. 

The transition from the multi-dimensionally deter- 
mined problem to a one-dimensional decision is, in gen- 
eral, resolved by the automatic operation of the price 
and market mechanism. Thus, for the private entre- 
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preneur, operating in a fully market-oriented economy, 
the multi-dimensional nature of the problem does not 
come into the open, since for him sacrifices as well as 
yields are appropriately assessed at the common denomi- 
nator of money value in terms of market prices of his 
estimated outlays and anticipated yields. The problem 
of evaluation arises precisely because of the fact that, 
especially in the developing countries, for a variety of 
reasons of an institutional, social and economic nature, 
the price mechanism cannot in itself be considered as an 
acceptable criterion in all cases where decisions on 
mattet s of investment and production are involved. This 
brings in the problem of multi-dimensionality referred 
to above. 

ELABORATION or A PROJECT PROGRAMME 

The problem of project evaluation will primarily l»e dis- 
cussed in the context of the elaboration of a project pro- 
gramme for execution during a given period of time. It 
is, in fact, only in this context that the problem can, in 
principle, be adequately solved; when a project is evalu- 
ated on an ad hoc basis as and when it is presented, it« 
adoption will always imply the risk of precluding trie 
execution of more profitable projects that may come up 
afterwards. 

For the problem to be defined, the following data 
have to be known: the "universe of candidate projects"; 
the availabilities of the various resources during the 
given time period, and the objectives of economic policy 
against which the desirability of the candidate projects 
has to be considered. 

The programme can refer to the national economy as 
a whole or to a particular sector, for example, to manu- 
facturing industry or an individual branch of industry. 
It can comprise public as well as private projects, or it 



can be confined to the public sector only. The data re- 
ferred to above should, of course, relate to the area to be 
covered by the programme. 

The candidate projects of the universe are the building 
stones of such a programme at the micro-economic level. 
Conversely, the data on objectives and resource avail- 
abilities have been spelled out in macro-economic form 
under an existing plan. The project programme will 
constitute a bridge between the macro-economic targets 
and the level of implementation. 

Resource availabilities and policy objectives 

If project evaluation is conducted by individual sectors 
or is confined to one or a few sectors, the plan should 
specify the resources to be allocated to the sectors con- 
cerned and preferably the targets to be attained by each 
sector during the programme period. 

The procedures and methods used in the elaboration 
of a macro-economic aggregate plan and its subdivision 
into sectoral plans are outside the scope of the present 
study; they have been extensively dealt with elsewhere.-' 
Normally, it will be necessary to estimate the resource 
availabilities for each consecutive year of the period, in 
particular as regards the availability of raw materials 
and natural resources, manpower, capital, foreign ex 
change and the like. The resources which will be gen- 
erated under the plan—foreign exchange, for example- 
will, of course, be taken into account. 

The objectives of economic policy have to lie known, 
since it is in terms of achievements in the realization of 
these objectives that the yields of the projects considered 
have to be measured. 

Some of the most important objectives have been re- 
ferred to earlier. Normally, a maximum increase in na- 
tional income is, explicitly or implicitly, recognized as 
the principal objective to be pursued. Along with this, 
other objectives may relate to the strengthening of pro- 
ductive capacity so as to make possible a more rapid in- 
crease in national income in the future, including the 
broadening of the productive basis through greater di- 
versification; a greater equality in the distribution of 
income; the provision of employment for those at present 
unemployed and for the new entrants into the labour 
market; the strengthening of the balance of payments 
position; the development of the more backward areas 
of the country, etc. 

The definition of the objectives to be pursued depends 
basically on the policy maker. In many cases, various 
objectives may be pursued simultaneously. If projects 
had identical ratings with respect to the different objec- 
tives, no problem would arise. It will be recalled that in 
the Pakistan case, the Development Board was able to 
reconcile the  national income objective  with the em- 

18 Compare, for instance, the ECAFE reports referred to 
in footnote 1: Programming Techniques ¡or Economa Develop- 
ment and Formulating Industrial Development Programmes; 
also the article on "Use of Models in Programming" in Bulletin 
on Industrialization and Productivity, No. 4 (Sales No.: 60.11. 
B.2), and f. Tinbergcn, The Design of Development (Johns 
Hopkins Press, Baltimore, Maryland, 1958). 

ploymcnt and tortigli exchange objectives with no great 
difficulty. This, however, is exceptional, since the \an 
ous objectives will generally prove to k competitive—if 
not conflicting. Thus, the most acute problems which 
governments of developing countries invariably face are 
on the one hand to improve as rapidly .is possible the 
generally inadequate levels of present consumption, and 
at the same time to provide for future accelerated 
growth. This may conflict with a programme of proviti 
ing substantial employment; .nul ill these goals mav be 
achievable only at the cost of the foreign exchange 
position. 

In such cases, it will be necessary, in order to arrive at 
a definite priority rating, to define quantitatively, ami 
as precisely as possible, the relative importance attached 
to each objective. Thus, it is not enough to decide that 
projects which earn or save foreign exchange should be 
given priority; it will he necessary to define exactly the 
amount of foreign exchange that is considered to lie 
equivalent to one unit of the domestic currency. As was 
seen in the case studies, the quantification of the rela- 
tive importance of the various objectives is, in practice, 
not always observed. 

The relative importance to be allocated to the different 
objectives can be expressed through appropriate weight- 
ing coefficients. Thus, when comparing two projects, 
one of which would be located in a certain backward 
region and the other in the metropolitan area, the yield 
of the former could be increased in a certain pre-deter- 
mined ratio which expresses the "weight" of the objec- 
tive of developing the backward area. In several in- 
stances, the weighting factors with respect to the objec- 
tives may take the form of "accounting" or "shadow" 
prices, in the same way as in the ease- of production 
factors, as will be discussed later. Thus, the relative im- 
portance of a given increase in national income after 
five years, as compared with the same increase now, can 
be reflected in the "accounting rate of interest". 

When the evaluation of projects is carried out on a 
sectoral basis, it is, furthermore, of basic importance that 
the same set of general objectives is applied in the vari- 
ous sectors with the same relative weight. 

The "universe of candidate projects" 

The procedure of evaluation should be preceded by the 
establishment of a "universe of candidate projects". 

An important prerequisite is that the "universe" 
should be as complete as possible, that is, that all relevant 
projects should be included: by leaving out possible 
projects, a distortion of the programme may result. The 
first task will be to conduct a broad inquiry regarding 
proposals for projects. Of course, only those projects 
proposals will be included in the "universe" that stand 
a reasonable chance of being selected. This is important, 
because at this stage of final selection, it will IK- neces- 
sary to determine with sufficient precision costs and 
yields for each one of the candidate projects; ,MM\ this 
will require the conducting of costly feasibility studies. 
It will, therefore, be advisable to subject the project pro 
posais to a pre-evaluation screening. Such screening will. 
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in general, be confined to an appraisal of the merits of 
a project proposal in itself and thus will not involve a 
comparative analysis of different projects The screening 
will be based on rough, though realistic, estimates as re- 
gards yields and costs of the projects.-'" The case studies 
relating to Hurma, Peru and the West Indies exemplify 
procedures which arc, in varying degrees, appropriate to 
this stage. In the Pakistan case, considerations of feasi- 
bility were applied for the same purpose. Aspects of 
pre-evaluation screening are also discussed in the Manual 
on Economic Development Projects.21 Judgement will 
of necessity play an important part. 

The pre-evaluation screening process should, however, 
not be pursued too far: this would again incur the risk 
of discarding possible projects that, on closer examina- 
tion, would have proved to be profitable. Thus, in case 
of uncertainty, the project idea should lie given the 
benefit of the doubt and IK* retained at this stage. (As 
a practical rule, the universe of candidate projects could 
comprise from one and a half times to twice the num- 
ber of projects that could be included in the pro- 
gramme.2" The candidate projects should, moreover, 
have a wide range of variation as regards the relative use 
of resources.) 

Project data 

The possible projects that are retained for inclusion in 
the universe of candidate projects should be studied in 
greater detail. This will, in general, necessitate feasibility 
studies in the full sense, so as to estimate with sufficient 
precision the resource requirements, both for the con- 
struction an«l the operation stages, as well as the yields. 
These studies will involve a variety of aspects, such as, 
market research to determine the present and future 
demand for the commodity or service to be produced 
on the domestic and the foreign market; the choice of 
technology; location problems and the size of plant.2* 
In some instances, the demand will have to be derived 
from projections beyond the period covered by the pro- 

*• For a number of industries, coefficients for estimating in- 
vestment and operating costs at the pre-investment stage are at 
present being collected in a study conducted jointly by the 
Secretariats at Headquarters and or the Economic Commission 
for I-atin America. The study includes for each industry the 
variation oí the coefficients with the circumstances as regards 
the relative factor prices, size of operations, etc. It is intended to 
publish the first results of the study in the course of 1962. 

"      Op. cit. 
M It is clear that the total requirements of the universe of 
candidate projects must, ¿it least for any or all investment re- 
sources, exceed the available supply of such resources for the 
problems of evaluation to arise at all. 
*• The assumption that these aspects can lie studied in- 
dividually for each possible project prior to the final simul- 
taneous evaluation is, strictly speaking, not correct, since the 
choice with regard to some aspects—in particular the choice of 
technology and to some extent also the location and size of the 
plant—will depend on the prices used, and the latter, as will 
be seen later, will only I* obtained simultaneously with the final 
evaluation. For practical purposes, however, the consecutive 
process will lie useful, at least in a first approximation. 

gramme; power plants are a typical example in this 
respect. Technical asistance experts working in the fields 
of economic and industrial programming and especially 
in project evaluation report almost invariably a deplor- 
able deficiency in the pertinent information, which 
makes it difficult to reach a justified decision with re- 
gard to the acceptance or rejection of a possible project. 

The problems involved in obtaining the relevant proj- 
ect data have been described before in several studies,30 

for this reason, they will not be discussed in the present 
article. 

Selection of projects with marketable product 

The next problem is to select, among the candidate 
projects with marketable output, the set of projects that 
together will yield the maximum benefit as measured 
against the agreed-upon objectives of economic policy. 
This may be achieved by assessing the yield-cost ratio of 
each candidate project and by ranking the projects in 
declining order of their respective ratios, until the avail- 
able investment resources have been exhausted. 

Given the nature of the objectives and, in most cases, 
the relative weights that should be attached to each ob- 
jective, the evaluation will consist of assessing the contri- 
bution of a given project to the several objectives, and 
of determining the proper relative weights that should 
be attached to factors and products. The first task in- 
volves identification of effects which relate to a given 
objective and the assessment, quantitative, if possible, of 
such effects. In some cases, this may raise no particular 
difficulty: for example, the employment effect can be 
identified and measured readily. In other cases, it may 
not be possible to identify or assess quantitatively, with 
any reasonable degree of accuracy, a project's impact in 
terms of a given objective—for example, a project's im- 
pact on economic stability. The measuring of a project's 
contribution to national income, which is usually con- 
sidered the most important factor in project evaluation, 
also faces many problems: certain components of this 
contribution may be assessed quantitatively—for ex- 
ample, the project's direct contribution to national in- 
come—while others, such as external economics attrib- 
utable to a project, are difficult to identify and even 
more difficult to assess quantitatively. 

30 Compare, for instance, the Manual on Economic Develop- 
ment Projects, op. cit.; the paper "Some Notes on Industrial 
Project Evaluation", recently prepared by Forrest E. Cookson 
for the Working Party on Economic and Social Development, 
15 to 27 January 1962, organized by the Economic Commission 
for Africa; the articles "Capital Intensity in Industry in Under- 
developed Countries", "Choice of Technology in Industrial Plan- 
ning", by ). Tinbergen, and "Capital Intensity in Heavy En- 
gineering Construction" in Bulletin on Industrialization ani 
Productivity, No. 1 (Sales No.: 58.II.B.2); "Capital Intensity 
and Costs in Earth-moving Operations", "Working Party on 
Earth moving Operations" and "Choice of Industrial Technology: 
The Case of Wood-working", by G. K. Boon, in Bulletin on 
Industrialisation and Productivity, No. 3 (Sales No.: 60.II.B.1); 
and "Problems of Size of Plant in Industry in Under-developed 
Countries" in Bulletin on Industrialization and Productivity, 
No. 2 (Sales No.: 59.II.B.1). 
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For the private entrepreneur, the relative weights to 
be attached to factor inputs, as well as factor yields, are 
the market prices of these factors. A problem that is 
basic to project evaluation in the context of the national 
economy arises from the fact that market prices of 
factors do not always reflect adequately their value from 
the point of view of the national economy as a whole. 

The divergence between market prices and social 
values reflects imperfections in the operation of the mar- 
ket mechanism. Although, as stated earlier, such im- 
perfections occur in all economies, they arc, for a variety 
of historical, political, institutional and social reasons, 
far more widespread and severe in under-developed econ- 
omies than in most developed economies. A complete 
enumeration of such imperfections is not intended here, 
but some of them may be mentioned : imperfect mobility 
of factors, including economic or institutional restrictions 
on access to occupations; monopolistic elements in the 
various sectors of the economy; legal provisions affecting 
prices such as excise taxes, subsidies, foreign exchange 
controls, import restrictions, monetary policies, credit 
controls, frozen rents for dwellings and agricultural land 
and the like. Wages may also be affected by institutional 
influences, such as minimum wage legislation and activi- 
ties of trade unions. The result is that in some cases, such 
as, for instance, unskilled labour, the market price—that 
is, the wage rate (including fringe benefits) legally 
prescribed or fixed in the collective labour contracts— 
may often be higher than the marginal real product of 
the factor involved; and in other cases, such as capital, 
foreign exchange or agricultural land, the intrinsic value 
is frequently higher than the corresponding officially 
fixed market price. 

Under the circumstances, a selection of projects based 
on market prices will result in a misallocation of re- 
sources, in the sense that there will be a heavy strain on 
the resources that are under-priced while part of the 
resources that are over-priced will be left idle, so that 
the aggregate yield of the selected projects will fall short 
of the maximum yield that could have been obtained 
from the available resources. 

It is thus necessary to introduce into the evaluation 
procedure a device intended to restrain the use of the 
under-priced factors and stimulate the use of the over- 
priced ones. This can be accomplished, as in the case of 
the objectives of economic policy, by the use of weight- 
ing coefficients, which should be high for the under- 
priced, relatively scarce factors, and low for the over- 
priced ones. A device which amounts essentially to the 
same thing is to base the evaluation on "shat'ow" or 
"accounting" prices instead of the market prices. The 
accounting prices are intended to reflect as accurately as 
possible the intrinsic values of the factors involved.'1 

Theoretical characteristics of accounting prices 

To begin with, the theoretical characteristics of account- 
ing prices will be defined. A» a first definition, it can be 

stated that these prices should be such that, when candi- 
date projects are selected in accordance with the priority 
rating based on them, the aggregate yield of the set of 
projects selected will be maximum within the limits of 
the given resource availabilities. The problem of selec- 
tion based on this criterion and that of the simultaneous 
determination of the accounting prices can. in principle, 
be solved on the basis of a complete model of the econo- 
my, for example, by the use of the technique of linear 
programming, provided that all the parameters in the 
set of equations of the model are known. In practice, 
however, because of the lack of data and the degree of 
accuracy of the available data, this procedure is inap- 
plicable. 

The criterion of full use of all resources 

A second criterion is that the accounting prices, when 
uniformly used in the selection of projects from among 
the "universe of candidates", will simultaneously ex- 
haust the various resource availabilities.'''^ In view of this 
criterion, accounting prices are sometimes denominated 
"equilibrium prices". 

In practice, it will be necessary to work with account- 
ing prices which are reasonable approximations of the 
theoretical magnitudes. In the following section, a few 
procedures are indicated for the determination of such 
approximate values. 

A trial and error method based on the maximum ag- 
gregate yield criterion has Ix-en suggested for the estima- 
tion of accounting prices.• It consists of the following: 
a random set of accounting prices is assumed; the profit- 
ability of all candidate projects of the "universe" is calcu- 
lated on the basis of these prices and the projects are 
ranked in the order of declining profit ability. A set of 
projects is then selected in this order, until one of the re 
sources is exhausted, and the aggregate yield of these 
projects is determined. The same process is related 
with different assumptions as regards the set of account- 
ing prices, and the resulting aggregate yields are com- 
pared. The procedure is continued until the maximum 
aggregate yield is reached; the resjiective set of projects 
will then represent the optimum set and the correspond- 
ing prices the accurate accounting prices. This procedure 
is, however, very tedious. Its efficiency can IK- increased 
by applying the criterion of full use of all resources: 
when projects are selected in the order of declining prof- 

il See, for instance, the articles "Choke of Technology in 
Industrial Planning" and "Capital Intensity in Heavy Engineer- 
ing Construction", op. cit. 

32 It can be proved mathematically lli.it Imth definitions are 
congruent, under condition that the "universe" covers a suf- 
ficiently wide range of candidate projects as regards the input 
mix of the factors. In fact, under this condition, the optimum 
set of projects will exhaust all available resources (if this were 
not the case, the factor not used to the limit of available re- 
sources would be a "free good" and the corresponding account- 
ing price would be zero) ; and, vice versa, if. through selecting 
projects in the order of declining profitability calculated for all 
candidate projects on the basis of one and the ¡ame set of prices, 
the factors prove to he simultaneously exhausted, then the re- 
sulting set of projects will be optimum in the sense of yielding 
the maximum aggregate benefit, and the prices used will 
represent the accounting prices. 
33 See J. Tinbergen, The Design of Development, op. cit. 
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itability. Climi,iti (I on the basis of an assumed combina- 
tion ot tactor prias, it is only by pure chance that all 
factor availabilities are exhausted simultaneously (this 
would mean that one has hit righi away on the correct 
set of accounting prices). In all other cases, the fact that 
one factor is exhausted before the others indicates that 
its assumed price was too low and that of the other 
(actors too high; moreover, in the latter case, the propor- 
tional excess of the leftover factors involved will IK indi- 
cative of the discrepancy Itetwcen their assumed prices 
and the correct accounting prices. This will provide a 
means ol adjusting the assumed prices in the right di- 
rection and arriving more rapidly at an acceptable com- 
bination ot accounting prices. 

Accounting prices may also be roughly estimated on a 
prion considerations relating to the general circum- 
stances hearing an impact on their magnitude. These 
estimates will in some cases already provide a workable 
basis tor final application. They can also be used as the 
starting point in the procedure of further adjustment 
through successive approximation described above; in 
this case, a careful first choice may considerably shorten 
the process. 

For the estimates to be as correct as possible, an in- 
sight into the way in which the accounting prices are 
influenced by the circumstances will be useful. Some as- 
pects .ire illustrated in a numerical example given in the 
ap|Kiulix to this article. In the following, a few conside- 
rations are presented separately in connexion with some 
of the most important factors. 

Accounting prices for capital may lie approximated by 
interest rates somewhere lictween the rates prevailing in 
the organized capital market and those obi.lining in the 
"parallel" market. The structure of these respective mar- 
kets and the volume e»t transactions which take place in 
each are important factors U> consider. Since a low-in- 
terest credit policy will tend to lower the rates in the 
organized market anil, indirectly, in the "parallel" mar- 
ket, allowance must U' made for its influence. Further- 
more, it has ken suggested that some indication of the 
equilibrium interest rates may IK

-
 obtained from the 

rates at which it would he possible to attract new capi- 
tal; and also I rom the profitability of marginal projects, 
corrected for risks involved (for example, risks of in- 
flation). More specifically, it has liem suggested that ac 
counting interest rales may lx- set at at least double the 
rates on government securities or em international loans, 
and possibly at as high as 20 per cent. 

Accounting prices should be estimated for foreign ex- 
change when there is present etr anticipated disequili- 
brium or artificial equilibrium in the balance of pay- 
ments. They may he set at a rate above the legal rate but 
below the "black" or "parallel" market rates. When con- 
trol measures are elTcciivcly enforced, the divergence be- 
tween the equilibrium rate and the olfícial rate will tend 
to be greater than when they are lax. 

The market rates for skilled labour should probably be 
corrected upwards, as this type of labour is generally 
scarce in under-developed countries. As regards un- 
skilled lahoiir, on the other hand, a downward correc- 
tion  will  U   indicated  in  countries having large-scale 

structural unemployment. It has been suggested that the 
cost of labour in a g<x>d number of cases should be put 
at zero e>r at se>me level reflecting the displacement ce>st. 
This statement is defended on the ground that the 
marginal productivity of unemployed labour being zero, 
its employment will entail nei sacrifice in output. While 
this argument may seem logically valid, it eiverleioks 
certain im|x>rtant [xiints. First, once unempleiyed labour 
has been put to work, its consumption level is likely to 
increase; the resultant claim on production factors and 
«)ther resources, such as imports, will thus have to be 
taken inlei account. Secondly, since wages have in prac- 
tice to be paid at market rates, the wage bill for a given 
preiject will represent a demand em the tettai funds avail- 
able for development and thus reduce the amount 
available for trthcr development expenditure. Thirdly, 
frequently the marginal productivity of labour in under- 
developed countries, though low, is not nil. Thus, for 
instance, despite the prevalence of rural under-empjoy- 
ment during most parts of the year, seasonal peak re- 
cpjirements for manpower may lie heavy. Under the 
circumstances, a withdrawal of manpower from agricul- 
ture may well result in a loss of output. These considera- 
tions indicate that the application of te>o le>w an account- 
ing price for labour is not advisable; it is suggested that 
it may be estimated at ttot lower than about SO per cent 
of the market wage rates under circumstances of moder- 
ate unempleiyment and at not lower than 50 to 60 per 
cent in cases eif heavy unemployment. 

Projects having no marketable product 

The evaluation of projects, berth in the pre-evaluation 
screening and in the final selection, is based essentially 
on evaluation of yield in relation to costs. 

The application of this criterion presupposes that the 
yields e>f the projects can be expressed in comparable 
quantitative terms. There are, however, certain catc- 
geiries of projects with respect tei which this is, as is well 
known, not possible. These include, in the first instance, 
the projects in the social overhead sector which have no 
marketable product: schools, hospitals, sport parks and 
the like; furthermore, defence projects and, in some 
cases, those projects which are only indirectly produc- 
tive, such as roads and other public works:*4 

M In certain circumstances, projects with marketable product 
should, with respect to project evaluation, be regarded as falling 
into the same category: this will be the case when governments 
decide to promote certain projects as a matter of policy. For 
example, une of the objectives in the Indian second five-year 
plan was to develop basic heavy industries for the manufacture 
of producer goods to strengthen the foundations of economic 
independence. The highest priority in the industrial sector was 
therefore assigned to the expansion of the iron and steel in- 
dustry on the ground that, more than any other industrial 
product, the levels of production of these materials determine the 
tempo for the progress of the economy as a whole. Government 
of India, Ministry of Information and Broadcasting, Second 
Fiir-Year Plan, the Framework (Government of India Press, 
New Delhi, 1955), page 13. See also, tor an appraisal of this 
policy, ]. Sandee, "A Long-term Planning Model for India" 
(United Nations mimeographed document TAO/IND/22/ 
Rcv.l). 
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The decision with redini to accenting or rejecting 
such projects will of necessity involve an important ele 
ment oí subjective judgement. It seems advisable, how 
ever, to retain to the extent possible .m objective basis. 
In the first place, an estimate can be made of the benefit 
in terms ot additional income that could IK obtained it 
the resources to l>e sacrificed in the project were used 
for a marginal project in the directly productive sphere. 
Furthermore, in some cases, such as projects involving 
transport or technical education, it m.iv be (xissible to 
impute an economic value to output by assessing the 
advantages which are expected to accrue to the produc- 
tive sectors of the economy with which the project is 
directly or indirectly related; this procedure implies the 
existence of an input-output relation between the project 
and the sector or sectors in question. Also, with respect 
to the allocation of resources to the various categories oí 
the projects involved, the practice in other countries in 
comparable conditions may provide guidance.'' 

Ad hoc évaluation 

As indicated earlier, it will be advisable to carry out the 
evaluation, whenever (»ossible, on a simultaneous basis 
with respect to all projects to be included in a pro- 
gramme covering a given period of time. Only on this 
basis will it be possible to arrive at a justified allocation 
of available resources. 

New project possibilities may, however, come up in 
the course of the programme period, and if they prove 
to be highly profitable it would obviously not be justi- 
fied to discard them on the ground that they are not in- 
cluded in the programme. In practice, the profitability 
of such project possibilities may he evaluated on the 
basis of the accounting prices obtained in the prior 
simultaneous evaluation; this will be justified on the 
condition that the new project possibilities have no major 
impact on the relevant features of the "universe" used 
in the original simultaneous selection. It will be clear, 
moreover, that the acceptance of new projects mav re- 
quire the exclusion of some marginal projects contained 
in the original programme. 

*• For further discussion of the problems involved in the 
evaluation of these categories of projects, reference may be made 
to the report on Programming Techniques for Economic Dc 
veiofment, op. cit. 

Frequently, project evaluation is juried oui on a 
purely ¡n/ hoc basis, withoip tin- elaboration ot a u>n 
sistent programme or the existence ut ,m osci .ill "io.it" 
plan within winch such a progiamine is integrated. This 
procedure, however, should be regarded, as has ,KC.I 

stressed, as definitely interior |() simultaneous évalua 
tion. In this case, accounting priées .an also be used m 
the evaluation, tln\ can then be estimated on tin- basis 
of J prion considerations as indu iteti above. 

FINAL RKMARKS 

In   the   foregoing,  the  suggested   procedure oí  pro),.t 
evaluation has, for the sake oí claritv, been  described 
along the lines of a series ol consecutive stages. In ni in\ 
instances, however, estimates that <.M\ be made with sul 
ficient precision onl\ al a later stage will already have to 
IK- used at ,\n earlier one: a typical example was referred 
to in connexion with the use of accounting prices in the 
comparative evaluation ol the objectives of economic |*> 
licy. This will imply, as was already indicated, a process 
of successive approximations, in which the tentative con 
elusions reached at the earlier stages on the- basis of first 
estimates of prices or other items are later adjusted in ac 
cordance with more accurate estimates obtained in the 
subsequent phases. 

Considerable emphasis has been given to the use ot 
accounting prices since it is considered that tinse con 
stitute a device that can be profitably used in project 
evaluation in the context of the national economy as a 
whole. The practical experience with this device is, how 
ever, scant up to the present. It would seem advisable 
that available information on ex|xrience in the practical 
application of accounting prices and the methods used 
in their estimation he disseminateti. 

The purpose of this study has been to put project 
evaluation on as objective a basis as (lossiblc. The device 
of accounting prices is illustrative in this respect: it 
serves the indicated purpose by making (xissible a 
quantitative evaluation of the impact of a given project 
on the economy as a whole. It should lie observed, how- 
ever, that, in the present state of knowledge, no method 
or prtx:edure is completely foolproof in itself. Aside from 
the application of a quantitative procedure, an element 
of good judgement, based on a host of factors not amen 
able to quantitative evaluation, is a necessary and im 
portant combinent of the decision n. iking process. 

Appendix 

GRAPHICAL EXAMINATION 

¡n the following analysis, the factors for which the market 
prices do not adequately reflect their real or intrinsic values will 
be denominated "special" factors; for these factors accounting 
price» have to be estimated. It is thus assumed that all other 
factors can I* valued at market prices 

For the problem to be defined, the following data have to be 
known: 

(a) The "universe of candidale- projects"; 
(A)  For each candidate project: 

(/) The  yield  to  IK:   imputed   to   the   "special"   factors 
combined, that is, the total yield minus the payment 
at market prices for the other faeton required; 

(«) The quantities renili: ed of each one of die "special" 
factors; 
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(«•) The total availability of each one of the  "special" factor». 
The examination will lie based on the second criterion of 

accounting prices given above: that a selection of candidate 
projects in declining order of profitability based on them will 
simultaneously exhaust the availabilities of the various "special" 
factors. 

It will be assumed, for simplicity, that there are only two 
"special" factors, say, capital and labour. 

Let C¡ and L< lie the inputs of capital and labour required 
in candidate project i, and Ki its yield in the sense as defined 
above. If the accounting prices Pc and PL for capital and labour 
were known, Ci X Pc + Li X PL would represent the total 
"cost" of capital and labour of candidate project i. Therefore, 
candidate project / will be profitable if: 

Û X  Pc + L. X Pi < X« 

X. 
Xf,<l 

C. U 
— and   represent, as will be clear, the requirements of 
X. X. 

capital and labour per unit of yield in candidate project i. 
1« graphic presentation this meant that, if candidate project! 

&           LA 
arc indicated by points with co-ordinates and , all can- 

it.            X. 
didate project« corresponding with points within the triangle 
formed by the axes and a hypotenuse intersecting  the  axes 

at the inverses and of the equilibrium prices would be 
Pr r\ 

profitable, and all candidate projects corresponding with points 
outside this triangle would not be profitable; the projects cor- 
responding with points inside the triangle thus constitute the 
optimum programme. 

At an example, it will be assumed that the "universe" com- 
prises sixteen candidate projects, numbered 1 to 16, of which the 
data are given in columns (2), (3) and (4) of table 3. Further- 
more, it will be assumed that the total availability of capital 
(C) equals 900 and of labour (L), 1,000. 

The requirements of capital and labour per unit of yield are 
given in columns (5) and (6) of table 3 and are represented 
in graph A in chart 1 by points with these requirements at 
coordinates. 

It will be obvious that in the chart: 
Candidate projects will be more lalxjur intensive in the 

degree that the line connecting the corresponding point to the 
origin is closer to the horizontal axis, and more capital intensive 
in the degree that the connecting line is closer to the vertical 
axis. Thus, candidate project X is the most labour intensive in 
the "universe" and candidate project 16 the most capital 
intensive; 

Two candidate projects having the same degree of relative 
intensity are represented by points on one and the same line 
through the origin—for instance, candidate projects 4 and 5; 
of these, candidate project 5 cijrresponding with the point closer 
to the origin is the more profitable; 

The location of the points is indicative of the degree of 
capital intensity and of the relative profitability but not of the 
size of the candidate project; for this reason the absolute 
figures of the requirements of capital and labour are indicated 
in the chart by the numbers above and at the right-hand side, 
respectively, of each point. 

The line I-I is drawn in such a way as to form with the 
two axes a triangle including the points corresponding with 
the candidate projects 1, 5, 7, S, 9, 10, 11, 13 and 14. These 
candidate projects comply with the twofold condition that: 

(1) Their aggregate requirements of capital and labour 
equal the total availabilities of these factors, and 

(2) The profitability of each of them when calculated at 
uniform factor prices equal to the inverses of the intercepts of 
die line M with the axes is higher than the profitability of any 
other candidate project in the "universe" calculated on the 
same basis. 

The projects mentioned thus constitute the optimum set that 
can be selected from among the "universe of candidale projects" 
within the limits of the given resource availabilities, and the 
prices referred to are the corresponding accounting prices. They 

1 1 
are: Pv = = 1.5 and PL = = 0.6. 

0.67 1.67 
The corresponding calculations are given in table 4. In column 

(3) of this table the costs of all sixteen candidate projects are 
calculated at the accounting prices. A comparison between these 
cost figures and the yields given  in column  (4)   tit tabk 3 
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M 
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50 
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33 
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M        » 
IM      4M 
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304 
224 
154 
62 
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36 
232 
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2M 
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M 
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35 

50 

130 
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120 

125 

200 

140 

100 

ff. 
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400 
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250 

90       300 

2M 
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900     1,000    2,392 
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(It) 

220 
122.5 
562.5 
425 
340 
340 
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43 
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35 
345 
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45 
ito 
362.5 
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MO 

Programme C 

Project! included 

C, 

(12) 
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35 
5 

50 

10 

40 

/.• ff« 
(/J)      (I*) 

200 

140 
70 

100 

30 

200 

4M 
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50 
25« 

240       240     1JM 

500     I.MJ0    2,525 

availafclMMi: C — 500; L = 1,000. 
'       Prom table 3, «dum« (4). 
* CilaitM—' at accowMiag arieti PQ = 1.5; PL m 0.06. 
'       Calculated at accottatta« prices PP = 1 J; Pt = O.K. 
* Catmlfrd at acewmtit prim P, — 2.0; Pk = 0.5. 
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(.imi repeated in column (2) of table -4) indicate that, in fact, 
for all projects included in the optimum programme the cost 
is less than the yield and for all candidate projects excluded 
from the programme the cost is more than the yield. The 
requirements of capital and labour in the projects included in the 
optimum programme are given in columns (4) and (5) of 
table 4. They add up to the total amounts available. Finally, 
in column (6) tin yields of the projects included are repeated; 
they add up to I.N5S; this figure therefore represents the 
maximum yield that can be obtained within the given limits 
of available resources of the "special" factors through appro- 
priate selection from among the "universe of candidate projects". 

The accounting prices as well as the optimum programme 
are, as stated aliovc, determined by the project data and the 
availabilities of the "special" facto s and thus will change when 
these data change. As an illustration it will lie first assumed 
that the availability of capital is increased by 4(10 to WO while 
the availability of labour remains constant at 1,000. As can be 
seen in graph H in chart I, the optimum set will now include 
the additional projects 3 and 15 and exclude the projects N, 10 
and 11 The accounting prices will be Pr -— 1.2 and PL — 0.8. 
The calculations indicated alxive in connexion with programme 
A are repeated for programme R in columns (7) to (10) of 
table 4. The aggregate yield amounts in this case to 2,392, an 
increase of 534 in aggregate yield as compared with pro- 
gramme A. It should be noted that as a result of the additional 
availability of capital, the yield per unit of labour shows, as 
could Ite expected, an increase (from 1,S5K : 1,000 = 1.S6 to 
2,3'*2 : 1,000 = 2..V)) and the vield per unit of capital a decrease 
(from I.M5M : 500 = 172 to 2,3"2 : 900 = 2.66). 

As another alternative, it will be assumed that a new candidate 
project, No. 17, is included in the "universe" and that the avail- 
abilities of capital and labour will again, as in the first case, 
equal S(H> ami 1,000, respectively. It will be seen in graph C in 
chart I that the optimum programme will now be composed of 
projects 5, 7, H, <), 13, 14 and 17; project 17 has thus taken the 
place of projects I, 10 and II in programme A. The correspond- 
ing accounting prices are /', = 2.0 and /';. = 0.5. The calcula- 
tions are given in columns (11) to (14) of table 4. In this case 
the total yield will lie 2,525, which represents an increase of 667 
as compared with the aggregate yield of programme A, resulting 
from the introduction of the favourable new candidate project 17. 
This illustrates the importance of the statement made in the 
text that care should lie taken that the "universe of candidate 
projects" indeed comprises all possible projects that might prove 
to lie profitable. 

Finally, a change in the relative importance attributed to the 
various objectives should lie considered. This will reflect in 
modifications in the values of the yields of the candidate projects, 
including, in general, changes in the relations between these 
\alues.  It  will  be clear that, as  a  consequence, the optimum 

programme of projects, as well as the corresponding set of 
accounting prices, may undergo certain changes.* 

Graphical détermination of the optimum programme 
and the corresponding accounting prices 

In the foregoing, it was assumed that the hypotenuses of the 
t'i.mg.es >v ' % ven MI that the optimum p ogrammes and ti 
corresponding accounting prices could be immediately derived 
from the chart. The chart also provides, however, a simple way 
of finding the hypotenuse when it is not given. This may be 
illustrated in the case of graph A in chart 1. 

The method consists of two steps. In step one an arbitrary 
line I'-I' is drawn and moved parallel to itself until the candidate 
projects included in the triangle exhaust the availability of one 
of the "special" factors—say, capital. This will lie the case when 
the line has reached the position I" I". It will be noted that the 
triangle includes candidate projects 9, 11, 14, 15 and 16 with 
aggregate capital requirements of 500 which equals the given 
availability. It would lie pure coincidence if at the same time 
the given availability of labour were exhausted; this is in fact 
not so in the present case since the candidate projects included 
require an aggregate amount of labour of only 425 whereas the 
total availability of lalxmr was given at 1,000; the programme 
thus would not nearly provide full employment. This indicates 
that too many capital intensive candidate projects have been 
included: in other words that the slope of the hypotenuse has 
lieen drawn too steep. 

The second step consists of turning the line I"-I" in this case 
counter-clockwise, and in such a way that when candidate 
projects at the left-hand top side are excluded, candidate projects 
with the same amount of required capital are included at the 
right-hand bottom side, so that the balance between the require- 
ments and availability of capital is retained. This is continued 
until the aggregate labour requirements of the candidate projects 
included—thus the sum of the figures at the right-hand side of 
project points—also equal the given availability of labour. This 
will lie the case when the line has reached the position I-I, as 
indicated above, with which both problems of determining the 
optimum combination of projects and the accounting prices of 
the "special" factors are simultaneously solved. 

* This can be verified by assuming that the yields of the candidate 
protects are not given as such, but are expressed for each candidate 
project in terms of the anticipated proceeds relating to two or more 
different policy objectives separately. Different combinations of weights 
can then he allotted to the policy objectives (as regards the value 
of one unit of proceeds) and these can he applied in the calculation 
of the total yields of the candidate projects. The relation between 
these yields of ihr candidate projects will, in general, change with 
the combinations of weights assigned to the policy objectives, and, 
consequently, the optimum project programme and the corresponding 
accounting prices will also  change. 

A few observations have to lie made in connexion with the 
method described. 

First, it will be clear that the method can only be used when 
the number of "special" factors is not more than two. 

Second, it should be noted that the method can only be used 
«lien the candidate projects are all mutually independent and 
thus substitutablc for one another; this, however, is a basic 
condition to the stage of simultaneous project evaluation and 
then-lore docs not put a special limitation on the applicability 
of the suggested  met hew I  to this stage. 

Third, in the example given, it was assumed that all candidate 
projects are "indivisible"; the dropping of this restriction will, 
however, not introduce a major additional difficulty in the ap- 
plication of the method. 

Fourth, it should lie r.oted that in practice it will not always 
U' |<ossible exactly and simultaneously to exhaust the given 
availabilities ut   the "speda!" factors; if this is not the case, it 

may be necessary to choose among a few alternativ« for the 
inclusion of some marginal candidate projects: the choice should 
not be difficult since the number of alternatives will be small; 
it may lie observed, moreover, that this difficulty is not related 
to the method suggested, but is inherent in the problem itself. 

Finally, it will lie noted that the hypotenuse of the triangle is 
not exactly determined but may shift and turn somewhat be- 
tween the liorderline project points at either side. This means 
that the accounting prices may also vary within certain margins: 
each set of accounting prices within this range will comply with 
the criterion that all projects included in the optimum pro- 
gramme, when evaluated on the basis of these prices, will show 
a profit and that none of tie candidate projects excluded from 
the programme will do so. Also, it will be clear that the range 
of variation of the accounting prices will be smaller in the 
degree that the "universe" comprises more candidate projects 
and the chart is more densely filled with project points. 
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Expert Working Group 

on Industrial Development 
Programming Data 

A MIETI ve or THE EXPERT WOUKING GROUP on Industrial 
^* Development Programming Data was convened at 
United Nations Headquarters from 17 to 19 May 1961, 
under the joint sponsorship of the Department of Econo- 
mic and Social Affairs at Headquarters, including the 
Bureau of Technical Assistance Operations (BTAO), 
and the secretariat of the Economic Commission for 
Latin America (ECLA).1 The terms of reference of the 
working group were: to review and appraise the mate- 
rial which had been prepared by the United Nations 
Secretariat under a joint Headquarters/ECLA industrial 
development programming project and by certain parti- 
cipants in the meeting; to make suggestions for the im- 
provement and co-ordination of further research work 
under this project, and to make recommendations for 
longer-term research in this field. 

The purpose of the project was to obtain detailed data 
on inputs and investment costs in individual industries. 
Such data are needed at the different stages of industrial 
development programming, especially for studies on pre- 

1 The following experts participated in their individual ca- 
pacities: Professor M. A. Adelman, Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, Cambridge, Massachusetts; Mr. J. L. Almeida Bello, 
Chief, Department of Petro-chemical Equipment, Companhia 
Brasileira de Material Ferroviario (COBRASMA), Sio Paulo, 
Brazil; Dr. Anne Carter, Harvard Economic Research Project, 
Cambridge, Massachusetts; Professor Richard Eckaus, Center for 
International Studies, Massachusetts Institute of Technology; 
Mr. Daniel Gallik, Columbia University, New York; Dr. Robert 
N. Grosse, Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, California; Pro- 
fessor Alan Manne, Yak University, New Haven, Connecticut; 
Professor Seymour Melman, Columbia University; Mr. Carlos 
Quintana, Chief, Programming Division, Nacional Financiera, 
Mexico; Mr. Erwin Salomon, Chief, Industry Division, Central 
Planning Board, Belgrade, Yugoslavia; Mr. Hans Hugo Wolff, 
Institute for Machine Tools and Factory Organization, Technical 
University, Aachen, Federal Republic of Germany. Members of 
the Secretariat of the United Nations at Headquarters and 
ECLA and a regional ECLA/BTAO expert also participated in 
the meeting. 

selection of industries, feasibility studies, and inter-indus- 
try studies and resource balances. At each of these «ages, 
it has been the general experience that the available data 
were not adequate, in particular, for linking planning 
and programming at the aggregate and project levels. 

It was anticipated that, as a first stage in the im- 
plementation of the joint project, a small number of 
pilot studies would be carried out by the Secretariat 
units concerned and submitted to an expert working 
group for review. Further research would he undertaken 
at a later stage on the basis of the experience gained and 
of the recommendations of the group. 

Studies on cement, food canning and chemicals, 
prepared by the Secretariat, and on petroleum and metal 
working, prepared by some of the participants, were 
presented to the expert working group. These industries 
were selected on the basis of availability of data, com- 
plexity of processes, and importance from the point of 
view of the structure of industry in under-developed 
countries. 

The approach adopted in some of these studies is 
frequently referred to as activity analysis. In this pro- 
cedure, an industrial activity is broken down into tech- 
nological unit prfKresses, the level of disaggregation tie- 
pending upon the availability of data, the technological 
characteristics and the purpose of the analysis. For each 
unit process, inputs and outputs are expressed when- 
ever possible in physical units. 

The expert group felt that the approach adopted in 
the various studies submitted to it was appropriate for 
programming in the case of industries characterized by 
continuous flow-operations or by operations leading to 
relatively homogeneous products, for example, the food 
canning, cement, petroleum refining and chemical in- 
dustries. The group recommended that research lie un- 
dertaken in a systematic and uniform way in the power, 
textile, steel and pulp and paper industries, on which 
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there is a considerable amount of information. Studies 
should also cover certain industries of special importance 
to the developing countries. These include food proces- 
sing, fertilizers and other industries providing support 
to agriculture, construction materials, certain resource- 
based industries, such as the aluminium industry, and 
others important from the point of view of import or 
export substitution. 

As regards capital inputs, the group recommended 
that, in further studies, investment be broken down 
into construction, equipment and services such as design 
and engineering; that depreciation rates be specified in 
terms of rates of physical consumption of appropriate 
categories of capital assets during their lifetime, and that 
studies be undertaken of the lags between capital out- 
lays and the beginning of production. 

The group also recommended that, where appropriate, 
"ancillary" processes be differentiated from "core" pro- 
cesses, and that studies be undertaken of capital-labour 
substitution in the former. 

The group agreed that technological relationships 
should IK expressed in physical units to permit a com- 
parative use of the data originating in different coun- 
tries. Inasmuch as the choice between possible technical 
combinations is affected by relative price and wage 
levels and interest rales, data on these factors should al- 
so be collected. The use of social accounting prices might 
be necessary in this connexion. 

Finally, the group suggested that information be pro- 
vided on the skills involved in alternative technologies 
and on the time required for educating and training 
labour in each skill. 

The collection of programming data on such indus- 
tries as metal working and assembly raised special 
methodological problems. Several approaches had been 
proposed, none of which was fully satisfactory. One 
method involved a two-stage analysis: in the first stage, 
input requirements were calculated for specified metal 
working operations; in the second stage, the output of 
final products was broken down into its component op- 
erations. The method had been applied in a study of in- 
dustrial practices in one economically advanced country 
and the transferability' of the coefficients obtained to the 

conditions of under-developed economics appeared to be 
questionable. Furthermore the study appeared inade- 
quate to allow for the technological changes involved by 
labour-capital substitution. 

A second method, developed for machine operation 
only, involved the denning of metal working tasks for 
specific machine tools and the linking of the tasks to 
end products. The procedure was incomplete, but it held 
promise for analysing alternative production techniques. 

A third approach, applied in a study of heavy machine 
building, involved estimates in money value of the main 
equipment requirements for individual industries. The 
method was useful for programming machine using in- 
dustries, but a more detailed equipment classification 
was needed for programming machine building in- 
dustries. 

As to longer-term research in the field of metal work- 
ing, assembly and similar industries, the group found it- 
self unable, at this stage, to recommend an appropriate 
methodology. This would have to await the completion 
of further studies, a task for which the co-operation of 
different national and international agencies would be 
useful. 

The group recommended that further studies be un- 
dertaken on specific industries in different countries. In 
these studies, attention should be given, in decreasing 
order of priority, to the following points: (a) appli- 
cability of the methods to economies at different stages 
of development; (/>) applicability of the methods for 
computation of both labour inputs and capital invest- 
ments; (c) quantification of effects of alternative de- 
grees of mechanization (labour and capital input-mix); 
(d) effects of standardization, batch size and stability of 
operation upon productivity. It also recommended, as an 
urgent measure, that a selective bibliography on indus- 
trial development programming be issued and brought 
up to date periodically.' 

The studies presented to the working group will be 
published by the United Nations in the course of 1962 
under the title Inputs and investments in Selected In- 
dustries. 

3      The first part of a preliminary bibliography on the subject 
is published in this issue of the Bulletin. 



Methodological Problems in Long-term 

Economic Development Programming 

With examples from the Yugoslav economy BY BRANKO HORVAT 

SCOPE OF A LONG-TERM PROGRAMME 

Need for, and conditions of, long-term programming 

IN A NUMHR OF COUNTRIES, economists have become 
aware of the inadequacy of annual and medium-term 

economic plans as an instrument for getting a thorough 
insight into the mechanism of economic growth and 
achieving optimum economic programming. The reali- 
zation of this inadequacy and of the need for long-term 
programming rests on two sets of considerations. 

(a) Politico-economic considerations 
Economic policy is very often directed primarily to- 

wards solving current economic and political problems, 
a factor which may he detrimental to the long-run 
economic development of the country. In fact, a clear 
perspective of long-term development is essential if the 
current problems are to be correctly assessed and the 
necessary steps taken towards their solution. Further, 
planning on relatively short terms, say, from one to five 
years, may be a cause of discontinuity in economic de- 
velopment. When attention is concentrated on a fiye- 

M*. HOIVAT is Head of the Research Department in 
the Federal Planning Bureau of Yugoslavia. He rep- 
resented Yugoslavia at the first session of the Com- 
mittee for Industrial Development of the United Nations 
and served as Chairman of the Wording Group of the 
Committee appointed to formulate the war\ programme 
for the Secretariat and make recommendations concern- 
ing the Committee's future worlt. 

The views expressed in this article are the author's 
personal views and are not necessarily those of the 
institution with which he is associated. 

year period, all the measures undertaken aim at achiev- 
ing the goals set for that period, while the effects which 
these measures may have beyond it may not be taken 
into consideration. Besides, any short-term plan is rigid, 
and the endeavour to "fulfil and surpass" its goals regu- 
larly results in a surge of activity towards the end of 
the period, for instance, in the course of the fifth year, 
followed by a slackening in the subsequent year.1 As a 
result, investment and production cycles are systemati- 
cally built into the economy, and the instability and di»- 
equilibria which they cause reduce the potential efficiency 
of the planned economy and hamper economic growth. 

(b) Methodological considerations 
Because of the cumulativeness of economic growth, 

small changes in current economic activities, which 
seem insignificant in the short run, may lead to very 
important long-term changes. To give an example, in- 
adequate care about the training of personnel may seri- 
ously hamper future economic development. The same 
is true of insufficient housing construction, which is 
often thought to present little danger in the short run. 
Some day, however, a sharp disproportion may be dis- 
covered, the solution of which would take a number of 
years. A similar problem—although of a very specific 
nature—is that of the relative pace of agricultural and 
industrial development. There are many examples of 
this type, most of which are only too well known. 

Besides the need for long-term programming, it is 
essential that there should be a possibility for setting it 

1 la the case of an annual plan, the maximum is usually 
reached in November and December, and economic activity 
rapidly slackens in January and February. 
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Assembling the fitta coils of a  large generator in » Zagreb factory 

on a realistic basis. In the Yugoslav economy, such a 
possibility has come up only recently. Earlier, the coun- 
try had been going through a process of revolutionary 
changes. It is only now that the economic and social 
system has taken on more lasting features which per- 
mit realistic forecasting and planning. This country, 
which previously had a low rate of capital accumulation, 
now has a highly accumulative economy. An appreciable 
pace of growth has been achieved, together with a 
stabilization of the economic structure and the elimina- 
tion of the greatest economic disproportions. In particu- 
lar, adequate measures have been adopted for the social 
organization of agriculture, as a result of which agricul- 
ture no longer lags behind and the related economic dis- 
equilibria are disappearing. Finally, and of particular 
importance, the workers' self-government—and the de- 
centralization which always follows it—has provided a 
lasting foundation for building up a more efficient in- 
stitutional system, the first results «if which may already 
l>e observed. All this has made it possible to get an in- 
signi into the mechanism of the continuous growth of 
the economy as a whole, including all the social services, 
and therebv to determine the pace and lines of produc- 
tion, distribution and consumption. 

Period of programming 

The following general criteria may help in deciding on 
the |x-riod of time which a long-term programme should 
cover. 

(a) The lower limit is set by the maturation period of 
the strategic  factor of development  with the longest 

gestation period. If this factor happens to be skilled man- 
power—as is the case in Yugoslavia—evidently no sub- 
stantial changes in the skill structure of the population 
can be expected before the expiration of the period 
needed for retraining the existing labour force or edu- 
cating a new generation of highly skilled personnel. 

(b) The upper limit of the period is given by a point 
in time in the future at which the economy appears to 
be so flexible and planning so uncertain that any addi- 
tional information which could be obtained by shilling 
the planning horizon for another year docs not essential- 
ly improve the quality of the economic decisions to lie 
taken. As a rule, a period of twenty to twenty-five years 
would represent the upper limit for the programme as 
a whole. Longer periods of observation may IK- needed 
for certain economic activities; for example, in forestry, 
forecasts are done for a period of forty years. 

In addition to these general criteria, a number of con- 
siderations special to each individual country and de- 
pending on its socio-economic targets, have a bearing on 
the determination of the programming period. In Yugo- 
slavia, the relevant targets are: modernization of agricul- 
ture and substantial reduction of the difference in living 
standards between town and country; optimum nutri- 
tion; raising the health standards of the population; 
solving the housing problem; eliminating illiteracy and, 
as is envisaged now, introducing compulsory ten-year 
schooling; building a modern communications network 
and mitigating the inherited discrepancies in the econo- 
mic development of individual regions of the country, 
an endeavour which will not only settle a serial and 
political prr>blcm, but will also make it possible to use 
fully all the economic resources of the country. Most 
probably, the attainment of these targets will take some 
twenty years. It should also be considered that the ef- 
fects of the less important changes in the current invest- 
ment policy will not manifest themselves in a significant 
way before twenty years or more (see appendix). These 
methodological and didactic considerations therefore al- 
so have a bearing on the problem. 

The function of long-term over-all programming is to 
settle the basic determinants of economic development. 
A long-term programme may be broken down into sev- 
eral medium-term plans defined as legal acts of Parlia- 
ment which should engage the economic resources of 
the country in a concrete way. These can further be 
broken down into annual or shorter operative plans 
whose function is to ensure the realization of a dynamic 
economic equilibrium, that is, the absence of various 
economic discrepancies in permanently changing condi- 
tions of development. 

In order to make the system work, the agencies con- 
cerned with planning should shift the horizon of the 
i irrent medium-term plan for a year in advance, when 
tfu begin to work on the annual plans; they should 
corn. • the long-term plan when working on the me- 
dium-turn one. 
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GOALS OF LONG-TERM PROGRAMMING AND PACE OF 
ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT 

Long-term goals 

Is A SOCIALIST ECONOMY, the growth of production is not 
a goal in itself. In such an economy, the over-all goal 

of long-term programming may he defined as achieving 
maximum satisfaction of the needs of the people during 
a given period of time, the expression "people" being 
taken as distinct from "state" or any other bureaucratic 
category. Ideally, the length of the period should not ex- 
ceed the life-time of a generation, that is, thirty-five to 
forty years, although a period of fifteen to twenty-five 
years would, in all probability, be more acceptable to 
citizens called upon to vote on the introduction of such 
a long-term programme. This aspect is still a matter for 
consideration. 

A technical analysis of the economic process shows 
that, in the long run, the goal of maximization of econo- 
mic welfare (personal consumption and social welfare) 
coincides with that of maximization of production. In 
the conditions of Yugoslavia, this means that, due to the 
faster rate of capital accumulation in relation to produc- 
tion, over-all consumption at the beginning should not 
lag by more than half a year behind the level which 
would be achieved if the rate of accumulation remained 
unchanged. Such a lag could without doubt be easily 
tolerated if it were the condition for achieving all the 
favourable effects of the maximum acceleration of econo- 
mic growth. The effects on production and consumption 
of varying assumed rates of increase of capital accumula- 
tion are examined in the appendix with the help of 
numerical data. 

These considerations lead to the conclusion that, as a 
rule, no serious discrepancies would develop between 
the rapid growth of consumption and production. In a 
socialist economy, these two targets would be identical 
and attention would be devoted to analysing the factors 
determining the acceleration of production. 

Although investment is not the unique factor influenc- 
ing the increase of production, it is the basic prerequisite 
of production. Consequently, the rate of growth of pro- 
duction is maximized at the point at which further in- 
vestment is of no consequence for the growth of produc- 
tion. In other words, at a given level of total production, 
a maximum rate of growth in production is achieved 
when the marginal productivity of investment falls to 
zero. Experience shows that this limit of dynamic in- 
vestment saturation can be achieved relatively soon, at a 
rate of growth of investment of some 10 to 15 per cent 
per year. 

Pace of long-term development 

In a non-controlled capitalist economy, the capacity of 
accumulation of investment is relatively small, not be- 
cause of lack of voluntary saving,2 but because of the 

inadequacy of investment opportunities for the savings. 
When central planning is introduced, the accumulative 
capacity of the economy is automatically increased, be- 
cause the co-ordination of economic activities removes 
market limitations and the elimination of private owner- 
ship of the means of production permits a better use of 
all the economic resources of the country. 

The transition from an economy with a low accumula- 
tion rate to a highly accumulative one can be graphically 
represented, as is shown in chart 1. 

In this chart, \P denotes the overall increase of pro- 
duction in the course of the period considered, let us 
say in the course of twenty vears, and mpi denotes the 

•i i     • •       f •    ' dSV u i marginal productivity or investment, ——- being equal 
d I 

to mpi. The accumulative rapacity of the economy is 
represented by the accumulation rate s (the share of in- 
vestment in production). In the beginning, the accumu- 
lative capacity is low, but due to the dynamic adapta- 
tion of the economy in the course of time, it grows con- 
tinuously. That is represented in graph 1A by shifting 
the mpi curve to the right, so that the optimum accumu- 
lation rate /, at which the marginal productivity of in- 
vestment becomes zero,3 increases. When all these points 
are connected into a continuous line, as is done in graph 
IB, it becomes evident how, in the course of time, ac- 
cumulative capacity increases, at first rapidly and then 
more slowly. If the mpi curve shifts in such a way that 
the average efficiency of investment does not decrease, 
then the pace of economic development is accelerated. 

This leads to the important conclusion that, in a 
planned economy, it may be assumed that the rate of 
growth of production will be increasing in the course of 
time. In this connexion, it may be argued that, when a 
formerly under-developed country reaches the level of 
the most advanced ones, it cannot any more borrow 
from them the technologies they have developed and 
that, as a result, the rate of growth will slacken. This 
argument is not groundless, but the Soviet experience 
tends to indicate that the phenomenon has no great 
quantitative significance and, consequently, does not in- 
fluence the assumed general regularity in the rate of 
production. In any event, the Yugoslav economy will 
not reach by 1980 the level of development which 
the most developed countries of the world are expected 
to have at that time. 

It is necessary further to define the possibilities for in- 

2      This is implied by some apologists of the system who allege 
that the   high pace of development in  planned economies   is 
rxiluviu'ly due to irompulsoiy saving. 

1 Strictly speaking, the optimum rate of accumulation if 
slightly smaller. The graph depicts the situation in which con- 
sumption is maximized with respect to infinity. If it is to be 
maximized within a period of, say, twenty years, then in the 
current year—which is always the first year of the planning 
horizon—slightly less of the total social product should be ab- 
sorbed by capital accumulation. However, this difference is so 
small as to have no empirical significance whatsoever. For a 
systematic discussion, see the author's article "The Optimum 
Rate of Investment", Economic Journal (London), December 
1958, pages 747 to 767. 
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creating the accumulative capacity of an economy and 
thereby letting «orne limi» to i» development. From a 
given initial economic level, the expansion of the ac- 
cumulative capacity will be determined by two group» 
of factors: exogenous and endogenous. 

The exogenous factors are given and escape conscious 
control. They include demographic conditions, natural 
resources and the international position of the country 
as determined by geography and the over-all political 
situation in the world. 

The endogenous factors are, as a rule, subject to con- 
trol, or should be so in a socialist system. Technically, 
these factors come under the heading of economic policy, 
hut essentially they can be reduced to the question of so- 
cial relations and over-all economic and social or- 

ganization. 

In the case of Yugoslavia, an analysis of the first 
group of factors would show that this country cannot be 
considered to be exceptionally rich. It has neither the 
large home market nor the considerable possibilities for 
autarkic development which exist in the Soviet Union 
and the United State«. It does not have high-grade coal 

or sufficient iron ore of high quality, and oilfields are 
not particularly abundant. Its territory and population 
are small. Yet, its natural resources—food, minerals, 
timber and so on—are sufficiently diversified to ensure 
it a certain amount of economic independence. As re- 
gards the second group of factors, that is, the efficiency 
of the social system, there are indications that speak in 
favour of it. 

These general considerations lead to the conclusion 
that in Yugoslavia, a pace of economic development 
similar to that of the countries which so far have been 
most rapidly developing is possible. Whether it will 
eventually be possible to achieve a faster pace of de- 
velopment will depend more on the advantages of the 
endogenous factors than on the disadvantages of the 
exogenous ones. 

The preceding discussion has aimed at stressing the 
importance for long-term programming of elaborating 
an over-all theoretical framework and having a general 
idea of the order of magnitude of the development possi- 
bilities. In the following paragraphs, it is attempted to 
make this general approach more concrete. 
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CONSTRUCTING AN INITIAL DEVELOPMENT MODEL 

The methodological approach 

THE PROBLEM oF FORECASTS; future developments can 
lie approached by the usual method which consists of 

cxtra|x>lating the known trends of determined economic 
magnitudes in a two dimension al space. However, this 
is a very unreliable approach inasmuch as it assumes a 
correlation ol the examined m milititele—the ordinate— 
with the time ihe abscissa -which, when dealing with 
magnitudes over a long period of lime in the course of 
which they may IK- subject to structural changes, is 
Ixuind tu vive very arbitrary results. This deficiency can 
IK- somewhat corrected il a multi -dimensional space is 
substituted It ir the two-dimensional one, so that the l>e- 
havioiir <>l the examined magnitudes would IK- studied 
not only in relation to lime, bul also to a whole matrix 
of relevant factors. This approach is, however, too 
mechanical \m\ not too reliable for long-term pro- 
grammine: he-sides, n is complicated and time- 
consuming. 

A system of [H-rmanent structural coefficients may 
serve the purpose Inner. It permits a model tí) be con- 
structed which changes its structure by itself, with re- 

spect not to time but to the relative changes of the basic 
determinants of production. Furthermore, it makes it 
possible to take advantage of the statistical feature of the 
aggregates, namely, that they have a more stable de- 
velopment path than their component parts; work can 
be done on a highly aggregated model which can later 
lie disaggregated to the extent desired. 

In constructing the model, the following principles 
may lie applied: 

(a) The model should preferably be an elementary 
one, and should be coherent enough to provide for logi- 
cal verification without being endangered by lack of 
statistical data and a serious methodological basis for 
structural analysis; 

(b) It should be sufficiently flexible to permit quick 
and easy changes of assumptions; 

(r) It should be constructed in such a way that it 
could IK- easily introduced into the existing planning 
methodology and thereby make possible any verification 
of separate projections; 

(</) It should be realistic enough to lead to reliable 
economic conclusions. 

The simplest jxwsible mtxlel consists of three elements: 
an objectively given parameter, an economic policy vari- 
able and a result. This is the case of the well-known 

identity r=— where r is the rate of growth, \ the capi- 

tal coefficient (the relation between investment and the 
increase of production) and s the rate of accumulation 
(the share of investment in production).4 While this 
identity is being transformed into a model, a preliminary 
statistical identification of its elements should be car- 
ried on; this would he followed by a theoretical interpre- 
tation along the lines of the considerations in the second 
part of this article. 

From a statistical point of view, a consecutive rate of 
development should be substituted for an instantaneous 
one, and a technological capital coefficient including the 
investment gestation lag for the imaginary instantane- 
ous net capital coefficient. 

The rate of accumulation / should not be considered 
simply as a statistical relation between investment and 
production, but also as representing the accumulative 
capacity of the economy in the broadest sense of the 
word. The coefficient \ is not a constant, but a function 
of the rate of accumulation, k=t (*)• It is theoretically 
and empirically proved that \ (at least starting from a 
certain point) is an increasing function of the accumula- 

ci 
tion rate, -~->0; consequently, there will exist an 

optimum magnitude s that produces a maximum rate 
of growth r. Thus the initial identity is converted into a 
thoroughly determined system which has a maximum. 
This maximum is achieved when th« marginal produc- 

Ctpfing peninllin hottlei in a plani at Zemnn: the worker! wear 
rubber gimes to prevent contamination of the drug and dark, gioisti 
to ikield their ryn from the ultra violet light inside the cabinet 

4      This formula was applied for the first rime by the Soviet 
planners at the end of the nineteen twenties. 
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tivhy of investment—determined by the accumulative 
capacity oí the economy—falli to «ro* 

Acceleration of the rate of growth 

The target of production ii maximization of net prod- 
uct, or, as it is usually called, national income. Conse- 
quently, the pace of economic growth is adequately meas- 
ured by the rate of income growth. Again, the increase 
of production is a function of accumulation, that is, of 
HI investment. In view of the fact that the model under 

consideration—and its later disaggregation—is based on 
gross magnitudes, that is, social product and gross in- 
vestment, it is necessary to indicate the relationships be- 
tween the magnitudes and the type of distortions intro- 
duced in the procedure. 

In order to simplify the mathematical analysis, it will 
be assumed that technology and prices do not change, 
the capacity of fixed assets remains constant until they 
are fully scrapped, the value of the scrapped assets equals 
zero and the maturation period of investment in a 
weighted average is m years. Let us denote the annual 
grots investment by /, the annual replacement of 
»crapped capacities by R, the constant rate of continuous 
growth of gross investment by r, the average life span 
of fixed assets by n. If one unit is invested in the year 0, 
gross investment in the year t+m will be e

T,'+m) and 
the grots value of fixed capital (reflecting production 
capacity) will equal the sum of all matured gross invest- 

* ia this context, the author is apparently referring to what 
might be called a "marginal short-run" 4 (applicable at a given 
point of time or at a given level of groat national product) and 
not lo the "average long-run" { (adjusted to successively in- 
creasing levels of groat national product) which he assumes to 
bt constant (EJitor't «MAT.) 

AsHmbting ike rasing <ij a witter 
tur/fine m * L/HN/UHM ptttni 

ment (/"), less the value of scrapped assets. 

Ä|+» 
/ '•*- / 

Jt*V (i) 

The maturation period of investment being m years, 
the matured investment in the year / \ m equals the in- 
vestment carried tmt m years before: l't ( m~li ert. The 
life span (rf fixed assets being n years, the replacement 
of fixed assets in each year equals the matured assets n 
years earlier, that is, equals the gross investment n \ m 
years before : 

Kl-M ' (( *-m) I» -t ml = e 

Finally, the replacement up lo the year t*~m being 
equal to all gross investments up to the year t n, the 
sum of groat investments starting from that year rep- 
resents fixed assets matured in the year i + w, that is: 

/ 
:,4--   /  #"*v--f- a -<-")• (2) 

Let us use the following figures as approximations to 
the structural coefficients of the Yugoslav economy : 

Life span of fixed assets n    M) years 
Weighted  maturation  lag m      1 years 
Continuous rate of growth r     Apercent 
Average capital-output cocficient (relation be- 

tween gross value of fixed assets and groas 
national product)    k.= 2.i 

4J 
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Consequently, the grow national product in the year 
1 i will hr : 

' »•.» "• *i+.i 
2.3 

(3) 

If net product or net national income it defined as 
grow national product minus the value of the replaced 
«trapped assets, then the relation between R and P shows 
the entent by which the national income is smaller than 
the gross natkmal product: 

2.1 r 2.1 r 

'• - Ï CO 

Inserting the empirical magnitudes into equation (4) 
gives: 

*,.,       2.1-0.01 
O.Oli. (*') 

This means Ils.it umkr ihc given assumptions, the net 
pruduti is 1rs« ih.in 2 per cent »mailer than the gros» 
product. If the rt-Mrictive .«.»umptmtM mentioned ear her 

are not taken into account, the difference will most prob- 
ably be even smaller, because the scrapped assets have 
some positive value, and because the technological im- 
provements have brought about a cheapening of the 
replacement of the scrapped assets. Consequently, in the 
concrete conditions of the Yugoslav economy, the gross 
product approximates the net product (income) so well 
quantitatively that for all practical purposes the dy- 
namics of those two aggregates can be identified. 

Another important dynamic effect should be pointed 
out. From equation (4) it follows that the replacement 
cost per unit of product will be the smaller the faster 
the pace of economic growth. That means that similar 
investment (that is, in same proportion to the gross 
product) brings very different results in different econo- 
mics, even if the productivity of labour, the techniques 
applied and the like are quite the same.' 

In this connexion, it is essential to note that an addi- 

* For a systematic theoretical UMCUMWI of this 
tre R. Harvat, 'The Depreciation Multiplier and a Generalized 
Thcury at Fiaed Capital Cotti", MaavaVjfcr 5r ¿W if Ec—mic 
W Jar**/ Stmàtr, (Manchester), 1991, Mfei IX to 199. 
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tional effect will remit from the choice oí statistical 
aggregates. In a stationary economy, the over-all invest- 
ment serves the end of simple maintenance of production 
and nothing remains for "enlarged reproduction" (new 
capital formation). In an economy of the Yugoslav 
type—an economy that expands continuously at a rate of 
8 per cent per year—the maintenance of the capacity 
absorb* only 

R,        ¿rfi-n-m) 
( = =e-+e+<*)=e-*M=0j07\ 

I, e" 
that is, some 7 per cent of the investment, whereas 
93 per cent represents the accumulation which helps to 
increase the fixed capital of the economy. Consequently, 
the gross capital-output coefficient will automatically 
decrease as the pace of growth accelerates, even if the 
net capital coefficient is unchanged. 

Thus, in a planned economy, the pace of development 
will he not only considerably higher than in a non- 
controlled capitalist economy, but also self-a:celerating, 
owing to the technical features of the process of capital 
formation. 

Disaggregation 

The initial model may be disaggregated into two au- 
tonomous sectors: industry and agriculture. In the case 
of Yugoslavia, the estimate of the rate of increase of in- 

dustrial and agricultural production is based on the de- 
velopment achieved so far in that country and abroad, 
especially in the countries with centrally planned econo- 
mies. Investment in industry is obtained by using the 
capital-output coefficient of the initial model. Investment 
in agriculture is obtained by applying the proportion of 
such investment in the over-all investment of countries 
with a similar level of economic development and the 
share which agricultural production is expected to have 
in fifteen to twenty years in the over all production of 
Yugoslavia. 

Further disaggregation of the model is done by deriv- 
ing the development of the non-autonomous sectors 
(transport and communications, handicraft, construction, 
commerce and catering) from the autonomous sectors 
with the aid of structural coefficients. The structural 
coefficients are assessed on the basis of regression analysis 
of time series. In such a way, a consistent seven-sector 
model of production and investment is obtained, which 
should provide initial guidance and working assumptions 
for elaborating the first draft of a long term programme.7 

In elaborating this draft the basic assumptions of the 
model are put to a check. 

T This model has been fully descrilx-d in the author's paper 
"A Restatement of a Simple Planning Mixk-I with Some 
Examples from Yugoslav Economy", Sanh,hy,'i, The Indian 
journal of Statistics (Calcutta), vol. 2i, 1%I, pages ?» to 4K. 

CHECKING THE ASSUMPTIONS OF THE INITIAL MODEL AND 
ELABORATING THE FIRST DRAFT OF THE PROGRAMME 

Checking the a$t*mption$ 

IN iLAaoRATiNG the first draft of the programme, as in 
other stages of planning, some a priori assumptions 

should be made. The following apply to Yugoslavia. 
(a) In the period under observation there will be no 

radical changes in the over-all international situation, in 
international economic relations, or in the prospects for 
international exchange. 

(*) Science will develop further but there will be no 
revolutionary changes in techniques of production. (In 
this respect the programme is conservative.) As a starting 
point, it is assumed that the already known achievements 
of modern technology will be applied in the economy of 
the country under consideration, and that those individ- 
ual technological problems which are complicating the 
development of some branches of production will even- 
tually be solved (for example, those concerning use of 
substitute and waste materials in certain industries). 

(c) The programme is conservative also because it 
does not take into account resources which have not yet 
been discovered, for instance, mineral deposits, but 
assumes that reserves will be thoroughly explored. 

(d) It may also be assumed that social relations do not 
constitute any obstacle to production and that the exist- 

ing socio-economic system is sufficiently flexible to permit 
adaptations to the requirements of maximum and ac- 
celerated development of the productive forces. 

The a priori assumptions and the model itself arc a 
testing ground on the basis of which individual projec- 
tions of industries (sector projections) may be worked 
out. This may be done in the following way. 

The model determines the direction and magnitude 
of changes in investment and production. At the same 
time, it determines the level of consumption from which 
the structure of consumption is deduced. This deduction 
is based in part on an analysis of the physical magni- 
tudes, such as estimates of optimum nutrition and hous- 
ing standards, and in part on an analysis of the value 
structure of consumption in those countries which have 
already achieved the level of consumption that the 
country under consideration is expected to have at the 
end of the term, say, in I960. (The analysis is based on 
the relative prices of these countries.) In this part of the 
analysis, correlation analysis may help to correct to some 
extent unreliable value structures and to make projec- 
tions in physical terms. The components of collective 
consumption are projected on the basis of different 
criteria. In doing this, it should be considered that, in the 
conditions of a normal economic development, the part 
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of collective consumption which is not directly related 
to living standards expands much slower than either 
personal consumption or investment. Consequently, ac- 
celerated economic growth brings about a reduction in 
the relative magnitude of the non-productive outlays 
(social outlays). 

To begin with, productive investment is broken down 
into two component parts: equipment and construction. 
Then the equipment and construction programmes are 
supplemented by projects in the fields of housing, health 
and education. The projection of investment in schools 
may be based on the assumption that a maximum pace 
of development of education should be achieved, and 
that it should not be limited by material factors, but 
only by the age structure of the population and (he 
availability of teaching staff. The investment programme 
for health services aims at achieving a given general 
target. The only restriction to the construction pro- 
gramme as a whole would be the inability of the construc- 
tion industry to expand its activities at the desired rate. 

The production programme for the final goods in- 
dustries is derived from the level of consumption and 
investment. Input-output analysis will he used to elabo- 
rate the production programme for the industries produc- 
ing intermediate goods. 

Limiting factors 

In principle, the individual projections and the over-all 
programme should achieve maximization of production, 
taking into consideration the four limiting factors- 
labour force, technology, natural resources and foreign 

find inspection of « tractor m « riant in Mébovikt 
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trade. The questions of technology and natural resources 
have been discussed above. It may be added in this con- 
nexion that, in an open economy, natural resources are a 
limiting factor only for some extractive industries but not 
for production as a whole. The questions of labour force 
and foreign trade remain to be considered. 

In the conditions of Yugoslavia, the conventional 
method of deriving production from the demographic 
factors, and on the basis of a given average increase in 
the productivity of labour, would prove to be very un- 
reliable. In Yugoslavia, as in many other under-developed 
countries, production and employment arc not closely 
connected, but are largely autonomous. As a result, the 
productivity of labour fluctuates very irregularly. There- 
fore, in the case of Yugoslavia and similar economics, 
production and employment should be projected sepa- 
rately, and the two projections compared so as to obtain 
additional information on the feasibility of the pro- 
gramme, an indication of which is to be given by the 
index of increase of production. 

As regards employment,  the most difficult problem 
is that of the transfer of agricultural population. It may 
be convenient to start from the assumption—subsequent- 
ly to be checked—that this transfer will proceed at the 
same pace as in the past. Further, one may take into 
account the regular tendency of economic development 
over the last half century which warrants the conclusion 
that the productivity of labour in agriculture increases 
faster than in manufacturing. In view of the trend of 
transfer from agricultural occupations, and given the 
technological and socio-organizational conditions of the 
country, it is unlikely that employment in agriculture 
would fall to the minimum essential for implementing 
the desired programme of production, a conclusion which 
is corroborated by a comparison of the expected levels 
of technology and the projection of agricultural popula- 
tion in Yugoslavia and countries with similar economies. 
Thus, it is to be expected that, in the coming period, 
unskilled manpower will not be a scarce factor of produc- 
tion and will not prove to be one of the limiting factors. 

The situation is completely different as regards skilled 
manpower, which is a well-defined and decisive limiting 
factor. In spite of an extensive schooling system, Yugo- 
slavia is not able to educate the needed personnel in the 
period of lime covered by the programme. This is hardly 
surprising when it is considered that about one-fourth 
of the present population  above ten years of age is 
illiterate, the percentage of semi-illiterate persons being 
even higher. Moreover, spreading literacy does not solve 
the problem of vocational training. Yugoslavia has not 
only to expand basic education, but also to  provide 
schooling for adults, if it is to adjust the tempo of change 
in skill structure to the desired pace of economic devel- 
opment. It needs hardly to be stressed that expenditures 
on education are to be regarded as a productive invest- 
ment of first priority. The same applies to expenditures 
on public health and medical care. 

As regards the fourth category of limiting factors- 
foreign trade—the assumption has already been made 
that no dramatic turns, for better or for worse, arc to 
be expected in the general conditions of international 
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exchange. In view of the relatively »mall share of the 
exports from Yugoslavia in world exports, it can be 
assumed that the country's export elasticities are great, 
provided, however, that there it sufficient time for adapta- 
tion. When the time factor is taken into consideration, 
the pace of increase of exports has more strktly deter- 
mined limits. 

The first draft programme will provide éléments of 

a general picture of the economic development erf a 
country for a period of twenty year» or so. After the 
draft programme has been drawn up, more detailed 
planning will be needed, including individual projec- 
tions consistent with each other. This will require use 
of all the available information. However, no general 
methodological framework can be provided for this stage 
of the programming procedure. 

Appendix 

MODEL ANALYSIS: THREE VARIANTS OF INVESTMENT POLICY 

!. Let IH assume that the annual rate of increate of gross 
national product P h r=l.6 per cent and that the share of grow 
productive investments (gross formation of fixed assets) in the 

social product amounts to an average of /=—=25.5 per cent. 
t 

Starting from these two assumptions, we can find the instanta- 
neous capital-output ratio 

*, - /. 

By definition, 

hence 

/- - *. Xt, ; 

tF, -á.rf,.,. 

Since, at a constant rate of growth, 

'.-, 
1 +r 

it follows that: 

'-*. /+r 

CO 

(2) 

By   introducing  the   above   assumed   empirical   values   inte 

equation (J) we arrive at the value of the instantaneous capital- 
output coefficient: 

*, 0 2»U,".U. 
O.Oié (2*) 

2. We further introduce the empirical assumption that the 
maturation period of investment will be m=i years. In order 
to simplify the calculation, m is defined in such a way that the 
investment of each year, that is, the investment in tin- year /, 
matures at the end of the third year taken as an averiar, that 
is, at the beginning of the year 1+3. 

The relation between investment and the increase <>l produc- 
tion after m years vili be called the laRjjed capital output co- 
efficient k and will be defined as follows: 

A - '2h) 

If an economy is growing at the rate of r per annum, then, 

¿Pl+m -AP,(i +0", 

and, hence, 

*.-*(/+ 0". f j) 

In other words, in a growing economy, the lagged gross 
capital-output coefficient is always smaller than the instantaneous 
coefficient, the difference being the larger, the higher the rate 
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GEOSS NATIONAL PBODICT (GP), SHABE Of GEMS PKOOUCTITm IMVISTMINTI IN GBOM NATIONAL 
»OBCCT (s), GIOSI FEODt'CTIVE INVESTMENT! (Gì) AND TOTAL CONSUMPTION  (TC)   UNIU 

THBEE DIFFERENT INVESTMENT POLICIES,   1960 TO 1980 
(er: INDEX, 1960=100; t: PEBCENTACE) 
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1960   . 100.0 77.00 
1961 107.9 23 24.8 83.1 107.90 23.25 25.09 8281 107.90 24 25.90 82.00 
1962 116.4 23 26.8 89.6 116.42 23.50 27.36 89.06 116.42 25 29.11 87.31 
1963 125.6 23 28.0 96.7 125.62 23.75 29.83 95.79 125.62 26 32.66 92.9« 
1964 135.5 23 31.2 104.3 135.66 24.00 32.56 103.10 135.98 27 36.71 9977 
1965 146.2 23 33.7 112.5 146.60 24.25 35.55 111.05 147.62 28 41.33 106.29 
1966 157.7 23 36.4 121.5 158.53 24.50 38.84 119.69 160.68 29 46.60 114.00 
1967 170.1 2Î 30.3 150.8 171.55 24.7S 42.46 129.09 175.36 30 52.61 122.75 
1968 183.5 2 5 42.4 141.1 185.77 25.00 46.44 139.33 191.89 31 59.48 132.41 
1969 19H.il 25 45.7 152.3 201.31 25.25 50.83 150.48 210.53 32 67.37 143.16 

1970 213.6 23 49.3 164.3 218.29 25.50 55.66 162.61 231.57 33 76.42 155.15 
1971 230.5 23 53.2 177.3 236.87 25 75 60.99 175.88 255.36 34 86.82 168.54 
1972                    248.7 25 57.4 191.3 257.20 26.00 66.87 190.33 282.31 35 98.81 183.50 
1973     261.3 23 61.9 206.4 279.46 26.25 73.36 206.10 312.88 36 112.64 200.24 
1974      289.5 23 66.8 222.7 303.86 26.50 80.52 223.34 347.61 37 128.62 218.99 
1975     312.4 23 72 1 240 3 330.61 
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of growth. If r=8.6 per cent (as assumed before), the instanta- 
neous coefficient .4.2 would overstate the technological coefficient, 
which can better be approximated by the lagged coefficient 2.5 
(assuming that nt=^3 years). 

The following consequence should be noted at this point: 
even if the technological capital-output coefficient, which in the 
case considered n approximated by the lagged grots capital- 
output coefficient J(. remains unchanged at different investment 
policies, the instantaneous capital-output ratio 4< automatically 
changes because of the structural features of the process. As a 
result, ^i cannot be used for international comparisons and 
analytical purposes. If, for example, the change in investment 
policy means an increase in the rate of accumulation, we will 
have an increase in the rate of growth of production. As equa- 
tion (;) indicates, this will be followed automatically by an 
increase in the instantaneous capital output coefficient {i (as 
soon as the gestation period of the first new investment is over), 
if the technological capital output coefficient and the gestation 
period remain unchanged. 

3. We now have all the elements needed for constructing a 
simple model with three investment variants. Variant I assumes 
that the share of the gross economic investment (inventories 
excluded) in the gross product, observed in the base year—that 
i«, .<   -M per cent—remains unchanged; / and 4 being given, we 

can calculate the corresponding rate of increate of production r, 
which is necessary for calculating all the elementi of Variant I. 

From equations (a) and (i) we obtain: 

s-krO +0--'. 
By introducing the empirical values we get: 

-L .,(] + ,)--' 

(•0 

f(i+0»- 
0.33 

2.5 
o.m 

r m 7.t ftr cmt. «•) 

As the relations in Variant I do not change, production, invest- 
ment and consumption will increase at the tame rate r=7.9 per 
cent, and the share of investment in production will remain 
constant. 

In Variant TI, the share of investment will increase from the 
present /=23 per cent to r=28 per cent (within twenty years), 
that it, by one-quarter of one per cent per year. In Variant III we 
will assume that the share of investment will increase by one 
per cent per year. 
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Due to the changes in the coefficient /, the rate of growth 

in Variants II ami III is not constant but permanently increasing. 

For that reason, these Variants can be calculated only step by 

step. When doing this, it will appear that in the course of the 

first three years the gross product in these two Variants will I* 

the fame as in Variant I, because, due to the maturation lag, 

the effects of the change in investment policy are felt only in 
the fourth year. 

4. When constructing the model, the following elements are 

of interest: gross national product (GP), gross productive invest- 

ment (Gl) and total consumption (TC). TC represents the 

balance of GP after deduction of GI and consists of personal 

consumption, collective consumption, non-economic investments 

and increase in stocks. Collective consumption expands signifi- 

cantly less than personal consumption, while the non-economic 

investments in the given conditions increase somewhat faster 

than personal consumption; thus, in order to simplify the proce- 

dure, we can assume that the movement of total consumption 

reflects the movement of personal consumption as well. 

On the basts of the above assumptions we get the data shown 

in table 1 for three different investment policies. 

5. If the empirical coefficients do reflect the real orders of 

magnitude—which seems very probable, although at the present 

state of knowledge we cannot say anything more precise about 

them—the three investment variants of the model represent 

inherent futures of the development procès« of the economy 

under consideration. An analysis of table I and chart 2 leads to 
the following conclusions. 

(a) In all three variants, the increase in investment will never 

bring about a decrease in consumption, owing to the pace of 

economic development achieved. In all cases, consumption will 

increase rapidly throughout the pcrkxl considered. 

0) The effects of small short term changes in investment 

policies can in the long run have a strong cumulative influence 

and bring about significant differences in the pace of economic 

development. Thus, at the end of the periixl considered, the 

rate of economic growth in Variant II is ').2 per cent, and in 

Variant III 12.7 per cent, as compared to 7.*) per cent in 
Variant I. 

(c) The ¿icater the volume of investment, the greater the 

volume of consumption at the end of the period. In I'WO, the 

annual consumption will IK- greater by 12 per cent in Variant III, 

and by 4 per cent in Variant II than the annual consumption 

in Variant I. The cumulative volume of consumption over the 

first fifteen years (1%1 to 1075) amounts to 2.2.Í4 units in 

Variant I, 2,221 units in Variant II and 2,147 units in Variant III. 

During the following five years (IT/'f. to 1'XtO), however, the 

cumulative totals in Variant II and Variant III are as high as 

1,562 and 1,619 units, respectively, as against only 1,518 units 

in Variant I. Thus, the radical gain in consumption during the 

later years is more than enough to offset the loss during the 

earlier years, the net gain  over the whole twenty year  period 

Chm2 
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Ymgotiai' tramen (upper left)  and Dutch workers welding ike keet of « tanker in an Amsterdam shipyard 

(l%l to l<MO) being M) unils in the case of Variant II and 14 
units in the case of Variant III. 

(J) The chart shows that the lag of consumption in Variant II 
as compared to Variant I is relatively small so that the curves 
p "actually tally with each other. Kvcn when the gap is largest 
(l%1)), consumption is only 1.2 per cent smaller in Variant II 
than in Variant I. There is a somewhat greater consumption lag 
in Variant III, where the greatest difference—Vf» per cent—is 
reached in I'Cll. But the tahle shows that this difference is 
equivalent only to less than the one-year increment in that year: 
already in 1 *>~I the consumption in Variant III amounts to I6K.Í 
units, which is more than the 164J units in Variant I in 1070. 

(i ) Th'' discrepancies become suhstantial and increase rapidly 
after the level of annual consumption in Variants II and III 
catches up with that in Variant I. At the end of the period, the 
annual rate of increase in consumption amounts to 8.8 per cent 
in Variant II and 10.7 per tent in Variant III, as compared to 
i>nly 7.*) in Variant I. 

(/) Finally, as mentioned in paragraph 2 of this appendix, the 
varying rates of increase in production result in varying values 

of the instantaneous capital-output coefficient, even though the 
lagged coefficient is assumed to he constant. In the example under 
consideration, the instantaneous coefficient remains at Í.14 in 
Variant I, while it reaches iil in Variant II and is as high as 
V06 in Variant III. 

f). In judging the appropriateness of the model to the condi- 
tions in Yugoslavia, the following points should lie borne in 
mind. 

(a) The capital-output coefficient applied in the model is less 
favourable than the one which Yugoslavia has achieved in recent 
vcars, which, in turn, is still higher than that achieved in some 
other economies. However, this coefficient cannot be determined 
in a more precise way. The most one can say in the present state 
of knowledge is that the lagged gross capital-output coefficient 
l(=2.i (and the corresponding initial coefficient ^i=3.14) is very 
probable. If there exists a possibility of achieving a smaller capital- 
output coefficient (for example, for the maintenance of the 
already achieved l(), the favourable effects of the variants with 
a fast pace of investment can be significantly improved. 

(f>) Reducing the gestation period achieves the same effect at 
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reducing the capital-output coefficient. Yet so little attention has 
so far been paid to the problem of the gestation period that 
nothing can lie said about the possibility of reducing it to less 
than ro =3 years. 

(c) The constant lagged gross capital-output coefficient, 
coupled with an increase of s, implies a change for the worse of 
the technological capital-output coefficient. However, for a small 
increase of s—an increase of the order of magnitude in Variant 
H—we can assume that the technological coefficient k does not 
change. This assumption is based on an analogy with the eco- 
nomic and technological features of the enterprise. Specifically, 
empirical econometric research on cost functions shows that the 
typical curve of the marginal costs is horizontal (that is, the 
marginal cost is constant) as long as full capacity is not achieved. 
Similarly, we can assume that the efficiency of the economy re- 
mains approximately constant as long as the volume of invest- 
ment moves within the boundaries of the accumulative capacity 
of the economy. Variant II corresponds almost certainly to the 
accumulative capacity of an economy of the Yugoslav type. 
Consequently, under the assumption of a constant technological 
capital-output coefficient, it may lie anticipated that the "gross" 
capital output coefficient will tend to decrease. 

(ti) When   the  enterprise achieves  full  output,   its  marginal 

costs increase rapidly. We can assiinic that near the limit of the 
accumulative capacity ot the ecoiioniv, the (net) m.ugin.il invest 
ment productivity decreases rapidly and soon arrives at the value 
nipi-i). It is impossible to determine this limit theoretically; it 
sbouhl be estimated on the basis of e\pei ience and empirical 
analysis. The experience in Yugoslavia and the Soviet I'nion 
suggests that a long tei in expansion of investment at a rate higher 
than 12 per edit can bring the economy to that limit. It i.m W 
seen troni table I tb.it, at the end of the period, investment m 
Variant III expands al a rate of over 1^ per cent, lui thcrmorc, 
no economy exists as yet in which the gioss formation of eco 
noinic fixed assets exceeds 411 per cent nl the social product. It 
cm also be seen thai Variant 111 ends with v A Í per cent. Cotise 
c|iient!y, it is alinosi certain that Variant III is not realistic. The 
pace of investment which it assumes is not economically justitied 
because greater effects can be achieved with a smaller investment. 

/. If the maximization ot the increase ol consumption within 
the period of twenty years is set as a goal of the economic 
policy, it is evident that Variant II or III and not Variant I has 
to lie chosen. For the reason just given, Variant III is not likely 
to lie considered. This docs not mean that Variant II should 
always be chosen. Helween Variants II jm\ III there in.iv exist 
a range of investment variants more appropriate than Variant II. 
On this point, however, nothing more definite can In- said as yet. 

Establishment of Industrial Estates 

in Under-developed Countries 
Industrial estates art tract* of land assembled, im- 

proved and subdivided according to a compre- 
hensivo plan, ¡n odvance of, or upon, demand, either 
for sale or loose to prospective industrial occupants; 
standard factory buildings erected in odvance of 
demand aro frequently featured. 

"The publication deals principally with the role of 
I industrial estates in policies of industrialiiation 

with special reference to promotion of small-scale 
industries. It gives first a general picture of industrial 
estates projects—planned and completed—in various 
countries. It then describei and analyses in detail 
the objectives and policies bearing on the establish- 
ment of industrial estates in three industrial countries 
where the device has been extensively applied: the 
United States, the United Kingdom and Italy. This is 
followed by a review of objectives and policies in 
two under-developed countries where important in- 
dustrial estates programmes are being carried out: 
India and Puerto Rico. Detailed information is also 
provided on policies and achievements in Jamaica, 
Mexico, Brazil, Nigeria and Pakistan. 

The experience of these countries is assessed in the 
* next chapter. Four main types of policies in which 
industrial estates play a role are distinguished: 
location and development policies based, respectively, 

on indirect ond direct control; industrialiiation 
policies based on inducements to investors from 
abroad; and industrialiiation policies based on pro- 
vision of integrated measures of assistance, a type 
which is particularly suitable for the promotion of 
small industries. The chapter also contains a discussion 
of the types of estates suitable for under-developed 
countries at different levels of industrial development, 
and of policies of location and admission. It con- 
cludes with on examination of certain secondary 
effects of industrial estates, and of the role of the 
latter in development schemes of broader scope. 

In the last chapter, industrial estates are discussed 
as a means of promoting small-scale industry, with 

special attention to problems of technical and financial 
assistance. Problems of planning industrial estates 
of examined in two appendices to this chapter: the 
first deals with exploratory surveys; the second con- 
tains a case study concerning the establishment of 
an industrial estate in an under-developed country. 
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SeminaronlndustrialEstates in the ECAFERegion 

4 SEMINA* ON INDUSTRIAL ESTATE« in the region of the 
¿» Economic Commission for Atia and the Far East 
(ECAFE) was held in Madras, India, from 1 to 11 
November 1%1. The meeting was sponsored jointly by 
the United Nations and the Government of India and 
was organized by ECAFE and the Division of Industrial 
Development and the Bureau of Technical Assistance 
Operations of the United Nations Department of Eco- 
nomic and Social Affairs. The Seminar was attended by 
fifty-seven participants and observers from twenty-three 
countries and sixteen representatives of the United Na- 
tions, the specialized agencies and non-governmental 
organizations. 

The main subjects discussed at the Seminar were 
objectives and policies in establishing industrial estates, 
planning of industrial estates, organization, management 
and financial arrangements, integration of industrial 
project» with programmes of urban or regional develop- 
ment and the role of international and regional co- 
operation in the development of industrial estates. The 
following are some of the important conclusions and 
recommendations of the Seminar. 

OBJECTIVES AND POLICIES IN ESTABLISHING 

INDUSTRIAL ESTATES 

The Seminar observed that in most countries of the 
ECAFE region the objectives of industrial estate pro- 
grammes were to promote the development of small- 
scale industry ami to influence industrial location in 
accordance with policies of decentralization. It was felt 
that industrial estates were also suitable for developing 
large-scale industrial centres and complexes, promoting 
industrialization projects connected with the develop- 
ment of ports, airports, large power plants, petroleum 
refineries ami the like, and encouraging subsidiary manu- 
facturing activities around such projects. The Seminar 
was of the view that in order to promote large industries 
it would noe k- necessary for public authorities to provide 
the services and assistance usually extended to small- 
scale industries in industrial estates. In such cases the 
public authorities might acquire land, develop it and give 
it on a sale or lease basis for development as industrial 
estates. Such projects might be called "industrial areas" 
to distinguish them from "industrial estates". 

v 

The Seminar agreed that the role of publicly sponsored 
industrial estates was mainly to promote further private 
initiatives and efforts. After the desired development had 
been achieved in an area, the government programme 
might be reduced in terms of numbers of estates or scope 
of facilities and services offered, and eventually discon- 
tinued altogether. 

PLANNING OF INDUSTMAL ESTATES 

Feasibility studies and location polines 

It was considered that an essential prerequisite for plan- 
ning industrial estates was that there should be a formula- 
tion of government policy regarding the purpose, type 
and geographical distribution of the estates proposed 
to be set up. Within the framework of such a policy, 
certain surveys should be undertaken for ascertaining the 
feasibility prerequisites and industrial growth prospects 
for each proposed estate. The importance of location for 
the successful establishment and operation of industrial 
estates was emphasized. It should be ensured as a part 
of advance planning that conditions favourable for the 
success of an estate exist or could be created. Among 
these conditions the more important were availability 
of basic facilities, such as power, water supply and 
transport, proximity to markets and sources of supply of 
labour and, where possible, of raw materials. 

The Seminar recognized the difficulties of pre-project 
planning of estates in rural areas, and the fact that 
feasibility studies in such areas might not always yield 
conclusive results. It recommended that the establishment 
of industrial estates in such areas be undertaken as a 
pioneering effort; a cautious and selective approach in 
this field would be advisable. 

It considered that, as a rule, suitable locations for 
estates would be in or near small towns and in the 
vicinity of large industrial projects. 

Types of estates 

The Seminar recommended that the facilities offered in 
industrial estates should vary with the level of industrial 
development of the localities in which they were to be 
established. It might not be necessary for the Govern- 
ment to provide ready-built industrial accommodation or 



certain common service» in industrially advanced urban 
areas where there were spontaneous tendencies towards 
industrial concentration. In less developed localities— 
smaller towns or rural areas—publicly sponsored indus- 
trial estates should provide general-purpose factories and 
the necessary common services, since these were essential 
for stimulating industrial entrepreneurship and improv- 
ing industrial operations. 

In certain countries of the region, it was observed, 
specialized types of industrial estates were being estab- 
lished, such as estates for joint production programmes 
among small industries—for instance, production of 
parts and components for an assembly unit—and estates 
for small industries manufacturing parts and components 
or processing or finishing certain products for large in- 
dustries, on a subcontracting basis. 

The Seminar recommended that estates of the first 
type be set up on a limited experimental basis and that 
studies be undertaken of the organization and financial 
arrangements involved in joint production programmes 
and of the types of production for which location on a 
common site was required. It recommended that the 
establishment of estates of the second type be preceded 
by studies of measures to prevent abuse and exploitation 
of the small units by the large concerns. 

Engineering and economic aspects 

The Seminar noted that the costs of development and 
servicing per unit in a smaller industrial estate were 
usually higher than those in a large estate. It felt that, 
except for special considerations, an estate should be 
large enough to achieve practical economies of scale in 
the provision of services, special buildings and public 
utilities. It emphasized the importance of economic and 
efficient utilization of land in the planning and layout 
of industrial estates. Design should be such as would 
facilitate physical expansion as well as modifications in 
layout. The Seminar took note of the practices, in dif- 
ferent countries of the region, as regards zoning, land 
use, size of plots, size, design and construction of factory 
buildings, roads, drainage, provision of utilities and com- 
mon services, and of the costs of construction and 
services. It stressed the need for a continuing exchange 
of information among the countries of the region on the 
results of research and norms adopted for layout and 
building designs.1 

Related social overhead investments 

The Seminar observed that the question of social over- 
head investments was closely related to that of location 
of industrial estates. In selecting the location, account 
had to be taken of the availability of housing, public 
transportation, schools, hospitals and other community 
and social services, and of the prospective increased 
demand for such facilities resulting from the occupation 
of the estate. It was considered that the availability of a 
minimum of social as well as economic overhead facilities 

1 A report entitled Physical Planning of Industrial Estates, 
prepared by the Bureau of Social Affairs of the United Nation* 
Department of Economic and Social Affairs, will be publithed 
in 1962. 

was in most cases a prerequisite to the establishment of 
an estate in a given location. 

ORGANIZATION, MANAGEMENT AND FINANCING OF 

INDUSTMAL ESTATES 

Sponsorship of industrial estates 

It was noted that in the countries of the EC A FE region, 
the initiative and responsibility for starting industrial 
estates had been generally taken by the Government. 
The Seminar recognized the need for such initiative in 
the early stages, but recommended that the Governments 
should progressively encourage the entrepreneurs to 
assume such responsibility by joint action through the 
formation of companies or co-operatives. 

Admission policies 

The Seminar noted that policies of admission to in- 
dustrial estates varied considerably from country to coun- 
try and sometimes from one estate to another. It con- 
sidered that both existing and new industries sbolliti ta 
eligible for admission to industrial estates situe Unii 
could contribute to raising productivity, productive capac- 
ity and employment. This would IK achieved if all 
industries were required to install up-to-date machinery 
and to adhere to modern standards in respect ot proces- 
sing operations, quality control, working conditions, 
management operations, management-labour relations, 
and so on. Admission policies could also serve other 
industrial development objectives, such as diversifying 
or strengthening the industrial structure of the area, for 
instance, by giving preference to new types of industrial 
productions as against the traditional ones, industries 
permitting savings or increased receipts of torcigli ex- 
change, industries providing support to agriculture, and 
the like. The Seminar emphasized that big concerns 
should not be permitted to gain a foothold in estates for 
small-scale industries, whether by direct or indirect in- 
vestment or control. 

Sales and lease policies 
The Seminar observed that in most countries of the 
region improved sites or factory buildings were offered 
on a rental basis rather than for sale or hire-purchase. It 
recognized the need for rent subsidies in most cases, but 
recommended that these should be for as short a period 
as possible and on a reducing scale. Many participants 
felt that leasing was generally preferable to selling, even 
though it involved expenditures which would lie recover 
able over a longer period and thus frequently limited the 
possibility of setting up a larger number of estates. The 
main consideration in discouraging individual ownership 
was the desirability of maintaining the corporate char- 
acter of the estate. 

Financing 
Note was taken that in the countries of the ECAFE 
region, financing for industrial estates was almost entirely 
done by government agencies. The Seminar considered 
that, in view of the slow rate of return on investment 
in industrial estates and of the financial uncertainties 
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inherent m a new programme, government assistance 
was essential at the inception of the programme. It 
recommended that as the programme advanced, hanking 
institutions as well as insurance companies should be 
induced to take up the financing of industrial estates. 
If ncccssan. (¡ovcrnmciiis might stand guarantee for 
such institutional loans. 

Special inducements to units in the estates 

The Seminar tel, that while the industrial estate had a 
developmental object, the intention was not to create a 
privileged section of entrepreneurs. Provision of ready- 
made lactorv accommodation, and availability of utilities, 
services and technical assistance should IK regarded as 
sufficient inducement to make the programme attractive. 
It would not be desirable to provide special concessions 
and facilities, such as tax exemptions or aba, ments, 
reductions on customs duties, and so on, which were not 
available to units outside the estate. 

INTEGRATION    OK    INDUSTRIAI,   ESTATE    PROJECTS   WITH 

PROGRAMMES OK URBAN OR REGIONAL DEVELOPMENT 

The Seminar emphasized the need for co-ordinating or 
integrating industrial estate projects with programmes of 
broader scope. It considered that industrial estates should 
be planned as part of the economic and social develop- 
ment programmes at the local, regional or national levels. 

It recommended inclusion of industrial estates projects 
in urban master plans and, in this connexion, drew 
attention to "resettlement" industrial estates as a means 
of rehousing industries displaced by slum clearance pro- 
grammes. In certain cases, the establishment of "new 
towns" with one 01 more industrial estates might serve 
effectively to check demographic and industrial conges- 
tion in metropolitan areas. 

The Seminar also recommended that programmes for 
the industrialization of large areas lie integrated with 
regional master plans. In certain cases, it would he ap- 
propriate to set up a special agency or coordinating body 
having jurisdiction over the area, whose functions would 
include, liesides construction of industrial estates, provi- 
sion of individual or group sites for enterprises which do 
not requir- the estates' facilities and services. The agency 
might also IK cm|x>wered to provide or co-ordinate provi 

sion of infrastructure facilities to support industry, such 
as power, water supply, roads, housing, community and 
social services. 

INTERNATIONAL AND REGIONAL CO-OPERATION IN THE 

DEVELOPMENT OK INDUSTRIAL ESTATES 

The Seminar was of the view that there was considerable 
SCO|K- for international and regional co-operation in the 
held of industrial estates and that the countries which 
have gained experience in this programme should assist 
others in accelerating their development. It made the 
following specific recommendations in this regard. 

(a) Study tours and observation teams should be 
organized for the benefit of the countries which were 
new in this field. 

(b) Research centres and institutions should be re- 
quested to help developing countries in drawing up 
norms for layouts, factory designs, specifications for 
building materials, and the like. 

(c) The United Nations and other international agen- 
cies might be requested to undertake studies of the 
financial aspects of the establishment and operation o£ 

•industrial estates for small-scale industries; subcontract- 
ing arrangements between small and large industries 
with special reference to "ancillary" industrial estates; 
problems of industrialization of rural areas, with special 
reference to rural industrial estates; problems of manage- 
ment and administration of industrial estates. 

(d) Regional panels of experts might be constituted 
by the United Nations and F.CAFE to examine specific 
aspects of the development of industrial estates in the 
region. 

(e) Countries of the region should set up a roster of 
expert personnel, consultants and institutions which 
might be drawn upon by the United Nations and other 
organizations extending technical assistance for assign- 
ments in the field of industrial estates in the developing 
countries.2 

- The report of the Seminar and excerpts from some of the 
discussion and information papers prepared for the meeting will 
be published by the United Nations in the course of 1962 
The report entitled Establishment of Industrial Estates in Under- 
developed Countries (United Nations publication. Sales No • 
60.II.B.4), published in February 1961, was one of the discussion 
papers submitted to the Seminar. 
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The United Nations 

¡Fork Programme on Industrialization 

\ JOST OF THE MATERIAL published in the Bulletin on 
l'l Industrialization and Productivity, which originates 
from studies prepared by the United Nations Secretariat 
or is contributed from the outside at its request, relates 
to a work programme on industrialization carried out 
under appropriate resolutions of the Economic and Social 
Council. Since its inception the programme has under- 
gone a number of substantial changes in its orientation 
and emphasis; information on the development of the 
programme has been published from time to time in the 
Bulletin (1).' 

The purpose of the present note is to depict the pro- 
gramme of work at its current stage of development. It 
presents the rationale of the programme and gives an 
outline of the projects undertaken or scheduled to be 
undertaken in the three-year period 1%1 to 1963. It is 
considered that such information would be of general 
interest since the United Nations programme in in- 
dustrialization covers an area which is fairly representa- 
tive of the problems confronting newly industrializing 
countries. Information on the work programme should 
be of particular use to research workers and institutions 
engaged in studies on industrialization. Furthermore, it 
is hoped that it might be instrumental in bringing about 
a better co-ordination of efforts made in various quarters 
by way of interchange of information on such efforts. 

An appendix contains a brief account of the action 
taken at its first session by the Committee for Industrial 
Development, recently established by the Economic and 
Social Council, which was held in connexion with the 
thirty-first session of the Council in the spring of 1961. 

ORIENTATION OF THE WORK PROGRAMME 

The work programme of the Secretariat consists of (i) 
research  projects in the form of reports and studies, 

1 Figures in parentheses relate to the references at the end oí 
this note. These contain, in particular, a classified list of the 
studies, articles and reports prepared so far under the programme 
and published as monographs or articles in the Bulletin. 

working parties, seminars and other meetings, and (ii) 
substantive support of United Nations technical assistance 
operations in the field of industry and economic develop 
ment, the scope of which ranges from assistance in the 
formulation of the terms of reference of a project and 
selection of experts or fellows, to advice on the follow-up 
of a project upon its completion. The operations of the 
United Nations in industry give rise to a continuous flow 
of information from the field, which is a unique and 
valuable source of material for the research work of the 
Secretariat. The results of the research work contribute 
in turn to strengthening the supporting activities. The 
formulation of the proposed research programme was 
made bearing in mind this two way process of com- 
plementarity and mutual sup|x>rt. The present note is 
concerned principally with the research programme. 

The problems of industrialization cover a wide field, 
ranging from formulation of general development |x»li- 
cies, problems of planning and programming on a na- 
tional and regional level, relationships between the in- 
dustrial and other economic sectors and trade and 
balance of payments aspects, to specialized economic and 
engineering problems which arise in connexion with the 
planning, setting up and operating of individual in- 
dustries, such as their location and size, supply of 
managerial and technical skills, including skilled labour, 
supply of raw materials and other inputs, maintenance 
and the like. In view of this extremely wide coverage, 
in order to formulate a realistic programme of work, the 
Secretariat has to tread a narrow path so as to avoid, 
on the one hand, the pitfall of concentrating its studies 
in over-specialized fields which would lie of limited 
appeal to many governments of industrializing countries 
faced with an array of pressing problems in many fields, 
and, on the other hand, the danger of spreading too 
thinly its very limited research resources. The solution 
adopted under the circumstances has been to concentrate 
on a number of prototype studies in a few selected main 
areas. The objective of such prototype studies is to de- 
velop gradually   a   body  of   research   experience   and 
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methods of approach which could he applied in analysing 
problems of a similar nature arising elsewhere. 

Furthermore, the Advisory G>mmittee on the Work 
Programme on Industrialization, convened by the Secre- 
tary-Central early in l'W, stressed the need for studying 
the problem of industrialization within the context of 
general economic development in general. The Com- 
mittee's statement was as follows: 

"In selecting and formulating the specific  research 
projects, a somewhat artificial separation of the various 
aspects ol industrial development is often unavoidable. 
It is recognized, however, that such a fragmentation 
—which may l>c necessary from a methodological point 
ot  view —should  not be carried üK> far. The  studies 
would provide one ol the elements on which action 
by   authorities   in   charge   of   industrial   development 
could IK- based. Any such action should be based upon 
an evaluation of the conclusions of the study, within 
the- context of the  wider aspects of  the problem of 
industrialization and economic development in general 
in the country concerned. The Committee recognized 
that   industrialization   is   not   limited   to  setting  up 
isolated industrial enterprises, but is a continuing pro- 
cess. This implies a need for integrated measures of 
wide scojx: applied with sufficient intensity.  Among 
these measures are those aiming at accelerating and 
directing the process of capital formation, those result- 
ing in capital saving on the plant, industry and national 
levels and those tending to reduce balance of payment 
difficulties, thereby removing obstacles to the rate of 
economic growth" (2). 

An adequate coverage of the problems involved in 
industrialization which would provide governments with 
effective UK>1S to steer the process of industrial develop- 
ment in their countries thus involves an interdisciplinary 
approach linking planning on the aggregate level, plan- 
ning on sectoral and industry levels and, finally, physical 
planning of the industrial facilities themselves. The 
present work programme of the Secretariat attempts in 
many ways to develop such an approach. It aims at 
establishing a bridge Itctwecn the macro-economist and 
the model builder, the industrial economist and the 
engineer. 

Until such a bridge is established and a synthesis 
achieved, and as long as the problem of industrialization 
is dealt with in separate compartments at different levels, 
the effectiveness of policies and measures based on such 
uncoordinated findings and recommendations may be 
seriously questioned. 

Such an approach is being attempted in the programme 
by supplementing the "macro-economic" projects in plan- 
ning and programming with studies at the industry level 
which are designed to produce a body of input and 
investment data based on actual industry practice, which 
are essentia! for a realistic estimate of requirements in 
capital, labour and other factors, and to make possible 
pre investment appraisals of prospective industries by 
planning authorities. As other users of these data, one 
might mention public and private financing institutions 

(for example, national industrial development agencies), 
which use them for the purpose of appraising industrial 
projects Wore such projects reach the stage of engineer- 
ing blueprint. The reader is referred to the projects listed 
in section 1 of the present article under areas A and B 
of the programme, entitled, respectively, "Industrial de- 
velopment programming and policies" and "Industry 
studit- : economic and technological aspects". 

An important feature of the programme carried out 
by the United Nations Secretariat at Headquarters is its 
integration with those of the secretariats of the regional 
economic commissions. Many of the problems in in- 
dustrial development faced by the secretariats of the 
regional commissions have elements in common; thus, 
problems in planning and programming industrial de- 
velopment are common to all countries at similar stages 
of development, and many elements of the studies of 
particular industries, such as fertilizers, iron and steel, 
pulp and paper and building materials, relate to general 
technical and economic characteristics of such industries 
and apply equally well to industries of various countries, 
regardless of their location. 

The work programme of the Secretariat .it Headquar- 
ters has been designed so as to complement the pro- 
grammes of the regional secretariats in this respect. In 
such fields of common interest as are mentioned above, 
the Secretariat at Headquarters acts as a clearing house 
to promote interchange ot information and experience 
among regions; in addition it is co-sponsoring projects 
on certain topics which, while being examined in the 
light of the conditions and needs prevailing in the 
region, lend themselves to conclusions of more general 
applicability. Thus, the programme of work includes a 
working party on industrial development programming 
in the region of the Economic Commission for Latin 
America (ECLA), a seminar on new steel making 
techniques and a seminar on industrial estates in the 
region of the Economic Commission for Asia and the 
Far Mast (ECAFE); an inter-regional working party on 
the establishment of petrochemical industries based on 
natural gas and others. Close working contacts between 
Headquarters and the regions are being maintained in 
all phases of the programme. 

The work programme also covers certain areas which 
are of interest to some of the United Nations specialized 
agencies concerned with problems of industrialization, 
such as the International Labour Organisation (ILO), 
the Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO), the 
World Health Organization (WHO) and the United 
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organiza- 
tion (UNESCO), namely, problems in management, 
small-scale industries, forest-based industries, urbaniza- 
tion and housing, training of manpower, industrial 
health and sanitation problems and the like. Some of 
the projects under the programme have been proposed 
for joint implementation with the agencies concerned. 
In addition, there is close consultation with the special- 
ized agencies by way of inter-agency meetings and con- 
tacts at the working level, in connexion with the formula- 
tion and implementation of the programme of work. 
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THE PROGRAMME OF WORK, 1961 TO 196¡ 

rhe areas covered by the research programme essentially 
follow the terms of reference of the Committee for In- 
dustrial Development (3). These areas are: 

A.  Industrial development programming and policies; 
R.  Industry  studies: economic and technological as- 

pects; 
C. Training and management; 
I).  Problems of small-scale industry; 
I'.. Fiscal and financial aspects. 

Research is also carried out in the Secretariat on social 
and demographic aspects of industrialization. Although 

these aspects are not included in the terms of reference 
of the Committee, it is thought useful to present in this 
note a summary of the proposed work in these fields. 

The programme presented below incorporates the rec- 
ommendations made by the Committee for Industrial 
Development at its first session in March 1%1.- A num- 
ber of projects already completed are included in order 
to present a complete picture of the activities in the 
period under consideration. 

See appendix to the present article. 

I.   RESEARCH 

Area A 

INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMING AND POLICIES 

A.l.   General aspects 

/"CONSIDERABLE RESEARCH in development programming, 
^ including its purposes and scope, has been under- 
taken within the United Nations, in particular in the 
regional economic commissions (4). It is apparent that 
this is one of the areas in which the Secretariat at Head- 
quarters is in an advantageous position to stimulate ex- 
change of information and experience among regions 
and to undertake research on topics of inter-regional 
interest. 

It is proposed as a continuing project that the Secre- 
tariat at Headquarters undertake to promote exchange 
of information and experience and engage, in co-opera- 
tion with the interested regional commissions, in research 
in the general area of development programming with 
emphasis on industrial development. This vould take 
the form of regional and inter-regional seminars, and of 
joint research work, including a continuing review of 
relevant studies in this field. As a first step, a working 
party on industrial planning to be co-sponsored by the 
Economic Commission for Latin America and organized 
in cooperation with the Bureau of Technical Assistance 
Operations is scheduled to meet late in 1962. It is de- 
scribed below, under B.l.b. 

A.la. Questionnaire on experience and progress in the 
field of industrial development 

The Committee for Industrial Development considered that 
the experience gained by the variou-, developing countries in 
the field of industrialization was of general interest. With a 
view to ascertaining and analysing the experience and prog- 
ress in the field of industrial development, a questionnaire 
was prepared late in 1961 and distributed to the Member 
States of the United Nations early in 1962. The replies 
will be made available to the Member States and, in due 
course, placed before the Committee. 

A.2.   Techniques of industrial programming 

Given the variation in political, ¡nstitutiopal and eco- 
nomic environments among countries, the United Na- 

tions can usefully contribute by encouraging studies on 
various techniques of programming and formulation of 
industrialization policies, and on the experience of coun- 
tries in their use and implementation. The objective is to 
assist governments in selecting techniques and policies 
appropriate to their needs as well as to appraise and sug- 
gest improvements of the techniques currently in use.' 

A.2M. Use of models in programming 

The first study in this area entitled "Use of Models in Pro- 
gramming" has been published in the fourth issue of the 
Bulletin on Industrialisation and Productivity (S). 

A2.b. Evaluation of projects in predominantly private 
enterprise economies 

Another study in this area, published in the present issue of 
the Bulletin, deals with evaluation of industrial projects. A 
critical analysis is made of the procedures for selection of 
projects which have been proposed for use or actually applied 
in case studies relating to seven countries. The study contains 
recommendations on the methodology and use of evaluation 
techniques in industrial planning. 

A.2.C. Evaluation   of  projects  in   centrally   planned 
economies 

A parallel study now under way deals with project evaluation 
in selected centrally planned economies. The study concen- 
trates on three main areas: the criteria used by the planning 
agencies in the selection of projects; a description of the 
methods used in applying these criteria or those proposed for 
use, including the values of the relevant coefficients, and the 
practical experience in applying these methods. 

A.2J. A study of industrial growth 

In this study an attempt is made to analyse the pattern of 
growth of the industrial sector in various countries with a 
view to assisting under-developed countries in the formula- 
tion of policies regarding the pattern of development of the 
industrial sector. Since there are important differences among 
countries in the factors accounting for the process of in- 
dustrialization, historical experience alone may not always 
be an adequate guide in this field. 

This study has been undertaken in collaboration with the 
Research Center in Economic Growth of Stanford Univer- 
sity. The study assumes that a variety of factors affects the 
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course ol industrial growth and tests the economic ami 
statistical significance of the eilect of a certain number of 
selected factors. An analysis is undertaken to determine the 
relationship of industrial output, both total and by principal 
branches, to the level of per capita income, the size of the 
country, the extent of government intervention in the de- 
velopment of the industrial sector and other factors which 
may be significant. The results obtained in the study may be 
used to interpret the experience of countries and to provide 
a basis for projecting industrial output. 

A2.e. Long-term planning in selected economies 

Considerable experience has been gained in the mixed 
economies and the centrally planned economies in develop- 
ing various approaches to industrial programming, particu- 
larly as regards planning and programming of individual 
industrial branches. The study will cover the techniques for 
elaboration of medium-term and long-term plans, that is, the 
so-called prospective planning which has many elements in 
common in these economies. (Short-term planning is influ- 
enced to a large extent by local conditions and institutional 
elements which vary from country to country.) 

A.2.f. Organizational aspects of planning 

In a number of countries governments are faced with the 
problem of establishing planning organizations, and in sev- 
eral countries reorganization schemes are being considered. 
For these reasons a study will be undertaken on organiza- 
tional aspects of planning. The study will cover the location 
ol the planning bodies in the government machinery; their 
relationships with other government agencies, and the in- 
ternal organization of these bodies as regards the functions 
of both national and sectoral planning, in particular, pro- 
gramming and planning of industry. The study will also 
ileal with the mechanisms which provide for participation 
of the private sector in the planning process in mixed econo- 
mies. 

A.l.g. Studies in implementation of planning in 
selected countries 

Both in planned and mixed economies, considerable discrep- 
ancies sometimes develop between targets and achievements 
which may lead to serious difficulties (for example, to foreign 
exchange shortages) and result in substantial cutbacks in the 
original targets or goals. The study will focus on problems 
of implementation which arise in mixed economies where 
plans or programmes involve to a very large extent the co- 
operation of the private sector. It will analyse the methods 
used by governments in various countries to adjust for dis- 
crepancies that may develop in particular industrial sectors 
between planned targets and achievements. The problem is 
essentially how to develop an effective link or "feedback" 
mechanism to detect discrepancies and permit adjustments 
to lie made on a continuous basis (for example, in the form 
of the so-called "open end" planning in the organizational 
arrangements or in the implementation itself). 

A.2.h. Maturation period of investment 

It is well known that there is usually a considerable time 
lag between the design and preparation of blueprints for 
inilustrial plants and the achievement of full capacity in 
production. The study will aim at analysing the various 
factors involved in order to indicate what may be considered 
a normal timing pattern which can be taken into account in 
industrial programming. 

SS 

A A.   Projections for individual industrial sectors 

For purposes of industrial programming and formulation 
of industry policies, it is necessary to have information on 
future prospects in both domestic and international 
markets for given industrial sectors. Studies involving 
projections of various industrial products have been un- 
dertaken in several regional commissions. For example, 
the Economic Commission for Europe (ECE) has car- 
ried out a study on the long-term consumption prospects 
for steel and steel products, including forecasts of pro- 
duction and trade; while the focal point of interest was 
Europe, the study was carried out in a world setting (6). 
ECLA and ECAFE have carried out or are carrying out 
studies on steel (7). As other instances of such work, 
ECE is now engaged in a study of trends in production 
and trade in capital goods produced by the mechanical 
and electrical engineering industries, while ECAFE and 
ECLA have produced, in co-operation with FAO, studies 
of the pulp and paper industries in their respective re- 
gions (8). 

Therefore, studies of projections for individual indus- 
trial sectors will be undertaken as a continuing project. 
As in other areas, the implementation of the project will 
proceed along two lines. On the one hand, reviews will 
he undertaken, in co-operation with the regional com- 
missions, of projections for selected industrial sectors or 
products in order to ensure uniformity of approach; 
some of this work might be carried out by ad hoc inter- 
regional working parties. On the other hand, Head- 
quarters will undertake studies of industrial sectors 
which are of common interest to the regions (9). 

A3M. Projection of demand for industrial equipment 

Work is under way on projections of the demand for in- 
dustrial equipment in under-developed countries. This study 
parallels the project undertaken by ECE referred to above 
which analyses the trends in production and trade in capital 
goods produced by the mechanical and electrical engineering 
industries in Europe. The study undertaken at Headquarters 
complements the ECE study in that it would put its con- 
clusions in the broader context of the world economy as a 
whole. 

Tins study will be followed up by integrating its results 
with those obtained from the ECE project when they become 
available. As a first step it is intended to submit the results 
of the Headquarters study to the next meeting of the group 
of rapporteurs participating in the F:CE project. 

A.i.b. Projection of demand for machine tools 

One of the main topics to lie discussed at an inter-regional 
working party on machine tools, mentioned in the section on 
industry studies below (see project B.3.C.), will be the prob- 
lem of projections of demand for these items of equipment. 
Owing to the complexity of the output of this industry and 
the fact that it is of interest to all regions, the work will be 
undertaken as a co-operative study between Headquarters 
and the regional economic commissions. 

A A.   Regional economic planning 

The application of techniques of economic planning at 
the regional level in under-developed countries presents 



a number of problems which in manv respects arc dif- 
ferent from those in the more advanced countries where 
the pattern of industry and its location have been largely 
stabilized. In many of the former countries, regional in- 
dustrialization represents a first stage in their industrial 
development; it is at that time that basic decisions have 
to he taken as to the appropriate tvpes and locations of 
industries. 

A series of studies in regional economic planning will 
be undertaken as a continuing project. 

A.4.U. Survey of the methods and experience in 
regional economic planning 

This project is intende dio survey selected aspects of regional 
economic planning in various countries: in particular, the 
integration ol regional development int» national develop- 
ment programmes arni policies; distribution of industries 
among reg.ons, and overhead investment in relation to local 
schemes of industrial development. 

AAA Industrial development aspects oj urbanization 
m countries of Africa south of the Sahara 

A programme for concerted international action in the field 
of urbanization was formulated at the Inter agency Meeting 

Ü?I r^nd-íC,al?- Ec0n0mÍC yuw,ions hdd at <ien"a m July 1960. 1„c ob,ect.ve of this action was to ensure an 
integrated approach to the problems of urbanization, taking 
into account the complex of interacting economic and social 
tactors, such as agricultural, industrial and urban develop- 
ment and changing social institutions and services. This 
programme aims at assisting governments in the planning 
and execution of programmes and projects in areas where 
the urbanization process is accompanied by special problems 
ot social and economic adjustments. The United Nations 
participates m this programme together with several special- 
ized agencies. ' 

Under this programme, a number of studies in the eco- 
nomic field of particular relevance to the present programme 
of work arc made in such fields as selection and location of 
industries m order to counteract urban unemployment, cost 
of social overheads, relation between urbanization and in- 
dustrial growth and coordination of urban and national 
programmes of industrialization. As the first stage, a study 
or industrial development aspects of industrialization in 
selected countries m Africa south of the Sahara will 1« under- 
taken in co-operation with the secretariat of the Economic 
Commiss.on for Africa (ECA), under the concerted action 
programme. 

Area B 

INDUSTRY STUDIES: ECONOMIC AND TECHNOLOGICAL 

ASPECTS 

B.l.   Vic-investment data 

The use of the techniques mentioned presupposes a body 
of knowledge on input, cost and investment require- 
ments and other pertinent data for various industries. A 
considerable store of scattered and unorganized infor- 
mation is available but not in an immediately usable 
form, particularly as regards the applicability of the data 
to the needs of the newly industrializing countries; the 

data are largely m the form ot unrefined and „„corre 
l.ucd cost of production and investment ligures which ire 
gcneiallv derived from industrv practice in ,lu- de- 
veloped countries. 

The need for appropriate input and investment data 
has ken acutely felt bv the United Nations .„id outside 
groups working on problems of industrialization In the 
regional commissions, the second group of I C\|'f ex- 
perts on programming techniques'mct j„ ).,„„,,„. i%i 
to examine the use of industrial cost d.,ta for develop- 
ment programming. In I.CLA. the need for these dit, 
has been felt in the work of advisory groups provided by 
this Commission under the United Nations uclini, il as- 
sistance programme and of the newlv revised economic 
development training programme which is to ,„chide 
industrial programming. In view of these requirements 
the Secretariat at Headquarters has undcruk •„ as a con- 
tinuing project a co-operative research elfoi' will, the 
regional commissions to initiate collection aid an ilvsis 
of industrial data for programming and pre investment 
studies. 

B.Li. Continuing project on pre investment data 

The objective of this project is to collect and analyse for a 

wide vanety of industries detailed data on inputs and invest- 
ments reflecting the influences of such factors as scale of out 
put variation in technology and performance of factors of 
pr.Hluction In the first stage, a group oí industries will be 
studied which have been selected on the basis of various 
entena, sud, as availability of data, complexity of the in- 
dustry and relative importance in programming 

I hus, the Secretariat at I leadquarters is currently engaged 
in a study of the cement industry along the lines indicate,! 
alH>vc. Data tor a number of countries are bring collected 
and analysed ,n order to establish a schedule o! "normar 
inputs and bring out the influence of technology, scale of 
output and local conditions. Similar studies relating to 
aluminium and selected food canning industries arc also i„ |K- 
undertaken in the near future. 

The results of the work undertaken «luring the first stage 
were discussed by a joint Headquarters I.CI.A working 
group, with the participation of a numlnr of outside con 
sultants, which met in late spring of ]%] at Headquarters 
Ihis group reviewed the results obtained in the first stage 

and made suggestions for further work. In the second stage 
ot the project, it is proposed to revise and expand the first 
studies and widen the range of industries covered, bringing 
in, in particular, the metal working industries which are of 
social interest to the F.CLA region. 

B.l.b. Wording party on industrial development 
programming 

A working party on industrial development programming in 
the Latin American region is scheduled to meet late in 1962 
This working party is being organized jointly with ECUA 
and m co-operation with the Bureau of Technical Assist- 
ance Operations (BTAO). Extra-regional participation of 
experts concerned with industrial development programmine 
is expected. * 

The objectives of this meeting arc, among others: fi) a 
review of methodological approaches to and scope of in- 
dustrial development programming and (ii) an appraisal 
of the experience in that field, in particular of the experience 
gained in connexion with the work of the ECLA advisory 
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groups and other programming activities under the United 
Nations technical assistance operations. 

B.1.C Industrial programming  data  in  the  EC AFE 
region 

In connexion with the KCAFK meeting on programming 
techniques mentioned under paragraph H.l above, the Secre- 
tariat at Headquarters prepared a study on "Investment and 
Current Input Data in Industrial Programming: A Case 
Study oí Some Industries in the ECAFK Region" which was 
submitted to the meeting. This paper discusses the problems 
set lorth above which arise in elaborating data for program- 
ming and discusses some material available from the KCAFK 
region from that point of view. It concludes with suggestions 
for further wotk. Other joint projects in this area are under 
discussion. 

B.l.tl. A stm/y of equipment-output ratios 

A study already completed deals with estimates of equipment 
requirements |xr unit of output for a number of broadly 
aggregated industrial sectors to be used in connexion with 
the study on projections of demand for equipment {see A.3.a. 
above). For this purpose use was made of an extensive in- 
quiry into the structure of the United States economy in the 
early postwar years which was undertaken by the Harvard 
Economic Research Project. A breakdown of equipment re- 
quimncnts by detailed output categories was provided in 
that inquiry. For the purpose of the project these data were 
recalculated for broader output sectors which have been ag- 
gregated to correspond to the categories adopted in the 
projections. 

The equipment coefficients thus obtained reflect primarily 
the United States technology in the early post war period and 
other conditions of industrial organization and productivity 
prevailing in the United States. Further research will be 
carried out in two directions: first, the undertaking of in- 
quiries into equipment data in selected industries in certain 
under developed countries to determine the extent of devi- 
ation from the United States practice and the adaptability to 
under-developed areas of the coefficients derived from United 
States practice; second, the collection of additional detail on 
the composition of equipment requirements for certain in- 
dustrial processes so as to obtain meaningful data for analys- 
ing the equipment problem on the supply side. This will 
make it possible to evaluate required equipment production 
capacities in relation to given industrial output, which should 
be of particular interest for the more advanced newly in- 
dustrializing countries which envisage the expansion of 
national machine building industries (see also A.3.b. above). 
Cooperation of the regional commissions, in particular of 
ECE, will be sought. 

R.l.e. Collection of industry information 

In response to the needs for documentation in developing 
countries and in connexion with technical assistance opera- 
tions, particularly in countries with limited library facilities. 
a number of tasks relating to documentation will be under- 
taken, including material on experience gained under tech- 
nical assistance programmes. 

B.2.   Operating characteristics of industries 

A number of studies have already been carried out on 
operating characteristics of selected industries, in such 
fields as lalxuir-capital substitution  (10), size of plant 

(11), and use of industrial equipment (12). The useful- 
ness of these studies has been acknowledged and it is 
proposed to continue this type of work. Furthermore, 
it is clear from the description of the projects on pre- 
investment data (H.l.) that studies of operating charac- 
teristics of individual industries and processes are closely 
related to work in that area. 

B.Iui. Capital intensity in materials handling 

It has been noted on many occasions that an area which is 
particularly suitable for labour-capital substitution is materials 
handling, where unskilled labour could replace mechanized 
handling methods without any loss of efficiency or quality 
of the finished product. A case study of materials handling 
in selected industries will be undertaken along the lines of 
the previous studies in labour-capital substitution. 

B.2.h. Adaptation of processes and equipment 

The adaptation of processes and equipment to local condi- 
tions is constantly under review by industrial engineers and 
managers in every country. It is well known that techno- 
logical change and innovation have primarily taken place 
under the stimulus of conditions obtaining in the developed 
countries where the main body of technological knowledge, 
skilled manpower and advanced equipment exists. The 
under-developed countries present, in most cases, a different 
environment in terms of endowment in factors of produc- 
tion, availability of managerial and supervisory skills, nature 
of raw material, fuel and power supply and climatic con- 
ditions, as well as general economic organization. 

The study on adaptation of processes and equipment will 
examine the possibility of orienting technological change or 
innovation so as to facilitate the solution of several problems 
confronting under-developed countries, in particular, the 
shortage of capital and foreign exchange. Examples will be 
given of significant adjustments made by certain industries 
in some of these countries in the processes and equipment 
available to them so as to reduce capital inputs or foreign 
exchange expenditures, or both. Some major obstacles to 
these adjustments will lie discussed in order to outline areas 
for further research. 

B.2.C. Assembly industries 

A study of industries where, in the early stages of develop- 
ment, a substantial share of the value added to the final 
product derives from imported parts. As the national 
industry reaches higher technical standards, domestic pro- 
duction would gradually supply the parts previously im- 
ported, providing further impetus to local industrial develop- 
ment. 

B3.   Studies of individual industries 
It has already been noted that there is need for study of 
processes and equipment particularly suited to the re- 
source endowment of under-develo[>ed countries. A num- 
ber of technological innovations have appeared in recent 
years in various industries, a more intensive study of 
which appears to be particularly indicated in this con- 
text (13). As a continuing project, it is proposed to con- 
vene regional and inter-regional meetings on the recent 
developments within selected industries of interest to 
under-developed countries so as to promote an inter- 
change of information on the processes involved and ex- 
amine the possible impact of these developments. 



B.Í4i. Wording party on the establishment of petro- 
chemical industries based on natural gas 

The major petroleum producing countries of the Middle 
East, Latin America, North Africa and the Far Hast dispose 
of vast quantities of unused natural gas which is a by-product 
of their crude petroleum output. This by-product represents 
an equivalent in heat value of about 50 million metric tons 
of crude petroleum a year, of which a major portion is re- 
leased as waste. Many of these countries have been making 
efforts to utilize this gas in their industrialization pro- 
grammes and have formulated projects for manufacturing 
petro-chemicals using the natural gas as a raw material. 
These projects however, absorb, only a small («onion of the 
gases. 

It is proposed to convene an interregional working party 
to study ways and means of developing industries based on 
natural gas waste. The meeting would undertake to study 
available experience and relevant economic and technological 
factors in establishing these industries. 

B3.b. New developments in iron and steel technology 

Discussions have taken place with ECAFF, ECK and ECLA 
concerning joint sponsorship of a seminar in this field, to be 
held in the ECAFF region and co-sponsored by BTAO. The 
co-operation of ECE. which has done considerable work in 
the iron and steel industries, has been obtained. F.C.LA has 
indicated that it will actively co-operate in the seminar by 
preparing various papers and arranging for expert participa 
tion. Discussions are taking place with ECAFE concerning 
detailed arangements for the meeting. 

B3.c. Machine tool building 

The machine tool industry is of considerable interest to the 
newly developing countries and some of the recent innova- 
tions, such as automated method» of production, extensive 
use of interchangeable parts and consequent lowering of the 
cost of production, are of considerable interest to the in- 
dustrial countries which are the major suppliers of machine 
tools and to under-developed countries both as users and 
potential producers. 

It is proposed to convene in 1963 an inter-regional working 
party on recent developments in the technology of machine 
tool building. Among the regional commissions, ECE, 
ECLA and ECAFE are interested in this problem. The pur- 
pose of the proposed meeting is to examine the implications 
of the recent technological changes in that industry (for ex- 
ample, the potential savings in skilled labour requirements). 
Another topic to be considered by this meeting is a projec- 
tion of demand for these equipment items (see AXk. above). 

B.i.d. Chemical and allied industries 

At the invitation of the ECAFE secretariat, the Secretariat 
at Headquarters will participate in a Seminar on Basic 
Chemical and Allied Industries, sponsored by ECAFE in 
co-operation with BTAO, which will be held in October 
1962 in Bangkok. 

B3*. Preparatory wor{ in connexion with an inter- 
national conference on the application of science 
and technology to the needs of under-developed 
countries 

At its thirty-second session, the Economic and Social Council 
adopted a proposal submitted by the Secretary-General, fol- 
lowing a suggestion of his Scientific Advisory Committee, 

for an international contcrcnce on the application oï science 
and technology to the needs of mulcr-tleieloped couniries, 
to lie convened in 1%< j„ cooperation with the interested 
specialized agencies. The Secretar,.,, is engaged in prelim- 
.nary work relat.ng to the drafting of an agenda and other 
aspects ol the organization of that meeting. 

Area C 

TRAINING AND MANACF.MKNT 

C.l.   Training 

In the field of training. the work of the Secret.iri.it at 
Headquarters is at present centred ammiri sulisi.mtivc 
support to the United Nations fellowship programme in 
industry. Discussions .ire under w.tv for an inter agency 
programme of concerted action in the Ijelri of training 
m particular as regards the newlv emerging states. In 
this connexion, the following projects are promised. 

(.'.La. Project on methodology and techniques for 
assessing requirements for trained personnel 

Training of manquer designed to ensure the balance be- 
tween demand lor and supply o, trained personnel ,s an 
integral part ot generai industrial programming, and is a 
protect ot interregional interest-as was revealed bv the dis- 
cussions at the l%0 interagency working party on skilled 
manpower in Latin America. A study on the assessment of 
requirements such as methodology of the assessment of 
needs  and classification of skills, will be initiated early in 
I Vo V ' 

C.i.b. Preparation of a list of qualified training 
institutions in selected fields of industrial 
development 

A list of qualified institutions lor training of (»ersonncl in the 
held of industrial development is to |K- prepared in co- 
operation with FLO. IAO, UNESCO and other interested 
specialized agencies. 

C.lx. Specialized libraries for industrialization 

The Committee for Industrial Development recommended 
that the Secretariat, in co-operation with the International 
Labour Organisation (ILO), the International Bank for Re- 
construction and Development (IBRD), LJN'KSCO and 
other interested agencies, consider the possibility of render- 
ing assistance to underdeveloped countries in the establish- 
ment or enlargement of specialized libraries for industriali- 
zation. Work on this project was liegun in I%1. 

d.d. Preparation of teaching materials 

The Committee also recommended that the Secretariat 
should prepare teaching materials on economic development 
with emphasis on industrialization, in co-operation with 
UNESCO, IBRD and other interested agencies. Preliminary 
discussions took place in 1961, and a working party of ex- 
perts will be convened in 1962. 

C.2.   Management 

As noted in previous publications of the Secretariat (14), 
the generally inadequate level of efficiency in industry 
in most underdeveloped countries is due, among other 
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things, to such factors as lack of technical and managerial 
skills, including financial management (for example, 
budgeting and cost accounting), insufficient use of equip- 
ment and poor organization of production. The Secre- 
tariat's work in this area will take the form of convening 
regional and interregional working groups on selected 
topics. 

C.2.a. Organization of working parties on industrial 
management 

As a first project, it is proposed to convene in Latin America 
some time m 1%4, in co-operation with BT AC), a joint 
Headquartcrs/KCLA working party on industrial manage- 
ment which will be particularly concerned with management 
of industrial enterprises in the public sector. A number of 
tinder-developed countries in which a substantial part of the 
industrial sector is operated under public management face 
problems relating to administration and the maintaining of 
proper operating efficiency in the publicly-run industries. In 
addition to participation by representatives of the public 
sector, participation of representatives of private industry will 
be sought. 

Area D 

PROBLEMS OF SMALL-SCALE INDUSTRY 

Further research will lie undertaken on ways and means 
to deal with the structural weaknesses of small-scale in- 
dustry, including provision of servicing and other assist- 
ance. The projects will deal with such measures as lo- 
cating small enterprises in industrial tracts and estates, 
promoting co-operative arrangements and establishing 
complementary relationships between them and large 
industries. Projects will also deal with measures aimed 
at servicing and providing assistance in the financial, 
management and technological fields. 

D.I.   Industrial tracts and estates 

The Secretariat has published a report on Establishment 
of Industrial Estates in Under-developed Countries (15), 
which deals with the role of industrial estates in policies 
of industrialization, with special reference to promotion 
of small-scale industries. It is proposed to hold a number 
of regional meetings in order to examine the problems 
arising in the establishment of industrial estates in the 
light of regional conditions and needs. These problems 
are of an economic, financial and organizational nature, 
and it is intended to investigate them in depth. 

D.I.a. Finuncing of industrial estates 

The financial aspects of the establishment of non-specialized 
industrial estates for small industries in urban and rural 
locations will be studied in a report dealing with financial 
problems relating to acquisition and improvement of sites; 
construction of factories and other buildings, provision oí 
utilities, roads and other basic facilities; sales, lease and hire- 
purchase policies applying to sites and premises, and invest- 
ment in plant and equipment and working capital. The 
study will analyse the replies to a questionnaire on these 
problems. 

D.Lb. Seminars on industrial estates 

A joint Headquarters/EC AFE Seminar on Industrial Estates 
in the ECAFE Region was held in Madras, India, in No- 
vember 1961 in co-operation with BTAO and with the par- 
t.cipat.on of ILO and UNESCO. The items discussed at the 
seminar were (,) objectives and policies in establishing in- 
dustrial estates: (iil economic and physical planning of in- 
dustrial estates; (iii) organization, management and financing 
or industrial estates; (iv) co-operation between, and assist- 
ance to, small industries established on industrial estates; 
( v) co-ordination or integration of industrial estates projects 
with programmes of urban or regional development; (vi) 
international and regional co-operation in the development 
of industrial estates. Other seminars on industrial estates in 
the regions of the Economic Commission for Africa and the 
Economic Commission for Latin America are in the plan- 
ning stage. 

D.2.   Case studies on co-operative and 
complementary arrangements 

Case studies will be undertaken to examine the nature 
and role of such arrangements in mitigating the major 
structural weaknesses of the individual small enterprises 
by providing economies of scale and strengthening the 
competitive position of small-scale industry. Attention 
will be paid to the experience gained in certain countries, 
m particular, Japan and India (16). 

D.2.a. Co-operative forms of association for processing, 
procurement, financing, marketing and shipping 

D.2.b. Complementary forms ,.•/  organization 

These involve joint production programmes among small 
firms established in common or in separate locations, such 
as processing of each other's products or manufacturing and 
assembling parts and components. 

D.2.C. Subcontracting arrangements between small 
enterprise^ and large concerns 

Under such arrangements small enterprises manufacture 
parts and components for, or convert or finish the production 
of, large industries (17). 

D.i.   Survey of existing institutions for assistance 
to small-scale industry 

It is proposed to undertake a survey of the work per- 
formed by institutions which provide specialized or 
across-the-board assistance to small business and of legii- 
lative measures taken in different countries to promote 
the small industry sector. 

DA.   Studies of selected aspects of assistance 

DA a. Provision of finance 

Studies on financing of small industrial establishments have 
already been published by the United Nations (18). The sub- 
ject will be examined in greater depth by collecting and 
evaluating the experience in various countries. The project 
covers such subjects as the establishment and operation of 
specialized financing institutions for short-term and long- 
term credit to small-Kale industry; government financing in 
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the torm of loans or participation in equity capital; govern- 
ment credit guarantees and insurance and purchasing 
schemes; hire-purchase plans; supervised credit; fiscal and 
financial incentives. 

DA.b. Marketing and export promotion 

The project consists of case studies in selected countries, in- 
cluding a description of methods used hv national institu- 
tions established for that purpose and a review of the relevant 
experience under technical assistance operations. A study on 
export promotion of industrial products, with special refer- 
ence to products of small-scale industries, is under way. It 
will be followed by a study of domestic marketing of these 
products. * 

Area E 

FISCAL AND FINANCIAL PROBLEMS 

There are two aspcrts to the problem of financing of in- 
dustries in under-developed countries. The first is con- 
cerned with ensuring that there exist sufficient resources 
from the national output which can be used for invest- 
ment; in the less developed countries domestic capital 
formation may be generally expected to fall short of the 
level required for economic growth and industrial de- 
velopment and will have to be supplemented by foreign 
financing. The second aspect is the process whereby re- 
sources are channelled to industry to permit its expansion. 
These two aspects merge when international assistance, 
whether private, bilateral or multilateral, is given directly 
to specific industries either in the form of finance or in 
the form of equipment. 

The contribution of foreign, private and public capital 
to economic and industrial development will be studied 
in the reports on the subject to be prepared by the Secre- 
So? '" conformity with Council resolution 780 (XXX) 
(19). The annual report on the international flow of 
private capital and the further report on the promotion 
of this flow were submitted to the Council at its thirtv- 
•econd session (20). The Secretariat's programme of 
work in this field is affected by General Assembly réso- 
lution 1521 (XV), which set up a committee to consider 
measures preparatory to the establishment of a United 
Nations capital development fund, and resolution 1516 
£m «ru the economic consequences of disarmament 
(21). The proposals under the present programme of 
work on industrialization deal with the second aspect 
of this problem. 

E.lat. Measures to promote export of industrial 
equipment to under-developed countries 

A study will be undertaken dealing with governmental as- 
sistance (o facilitate export and delivery of industrial equip- 
ment to under-developed countries. This project will make 
a survey of various measures undertaken in equipment ex- 
porting countries and appraise the results of these measures. 

In some cases, assistance has been given duculv to specific 
industries while in other cases it has Ixen channelled through 
domestic finançai ami development agencie. In the private 
enterprise economies, such measures have ...ken the torn, of 
subsidies, export guarantees and reinsurance facilities ot- 
tered by governmental or scmi-governnuntal agencies, as 
well as direct assistance through grants „r credits lor the 
purchase of specific equipment. In the centrallv planned 
economies, these measures have included various arrange 
ments facilitating exports of equipment accompanied bv 

other measures or assistance, such as provision of experts 
The study will deal with experience gained in both types of 
economies. 

SOCIAL AND DKMOCRAPHIC ASPKCIS 

The following studies relating to social and demographic 
aspects of industrialization are to be undertaken by the 
Secretariat under various programmes other than that 
within the purview of the Committee for Industrial 
Development (22). 

Urbanization 

The concerted action programme on urbanization under- 
taken with the specialized agencies is described above 
under A.4.b. A study of the role of industrial social 
service and its place in an integrated national social 
service programme will be initiated with the co-operation 
of ILO. f 

Community development 

A study of the contribution of community development 
and self-help measures to economic and industrial devel- 
opment in Africa is to be undertaken. This inquiry will 
draw upon the experience obtained in conducting a 
similar study in the ECAFE region. 

Housing, building and planning 

A discussion of the developments with regard to the 
long-range programme of international action in the field 
of low-cost housing and community facilities and pro- 
posals for future work will be before the Social Com- 
mission at its thirteenth session. 

Demographic aspects 

During the three-year period under review it is planned 
to undertake a general survey of rural-urban migration 
in relation to urban and rural population growth in 
under-developed countries and to study the effects of 
urbanization and industrialization on the growth and 
structure of the economically active population. These 
studies will draw upon the experience gained in con- 
ducting a number of pilot projects in this field. 
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II. ACTIVITIES RELATING TO SUPPORT OF UNITED NATIONS 
FIELD OPERATIONS IN INDUSTRY 

PROVISION of substantive support to the field operations 
of the United Nations in industry under its technical 

assistance programmes and the activities of the Special 
Fund has accounted and will account in the future for a 
very substantial part of the responsibilities of the United 
Nations Secretariat under the programme of work in 
industrialization. It has already been mentioned that 
close interrelationship between research and operations 
has been one of the guiding principles of the programme. 
In the following paragraphs an attempt is made to for- 
mulate a "forward look" as to the further development of 
the operational aspects of the programme. 

The magnitude and scope of technical assistance ren- 
dered m the field by the United Nations in connexion 
with industrial development has grown appreciably in 
the course of time. At the same time, there has been an 
increase in the coverage in depth of the servicing of these 
operations at Headquarters. There has been, in particu- 
lar, more emphasis on assistance to governments in the 
establishment of country programmes in industry; in a 
number of cases, this has resulted in a reorientation of 
country programmes towards more "concentrated" as- 
sistance in a few key areas (for example, industrial 
estates, substitute materials in industry, fertilizers) and 
assistance through integrated teams' rather than in- 
dividual experts. 

As far as the range of coverage is concerned, it is ex- 
pected that the area of support will continue to be con- 
centrated on industry programming and planning, 
policies of industrialization and the development of a 
certain number of industries which are of particular in- 
terest to under-developed countries: iron and steel-in- 
cluding iron and steel making and the staple transform- 
ing industries; cement; petro-chemicals; pulp and paper; 
foot processing; fertilizers and related heavy chemicals: 
small-scale industries and industrial estates for small 
industries. 

In addition, the development of the servicing and sup- 
port operations will cover in the future a certain number 
of functional fields cutting across individual industries. 
Some of these are mentioned in the following paragraphs. 

Management 

In industrial management, emphasis is likely to continue 
in areas where government requests have been concen- 
trated in the past: cost accounting and budgetary control, 
quality control, market surveys and sales, maintenance 
and plant instrumentation. The importance of these 
management functions in the development of the newly 
industrializing countries has been highlighted in reports 
and articles prepared by the Secretariat, and in a number 
of research projects under the proposed programme. In 
addition to the provision of experts. United N itions 
assistance is likely to take 'he form of the establishment 
of management training institutes to be financed through 
the facilities of the Special Fund (23). 

Technological research institutes 

Another field which is likely to claim increasing atten- 
tion from the United Nations relates to assistance in pro- 
moting industrial and scientific research and provision 
of services to industry through the establishment of 
technological research institutes (24). Industrial enter- 
prises which because of their small size cannot afford to 
establish research and experimentation units of their 
own would benefit from the services of such institutes. 
The latter would also help in the establishment of new 
industries (for example, on the basis of indigenous raw 
materials), extension of existing industries, improvement 
of processes and economy in services through reduction 
of waste or recovery of waste products. The assistance 
of the United Nations in this area is likely to be sought 
along the following lines: (i) in the establishment of 
institutes in countries and regions that are deficient in 
this service; (ii) in extending the scope of services of 
existing institutes, and (iii) in making known as 
widely as possible the services to industry through 
government and trade organizations, publications and 
the like. 

Training in industry 

The responsibilities of the Secretariat in the field of 
training have in the past centred largely on substantive 
support to the United Nations fellowship programme in 
economic and industrial development. In this connexion 
the attention of governments, in the elaboration of their 
technical assistance programmes, has been drawn re- 
peatedly to the desirability of co-ordinating their requests 
for expert assistance with appropriate fellowship pro- 
grammes so as to provide for the development of local 
cadres. 

Efforts are being made at the present time to define 
the areas in which training of industrial cadres is needed 
and to develop projects under the technical assistance 
programme which are responsive to those needs. This 
involves a review of the needs as regards the areas in 
which training is required and of the available place- 
ment facilities. In addition to placement in industrially 
advanced countries, the possibility of utilizing, wherever 
appropriate, host facilities within the more advanced 
under-developed countries themselves (India, for ex- 
ample) is being explored, particularly as regards ¡n- 
plant training of engineers (25). 

Discussions are under way for the formulation of an 
interagency programme of concerted action in the field 
of training, especially in newly emerging states, follow- 
ing recent decisions of both the Council and the General 
Assembly. The operational responsibilities of the United 
Nations as regards training of skilled tiersonnel for 
industry, in particular of personnel on higher technical 
levels, represent another area of work which is likely 
to expand substantially in the future. 
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T 
Appendix' 

RECENT ACTION BY THE COMMITTEE FOR INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT 
AND THE ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL COUNCIL 

At its first session, the Committee for Industri;.! Development 
had betöre it a memorandum In the Secretarvi ¡enera! (V,) 
which contained proposals for a longer-term ami expanded pr.,- 
gramme of work in the held of industrialization, and a memo- 
randum containing suggestions for concerted action in that held 
(-/). In addition, the Secretariat submitted to the Committee 
at its request, notes on the activities relating to industrialization 
in the work programmes of the regional economic commissions- 
statements on the relevant activities of thc-r respective organiza- 
tions were made by the representatives of ILO ;ind UNFSCO 
Certain research studies undertaken bv the Secretariat were also 
made available to the Committee for information purposes. 

In its report (2X), the Committee gave an account of its pro- 
ceedings, presented suggestions for consideration bv governments 
and related national institutions and made a number of recom- 
mendations tor international action concerning, in particular 
certain aspects of the Committee's work and the work pro-' 
gramme on industrialization. 

In the field of industrial programming and policies, the Com- 
mittee noted that the experience and progress of the various 
countries was of genera! interest and recommended that mea 
sures be taken to collect and disseminate information on the in- 
stitutional arrangements for, and the methods applied in, plan- 
ning and programming industrial development in Member States 
ot the United Nations It drew the attention of governments of 
developing countries to facilities such as the advisory groups for 
programming economic development set up in certain countries 
under the technical assistance programme and recommended 
that expansion of such facilities he considered by the Secretariat 
at Headquarters and the regional economic commissions. The 
Committee also urged prompt implementation of Council reso- 
lution 740 C (XXVIII) on the collection, analysis and dissemi- 
nation of experience obtained in multilateral, regional, bilateral 
and national technical assistance in the field of industrialization 
{fí), and expressed the hope that governments would provide 
to the Secretariat, on a systematic basis, material on such ex- 
perience. 

In the field of financing of industrial development, the Com- 
mittee noted that, in an increasingly large number of developing 
countries, economic development was being carried out by means 
ot long-term development plans. It suggested that the financing 
of industrial  development should be considered in the context 
ot such plans, and, where these do not exist, in the context of the 
long-term  over-all economic development requirements  of the 
country. The Committee agreed that the formation and mobiliza- 
tion ot domestic resources should constitute the primary source of 
financing for development, and that such mobilization required 
appropriate fiscal and monetary policies as well as measures of 
«elf-help and internal reform. The Committee recognized that 
export earnings were a decisive factor in financing imports of 
capital goods required for industrial development, and suggested 
that every effort 1* made to promote exports  of both  primary 
products and  manufactured goods from developing countries- 
in particular   it urged the  industrial countries to review pro! 
tectionist and other restrictive practices with a v1Cw to increasing 
their purchases from the developing countries. It also suggested 
that governments of  both developed and  developing countries 
should make  efforts  to reduce excessive  fluctuation of prices 
and promote reasonable and stable terms of trade  for  develop-' 
ing countries. The Committee agreed that foreign financing of 
economy development, both public and private, should 1* treated 
ai an additional source of raising capital to supplement domestic 

1 »   Tihe î!ïCndiX, iT*,"" " »umm"y »f the report of the C-m- 
mittee for Industrial Development on its first sewion (tee reference (28 > ). 

resources and promoie internal capital formation. In die held <f 
training and management, the Commuta- stressai the need tor 
integrating education ami training with plans lor die ea.nomu 
and nnlustnal development ot mide, developed countries and 
recommended that international assistance should wherever pos- 
sible be directed towards achieving tins purpose. The Com 
nutlee urged governments of both industrial and developing 
countries to expand provision of m plant training lacihtics. and 
of in service training in  planning institutions. 

The Committee discussed the  functional  aspeel, ol   its work 
and emphasized that it was the In  • antral  inter gov e, „menial 
body to be established for  the consideration of the activities of 
the United  Nations in  the  field  of  industrial development-    t 
expected that the Council would  channel  relevant activities' ,n 
this held through the Committee.   In  its work, the  Committee 
will promote liaison and coordination in  regard to all adivines 
relating to industrial development in the United Nations family 
The Committee noted the terms of the third preainbular pari 
graph of Cenerai Assembly resolution  H.il   (XIV) which refers 
to the fact that "industrialization will promote the diversification 
of the economies of under-developed countries and assure a more 
balanced economic and social structure an.I  a high rate of eco 
nonne development". Consequently,  while concentrating   its   ., 
tivities  on   industrial   development,   the  Committee  recognized 
the need for appropriate consideration of other aspects of gener d 
economic policy relevant to such development, without, however 
duplicating the work of other appropriate bodies of the United 
Nations. 

As regards the organizational aspects of its work, the Com- 
mittee recommended that an industrial development centre be 
established within the Secretariat. The centre would undertake 
the collection, analysis and dissemination of experience gained 
in technical assistance programmes in the field of industrializa 
hon; it would also provide a mechanism whereby the United 
Nations, the specialized agencies and the International Atomic 
Energy Agency (IAEA) could obtain full information abom each 
other's activities in this field and could take steps to coordinate 
them. 

The Committee also decided to set up an inter sessional work 
mg group to help the Committee to carry out its tasks, ine hiding 
those related to the work of the industrial development  centre. 

The proposals submitted by the Secretary Cenerai were ap- 
proved by the Committee. The Committee made recommenda- 
tions regarding the orientation and emphasis of the projects, pro- 
posed inclusion in the programme of a numlier of addition.il 
projects and activities and, in some cas s, recommended changes 
in the time-table of the programme. Th.- Committee endorsed 
the view of the Secretary-General that the work in industrializa- 
tion to be undertaken by the Committee and the regional eco- 
nomic commissions under their respective work programmes 
would he carried out most effectively if these piogrammes wen- 
complementary and mutually supporting; in this connexion, it 
welcomed the Secretary-General's proposal to link the expanded 
work programme to the corresponding work of the regional 
commissions. The Committee took note of the Secretary-General's 
suggestions for concerted action with the specialized agencies. 

The Committee stressed the need for ensuring that material 
on industrialization published by the United Nations, es|Kcially 
the Bulletin on Industrialization and l'rodmtwtty, should have 
the widest dissemination and, in particular, should reach those 
directly concerned with industrial development in under-de- 
veloped countries. 

At its thirty-first session, the Economic and Social Council had 
before it, among others, the report of the Committee for In- 
dustrial Development. 
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In the discussion, all represent.rives expressed their satisfaction 
with this report. Many mcmlvrs mentioned that they were 
gratified by the spirit of cooperation which had prevailed during 
the session of the Committee, a body composed of representatives 
from thirty countries with wide differences in political and eco- 
nomic structure, and which had permitted the unanimous adop- 
tion of a constructive report. 

At the conclusion of the debate, the Council unanimously 
adopted  a resolution  (30)  in  »Inch it approved the report of 

the Committee for Industrial Development, endorsed the pro- 
gramme of work and the priorities set out in the report, requested 
the Secretary-General to take steps to implement the programme 
and other recommendations for action by the United Nations 
contained therein and invited the executive heads of the spe- 
cialized agencies and the IAEA to take note of the report and 
to undertake the proposals contained therein for action, sepa- 
rately, jointly, or in collaboration with the United Nations, by 
their respective organizations. 
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"Round-table Discussion on Industrial Management in 
Underdeveloped Areas", Bulletin on Industrialization and 
Productivity, No. 1; C. R. Wynne-Roberts, "Labour As- 
pects of Management", C. N. Vakil, "Business Leadership 
in Under-developed Countries", "Some Problems oí In- 
dustrial Management Reported by Technical Assistance 
Experts", Bulletin, No. 2; W. R. Pabst, Jr., "Use of Sta- 
tistical Quality Control in the Industry of Under-devel- 
oped Countries", Bulletin, No. 3. 

(15) United   Nations,   Establishment  of  Industrial  Estates   in 
Under-developed Countries (Sales No.: 60.H.B.4). 

(16) "Organization and Operation of Cottage and Small Indus- 
tries—Recommendations of a Group of Experts Based on 
a Survey of Cottage and Small-scale Industries in japan", 
Bulletin on Industrialization and Productivity, No. 2. 
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dustrial Enterprises in Japan", ibid. 
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Management of Industrial Enterprises 

in Under-developed Countries 
This publication, which it largely based on the 
I discussions of a panel of exports convened by the 

United Nations Secretariat, discusses problems of 
industrial management which arise under the con- 
ditions prevailing in under-developed countries. After 
outlining some factors related to the environment of 
industrial enterprises in these countries, it reviews 
problems of management structure and cadres, with 
special reference to recruitment and training. It 
examines next selected aspects of labour management 
and the question of management of production facil- 
ities. It turns then to problemi of marketing and of 

management controls and discusses some aspects of 
the relationship between industry and government. 
The publication concludes by formulating a certain 
number of suggestions for early action in selected 
areas. Some considerations on management service 
institutes are contained in an annex. 

Published   September   195S.   Reprinted   March   1962,   U.N.   Pubi 
M.M.t.5 
35 pages 

Prke: IU.S. 0.50; 3/6 »tg.; 2.00 Sw. *r«. (or equivalent in other 
currencies) 

Available in  English, French and Spanish editions 

Indexes to the International Standard Industria 

Classification of All Economic Activities 
• his publication furnishes numeric and alphabetic 
• indexes to the revised International Standard In- 

dustrial Classification of All Economic Activities (ISIC). 
The indexes are designed to assist governments, 
international organizations and other groups in 
adapting ISIC to the classification requirements of 
individual countries, in comparing national classifica- 
tions to the international classification or in classifying 
data according to it. The numeric index contains 
approximately 10,000 entries and the alphabetic 
Index, about 17,000 entries. In order to facilitate the 
use  of  the   indexes,   a   part of  the   publication   is 

devoted to a discussion of the underlying principles 
and application of the revised international industrial 
classification. 

English edition published August 1959, United Nations publication. 
Sales No:S°.XVII.9 

Statistical Papers, Series M, No. 4, Rev.l, Add.l. Indexed edition. 
35« pages. Price: IU.S. 3.50; 25/- sta., 15.00 Sw. fr». (or 
equivalent in  other currencies) 

Spanish edition published and distributed by the  Inter-American 
Statistical  Institute, Pan-Amerkan  Union, Washington,  D. C. 
Published 1961. 423 pages. 
Price:  IU.S. 2.00 
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Preliminary Bibliography for 
Industrial Development Programming 

In 1953 and 1955, the Economic and Social Council of the United Nations 
adopted two resolutions in which it invited the Secretary-General to prepare a bib- 
liography on industrialization and to keep it up to date by issuing periodic sup- 
plements. In 1956, the United Nations published the Bibliography on Industrializa- 
tion in Underdeveloped Countries (Bibliographical Series No. 6, Sales No. : 56.II.B.2) 
which incorporated bibliographical material compiled earlier pursuant to the Council's 
request, and data received from Governments, universities and scientific institutions 
in response to a request from the Secretary-General for information on the subject. 
In 1958, a "Selected List of Titles on Industrialization" was published in Bulletin 
No. 1. 

A special supplement to the already published material has now been prepared. 
The purpose of this bibliography is to serve as an aid to research workers, govern- 
ment officials and other persons engaged in the relatively new but increasingly im- 
portant discipline of industrial development programming. It consists of two parts— 
"Industries in General" and "Chemical and Related Industries"—the first of which 
is published in the present issue of the Bulletin; the second will be published in 
the next (sixth) issue. Preparation of further bibliographies on industrial develop- 
ment programming is under consideration. The material presented in this and the 
next issue has been compiled by Dr. Thomas Vietorisz, former regional expert in 
industrial development programming, United Nations Economic Commission for 
Latin America, and revised and edited by the United Nations Secretariat. 

It is envisaged that other specialized bibliographies as well as general material 
on industrialization will be prepared as a co-operative effort of the various organiza- 
tions of the United Nations family. Such material would be published in future 
issues of the Bulletin. 

INTRODUCTION 

The bibliography presented in the following pages has 
been prepared under the joint Industrial Development 
Programming Project of the Economic Commission for 
Latin America, the Division of Industrial Development 
and the Bureau of Technical Assistance Operations of 
the IX-partment of Economic and Social Affairs of the 
United Nations. The objective of the joint project is to 
explore methods and collect empirical information for 
the programming of economic development in the field 
of industry. This bibliography is the first among several 
whose preparation is contemplated under the project. It 
is a preliminary work, the purpose of which is to provide 
some orientation with regard to the information readily 
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available, the problems of organizing this information, 
and the gaps that are to be filled by future empirical 
investigations. 

In preparing the bibliography, attention had been 
focused originally on the chemical and related industries. 
In compiling sources and references for these industries, 
however, such a large number of references pertaining 
to industries in general were obtained as a by-product 
that it was decided to devote the entire first part of the 
bibliography to the latter. While that part is far from 
being comprehensive and is in some ways unbalanced, it 
may serve as a convenient first selection of the source 
material pertaining to industries in general, as well as 



as a useful complement to the second part covering the 
chemical and related industries, and to further bibliogra- 
phies covering other industrial branches, which are to 
be prepared later. 

The chemical and related industries which are covered 
in the second part include inorganic and organic chemi- 
cals; fertilizers; soaps and detergents; insecticides and 
pesticides; dyes and pharmaceuticals; plastic materials, 
synthetic fibres and rubber; glue and adhesives; oils, fats 
and waxes; essential oils, perfumes and cosmetics. Of 
the chemical metallurgical processes, only those pertain- 
ing to aluminium are included. Petroleum refining, pulp 
and paper and a number of other chemical-process in- 
dustries have not been covered. 

A decision had to be made with respect to inclusion 
of materials of a primarily technological nature. Tech- 
nical assistance re(x>rts have been included in all cases. 
As regards other technological references, only the most 

important entries have been included. The omission of 
many others was dictatetl by the v.istness of the litera- 
ture, although it is recognized that technological refer- 
ences on individual processes arc highly useful, in par- 
ticular for input-output analysis. 

The principal sources for the preparation of the present 
bibliography were the following: the United Nations 
Kducational, Scientific and Cultural Organization's In- 
ternational Bibliography on Economici, vols. I to VII; 
the classified listings of books, articles and unpublished 
doctoral dissertations of the American Economic Review: 
the "Index of Final Reports" of the United Nations 
Technical Assistance Administration, and several biblio- 
graphies of the United States International Cooperai ion 
Administration. Many other sources were also consulted. 

The list is presented alphabeticall\ by author, or by 
title when no author is indicated. Comments, additions 
and emendations to the bibliography are invited. 

PART I.   INDUSTRIES IN GENERAL 

TABLE OF CONTENTS 
Entry Sus. 

A. Bibliographies 1 —  43 

B. General economics 44— 73 

C. Selected industries 74 — 108 

D. Costs and production functions 109—180 

E. Institutional 181— 22** 

F. Data and sources 230— 238 

Cì. Country industrialization reports 239— 26H 

H. Gas, petroleum and energy 269 — 339 

I. Transport and  industrial location 340 — 374 

A.     BIBLIOGRAPHIES 

1. American Chemical Society. Bibliog- 
raphy of rubber literature. 3 v. New 
York, 1934-1957. 

Organized bibliography of rub- 
ber literature, with brief abstracts. 
Includes patents and books, as 
well as articles from technical 
journals. 

2. American Economic Association. 
Northwestern University. American 
economic review, quarterly. Evan- 
ston, Illinois. 

Book reviews, titles of new 
books, periodical articles and, once 
a year (September), of unpublish- 
ed doctoral dissertations at United 
States universities, classified by 
broad topics. The section "In- 
dustrial organization; government 
and business; industry studies" is 
especially useful. 

3. Business periodicals index. Cumula- 
tive subject index to Periodicals in 
the fields of commerce and industry, 
monthly except July. New York, H. 
W. Wilson Company. 

4. Commissariat général à la product- 
ivité et Association française pour 
l'accroissement de la productivité. 
Centre d'études et de mesures de la 
productivité. Concepts et termino- 
logie de la productivité. Paris, 
SADEP ed., 1956. 80 p. 

5. Communauté européenne du char- 
bon et de l'acier. Energie 1946-1959. 
Bibliographies de la haute autorité, 
No. 20. Luxembourg, 1959. 

Includes listing of economic as 
pects and energy sources. 

6.     Energie   nucléaire   1946-1957. 
Bibliographies de la haute autorité, 
No. 13. Luxembourg, 1958. Sup- 
plément   1.   Bibliographies   de   la 

haute autorité, No. 14. Luxem- 
burg, 1958. 
 Marché commun, zone de libre 
échange, Euratom, 1955 57. Bibliog- 
raphies de la haute autorité, No. 15 
(s.d). Supplément 1. Bibliographies 
de la haute autorité, No. 15. Lux- 
embourg,  195H. 

Includes separate listings of in- 
dustry and transport, broken down 
by country. 

F.uropcan Productivity Agency. Bib- 
liography on productivity. Paris, 
April 1956. 

French and English editions. 

Forest Products Laboratory. Chem- 
istry of wood and derived products. 
Madison, Wisconsin,   August 1956. 

List of publications. 

  (¡lue, xlued products and ve- 
neer. Madison, Wisconsin, Decem- 
ber  1957. 
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11. Hagen, H. E. Handbook for industry 
studies, (ilcncoe, Illinois, The l-'rcc 
Press, 1958. 89 p. 

Contains a brief bibliography on 
industry studies. 

12. HAZF.I.WOOD, A. The economics of 
underdeveloped areas. London, Ox- 
ford University Press, I OS«), second 
enlarged edition. 

An annotated list of books, ar- 
ticles and official publications. In 
eludes separate listings on indus- 
try  and   industrialization. 

13. National Industrial Conference 
Board. Publications and services 
available to associates of the National 
Industrial Conference Hoard New 
York, 1058. 

14. NELSON, R. R. Invention, research 
and development: a survey of the 
literature. Santa Monica, California, 
The Rand Corporation, 15 April 
1958. ' 

15. Plant location and industrial area 
development, business and technol- 
ogy sources, a bibliography, in Busi- 
ness and technology sources. Cleve- 
land, Ohio, July-September 1957. 28: 
9 12. Supplement, Industrial develop- 
ment agencies, a selected list, in 
Bulletin of the Business and Tech 
nology Department of Cleveland 
Public Library. Cleveland. Ohio. Ir- 
regular. 

lf>. The Rand Corporation. Index of 
publications. Santa Monica, Califor- 
nia,  November   1959. 

Reports on research in econom- 
ics, cost analysis, mathematical 
programming   techniques,  etc. 

''•       A    selected    bibliography   on 
economic  development   and  foreign 
aid. Santa Monica.  California.  1958. 

18. — Selected list of unclassified pub 
hcations of the Economic Division 
of the R.md Corporation. Santa Mo 
nica, California, I960 

PL   Rlt.iv.  V.  and An tv,  R. V.  Johns 
Hopkins University. Operations  R, 
search Office. Interindustry economic 
studies. Baltimore, Maryland, 15 M ,v 
1955. 

A comprehensive bibliography 
on inter industry research. 

20. Ru FV, V. and CASS, S. I. Johns I lop 
kins University. Operations Research 
Office. linear programming and 
associated techniques: a comprehen- 
sive bibliography on linear, non 
linear and dynamic programming. 
Chevy Chase. Maryland. Johns Hop 
kins University Press,  195S. 

Includes applications to the fol 
lowing industries: chemical, coal, 
airlines, communications, iron and 
steel, manufacturing, paper, petro- 
leum, railroads, others: also ap 
plications  to transport  problems. 

21. Stanford Research Institute. Chem- 
ical economics handbook, v. I. Menlo 
Park, California, March 1954, second 
edition. 

Includes bibliography with fol- 
lowing subdivisions: Cenerai; 
Companies and traile associations; 
Chemical consuming industries; 
Raw materials; Organic chemicals 
and end chemical products; In- 
organic chemicals and end-chem- 
ical products. 

22   International Industrial Devel- 
opment Center. Small industry—an 
international annotated bibliography. 
Clencoe, Illinois, The Free Press, 
1960. 

Includes sections classified by in- 
dividual  industries. 

21   Subject guille to books in print. New 
York, R. R. Hawker Company, 1959. 

Annex  to  Publishers' trade  list 
annual. 

24. Swt.NDSKN, K. E. A guide to transla- 
tions of economic literature from the 
Soviet Union and Eastern Europe. 
Kytyos. Basel, Switzerland, v. 13, 
No. 4, I960. 

25. TRAGE», F. N. A selected and an 
notated bibliography on economic 
development, 1953-1957. Economic 
development and cultural change. 
Chicago, Illinois, University of Chi- 
cago Press, v. VI, No. 4, July 1958. 

26. United Nations. Bibliography on in- 
dustrialization in under-developed 
countries. Sales No.: 56.II.B.2. 

Sections on United Nations pub- 
lications, other publications and 
unpublished research. Broken 
down by geographical areas. Cum 
liersome for use by industrial 
branch classification. 

2..   Technical Assistance Admin- 
istration. Index of final reports issued 
as United Nations documents or 
prepared as papers for governments, 
through 31 December 1958. Doc 
ST/TAA INF R.H, 31 December 
1958; Add. 1, 1 January through 30 
June 1959; Add. 2, 30 june through 
31 Decemk-r 1959; Add. 3, 1 Jan- 
uary through .30 June ]%0. Mimco 
graphed. Restricted. 

Not classified by subject. 

"N 

29. 

 Subject  index of reports 
through   .31    December   1957.    Doc. 
STTAAINFR.7,     4     February 
195S.   Mimeographed.   Restricted. 

Individual branches of industry 
separately classified. 

United Nations Educational, Scien- 
tific and Cultural Organization. In- 
ternational bibliography on econom- 
ics, v. I-VIII. Paris. 

Beginning  with   1950  the   last 
volume carries to about 1959. 

A   comprehensive,   truly   inter 
national bibliography, with excel- 

lent index. Index listings on inih- 
vidual industries are especially 
useful. Does not list publications 
on principally technological sub- 
jects, or technical assistance reports 
and related material. 

30. United States. Department of Com- 
merce. Business and Defense Services 
Administration. Office of Area De- 
velopment. Data sources for plant 
location analysis. Washington, D.C 
1959. 

31.       Department   of   the   Interior. 
Bureau of Mines. Bibliography of 
investment and operating costs for 
chemical and petroleum plants, by 
Barnet, W. L. Washington, D.C.', 
October 1949. 

^--    Department of  Labor.  Bureau 
of Labor Statistics. Productivity: a 
bibliography. Washington, D.C.,'No- 
vember 1957. 

-'•    Selected    references   on 
productivity published in the U.S. 
September 1946-September 1952. 
Washington, D.C,  1952. 

Prepared for the Conference on 
Productivity of the Organisation 
for European Economic Co-opera- 
tion, Paris, 31 October 1952. 

34.   Department of State. Division 
of Library and Reference Services 
Industrial plants in the U.S. Wash 
ington, D.C, April 1953. 

A selected bibliography on ex 
pansion and trends, 1942 1952. 

35. United States Government research 
reports. Washington, D.C. v. ~>"> No 
4, Octolier 1954. 

Earlier volumes were entitled: 
Bibliography of scientific and in- 
dustrial reports, v. 1, 1946 to v. II, 
January-June 1949; Bibliography of 
technical reports, v. 12, July |'<M9 
in v. 22, No. 3. ScptemlK-r 1954. 

These reports constitute one of 
the world's largest collections of 
non-confidential technical informa- 
tion. Each issue has a source index, 
subject index and number (not 
correlation) index. In addition, 
various indexes have been pub- 
lished to facilitate the use of these 
bibliographies. 

36. United States. International Coopera- 
tion Administration. Index of pub- 
lications. Washington, D.C, April 
1960. 

Classified by industry. Lists 
many items not included in In- 
dustripl reports and publications 
(see below), especially "technical 
digest  briefs". 

3/.            Industrial    reports   and 
publications. Washington, D.C, 1961. 

An excellent bibliography cover- 
ing  publications  by  the   Interna- 



tional Cooperation Administration, 
the Small Business Administration 
and by co-operating foreign coun- 
tries, and recently published books 
and reports on industry from other 
sources. 

3K United States. International Coopera- 
tion Administration. Industrializa- 
tion anil economic development—a 
bibliography. Washington, D.C., May 
Y HA). 

W- Industrial technical library 
—a bibliography. Washington, D.C., 
April 1960. 

A listing of principal sources of 
reference for various industries 
and fields of technology. Gives 
good first orientation in a large 
number of fields. Apparently su- 
persedes its An industrial techni- 
cal library for a tropical country. 
Washington, DC. 1957. 

40. Selected references on in- 
dustrial development. Washington, 
D.C.. March 1961. 

Provides reference material and 
guide lines for organizations en- 
gaged in industrial development 
and investment. 

41. VFOAI.ARA, H. Bibliografia comentada 
sobre el desarrollo económico y la 
economia colombiana. Rogot.i, Co- 
lombia, Centro de F.studios sobre el 
Desarrollo Económico, Universidad 
de los Andes, y Departamento Ad 
niinistrativo de Planeación y Servi- 
cios Técnicos, Presidencia de la Re- 
pública,  1959. 

Includes a short section on in- 
dustry, broken down into a few 
maior sectors, and transport. Spe 
cial emphasis on Latin American 
sources. 

42. WEAVER, J. I!. Cost index to Perry. 
Chemical engineering. New York, 
McGraw-Hill, April 1954. 

Contains reference to index of 
cost and economic data published 
in Chemical engineers handbook 
(1950 edition). 

43.   Need help in finding cost data ? 
Chemical  engineering.   New   York, 
McGraw-Hill, October 1954. :I85-193. 

Bibliography with a detailed sub- 
ject index of books and articles in 
United States technical periodicals 
relating to costs in the chemical 
and chemical-process industries. 

B.   (.FNFRM.   FCONOMICS 

44. ARNOLD, H., BORCHERT, H. and 
SCHMIDT, J. Oekonomik der sozial- 
istischen Industrie in der Deutschen 
Demokratischen Republik; Lehrbuch 
(Economics of socialist industry in 
the German Democratic Republic; a 
compendium). Berlin, Verlag die 
Wirtschaft, 1957, second enlarged 
edition. 591 p. 

45. BAIN, J. S. Industrial organization. 
New York, John Wiley and Sons, 
1959. 661 p. 

46. HOUR, K. A. Investment criteria for 
maruilactuting industries in under- 
developed countries. Review of eco- 
nomics and statistics. Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, Harvard University 
Press, May 1954. 

47. CIIKMRV, H. B. Patterns of industrial 
growth. American economic review. 
Evanston, Illinois, v. L, No. 4, Sep- 
tember 1960. 

4N.    The role of industrialization in 
development    programs.    American 
economic review. Evanston, Illinois, 
May 1955. Papers and proceedings. 

Based   on    his   southern   Italy 
study. 

•W-    «'•'/ Ci ARK, P. G. Interindustry 
economics.   New  York,  John  Wiley 
and Sons, 1959. 

50. FI.ORF.NCF, P. S. The logic of Amer- 
ican and British industry. Raleigh, 
North Carolina, University of North 
Carolina Press, 1954. 

51. GROSSMAN, G. ed. Value and plan. 
Berkeley, California, University of 
California Press, I960. 

52. H.U.EN, E. E. Handbook for industry 
studies. Glencoc, Illinois, The Free 
Press, 1958. 89 p. 

The main part provides a de- 
tailed listing of factors that should 
be considered in s ulies of indi- 
vidual industries. ALSO contains a 
discussion of research technique, 
comparability among industry 
studies and a short bibliography. 

5?. KAMYSHIN, M. K voprosu oh otras- 
levykh ckonomikakh (The problem 
of the economics of industrial 
branches). Voprosy cl(onomiki. 
Moskva, 9 September 195?. ¡92-109. 

54. LAI.WANI, K. Industrial economics. 
Calcutta, Artha Vanijva (¡abesana 
M.indir, 1957. 255 p. 

55. I.KS7., M. Ekonomica przemyslu (In- 
dustrial economics). Wars/aw a, 195"> 
v. I. 

56. MARKOWITZ, H. M. Industrywide, 
multi-industry and economy-wide 
process analysis. Santa Monica, Cali- 
fornia, The Rand Corporation, 18 
November 1954. Doc. No. Rand 
P-600. Also in Barna, T. ed. The 
structural interdependence of the 
economy. New York, John Wiley 
and Sons, 1956. 

57. MASSé, P. B. D. Le choix des in- 
vestissements. Paris, Dunod et com- 
pagnie, 1959. 505 p. 

58. MCKEAN, R. N. Criteria for the se- 
lection of water resource projects. 
Santa Monica, California, The Rand 
Corporation, 1956. Doc. No. P-689- 

RC. Also /';; Journal nj Operations 
Research Society of .¡menea. Balti- 
more, Maryland, February 1956. 

59. NIKOFOROV, A. () prcdmcte otr.tslc- 
voy ckonomiki. (On the object of 
the economics of industrial sectors). 

I oprosy ekonomiLi. Moskva, 7 Tiilv 
1953. :1I3I21. y 

60. Novo7.iiu.ov, V. V. On choosing be- 
tucen investment projects. Inter- 
national economic papers, No. 6 
Leningrad, 1956. 

Transactions of the Leningrad 
Industrial Institute, I'M') and 
Transactions of the Leningrad 
Polytechnic Institute,   1946. 

61. Ohsuzhdcnie uchebnikov po i-kono- 
mike promyshlcnnosti (A discussion 
of texlbooks on industrial cconom- 
ics). ¡'oprosy elionoiiiiki. Moskva 
July 195S. 7:127-1,K 

62. PAUWF.IS, M Principes d'économie 
industrielle. Bruxelles, A. De Boeck 
1952. 191 p. 

63. The Rand Corporation. Eflicicitcy in 
government through systems analysis 
with emphasis on water resources 
development. New York, John 
Wiley and Sons, |«>58. 336 p. 

64. TINIIFROFN. f. Choice of technology 
in industrial planning. Unit«! Na- 
tions. Hti/lctin on industrialization 
and productivity, No. I. Sa íes No • 
58.II.H.2. 

65. Union of Soviel Socialist Republics. 
Academy of Sciences. Institute of 
Economics. I'konoiink.i promyshlcn- 
nosti SSSR (Economics of industry 
in the USSR). Moskva,  1956. 46? p. 

""•       1 kononnka   sotsialisliclieshikli 
promyshlcnnykh predpriyatiy (Eco- 
nomics of socialist industrial enter- 
prises). Moskva. 1956. 471 p. 

Reviewed in American cmnomic 
review. Evanston, Illinois, Septem- 
ber 195«. 

67. United Nations. Manual on eco- 
nomic development projects. Sales 
No.: 58.II.C.5. 

68.       Programming   tcclini<|ues   for 
economic development with special 
reference lo Asia and lite Far Fast. 
Sales No.: 60.II.F.3. 

69. Use of models in programming. 
ììulletin on industrialization and 
productivity, No. 4. Sales No : 
60.II.B.2. 

70. United States. International Coopera- 
tion Administration. How to select 
dynamic industrial projects. Wash- 
ington, D.C., 1958. 129 p. 

Prepared by the Council for Eco- 
nomic Industry Research. General 
discussion aimed at non-profes- 
sional audience. 
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71. United States. International Coopera- 
tion Atiministration. Manual of in- 
dustrial development with special 
application to Latin America. Wash- 
ington, D.C., June 195H, third print- 
ing. 

Preparili  by   Stanford  Research 
Institute. 

72.         The   role   of  small-scale 
manufacturing in economic develop- 
ment. The experience of industrially 
advanced nations as a guide for 
newly developing areas. Washington, 
D.C.,' 1957. 

Prepared by Stanford Research 
Institute. Appendices separately 
hound. Contains useful original 
digests ol census data on industries 
analysed by size. For all 452 census 
classes, has breakdown of number 
of linns in operation in each size 
class (appendices A, II), and a 
summary (table IV-1). Dctines 
representative plant size and lists 
industries within small, smallish, 
bias smaller, etc. size classes, (lives 
orrclation of these classes with 

other indicators ol size (employ 
ees, value added). Gives correla- 
tion of representative plant size 
with coefficient of localization, 
and other variables, by industry- 
wide averages. 

73. ZAI.ORSM, K. Efcktywnocs industrial 
izacji (The efficiency of industriali 
zation) Economisti!. Warszawa, 
1958. 2:2S«J-307. 
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74. AIIAMS, W. ed. The structure of 
American industry. New York, Mac 
millan, 1954, revised edition. 

Agriculture, air transport, auto 
mobiles, bituminous coal, chenu 
tills, cigarettes, cotton textiles, 
motion pictures, newspapers, petro- 
leum, residential construction, steel. 
tin cans. 

75. Ai lunik. I •'. I!. and Mu in . II. I- 
Economics of American industrv. 
New York, McGraw-Mill, 1957, third 
edition. 

economics and structure of the 
steel, automobile, chemical, food, 
apparel and textile industries. Also 
general part dealing with history, 
technological changes and changes 
in lompciitive patterns. 

7(>. Ai.i.tN, E. I.. Economics of American 
manufacturing. New York, H. Holt, 
1952. 5(.(, p. 

77. Au.IN, G. C. British industries and 
their organization. London, Long 
mans, Green Sc Co., 1945. 

Engineering, iron and steel, mo- 
tor vehicles, rayon, shipbuilding 
and marine engineering, textiles, 
woollen and worsted. 

78. BAIN, J. S. Harriers to new compe- 
tition:   their   character   and   conse- 

quences in manufacturing industries. 
Cambridge, Massachusetts, Harvard 
University Press, 1956, 326 p. 

Data and literature references on 
the following industries: automo- 
bile, canning, cement, cigarette, 
copper, farm machinery, Hour, 
fountain pen, gypsum products, 
liquor, meat packing, metal con- 
tainer, petroleum refining, rayon, 
rubber tire and tube, shoe, soap, 
steel, tractor, typewriter. 

79.    Economies of scale, concentra 
tion, and the conditions of entry in 
twenty manufacturing industries. 
. inuncan economic review. Evans- 
ton, Illinois, March 1954. : 15-39. 

HO. BALDWIN, G. B. Industrial growth 
in south India: case studies in eco- 
nomic development. Clencoe, Illinois, 
The Eree Press, 195«. 

SI. linos, (¡. K. Choice of industrial 
technology: the case of wood work 
ing. United Nations. Hullctin on in- 
dustrialization and productivity, No. 
3. Sales No.: 60.11.H.l. 

s2. HIRN, I), ed. The structure of 
British industry. \ symposium, v. 1 
and 2. National Institute of Eco- 
nomic and Social Research economic 
and social studies, No. XV. New 
York, Cambridge University Press, 
1958. :403-4(>9. 

Chapters on the following indus 
tries: building, chemical, machine- 
tool, shipbuilding, pottery, agricul- 
ture, coal, steel, motor, electronics, 
pharmaceutical, transport, oil, 
building materials, aircraft, tex 
tile, cutlery. 

Reviewed in American economic 
review. Evanston, Illinois, June 
1959. 

53. DKCIIKSNK, L. La localisation des 
diverses productions. Bruxelles, Les 
editions comptables, commerciales et 
financières, 1952. 239 p. 

54. The Economist Intelligence Unit. 
Britain and Europe. London, 1957. 

Reviews chemicals and petro- 
leum, electric motors, metals and 
manufactures, miscellaneous indus- 
tries, textiles. 

85. ERU KSON, C. British industrialists: 
steel and hosiery, I «50-1950. New 
York, Cambridge University Press; 
Toronto, Macmillan Company of 
Canada, Ltd.,  1959. xxii, 276 p. 

S6. (¡n.Norx, C. J. L'industrie française. 
Pans, lioivin, 1952. IWp. 

87. HARI.RFAVES, E. L. and GOWING, M. 
M. Civil industry and trade. London, 
Longmans, Green & Co.,  1952.  xii, 
67S p. 

88. JONES, G. T. Increasing returns: a 
study of the relation between the 
size and efficiency of industries with 
special   reference  to the  history  of 

selected British and American indus- 
tries, 1850-1910. Clark, C. cd. New 
York, Cambridge University Press, 
1933. 

89. LEONTIEF, W. W. The structure of 
the American economy. New York, 
Oxford University Press, 1951, sec- 
ond edition. 264 p. 

90. LEONTIKK, W. W. and others. Studies 
in the structure of the American 
economy. New York, Oxford Uni- 
versity Press, 1953. 56l  p. 

91. MENTA, M. M. Structure in Indian 
industries. Botnbav, Popular Hook 
Depot, 1955. 34« p. 

Reviewed in Stanford Research 
Institute, The role of small-scale 
manufacturing in economic devel- 
opment, published by United 
States International Cooperation 
Administration, Washington, D.C., 
1957. 

Discussion of influence of size. 
Industries covered: cotton, jute, 
sugar, paper, cement, iron and 
steel, coal. 

92. RAO, B. S. Surveys of Indian indus- 
tries. New York and Bombay, Ox- 
ford University Press, v. 1, 1957; v. 
2, 1959. 

v. 1: iron and steel, non-ferrous 
metals, automobiles, diesel engines, 
light, mechanical and electrical 
engineering, coal, electricity, petro- 
leum, chemicals, diugs and phar- 
maceuticals, fertili/ers. 

v. 2: cement, ceramics, glass, 
shipbuilding, shipping, films, cot- 
ton textiles, jute, tea, sugar, fruit 
and vegetable preservation,  paper. 

93. SHARMA, T. R. Location of industries 
in India. Bombay, Hind Kitabs, Ltd., 
1954, third edition. 

Factors and  location   and state 
planning. Textiles,  iron and steel, 
mining,   sugar  and   leather espe- 
cially considered. 

94. United Nations, Capital intensity 
and costs in earth moving operations. 
Hullctin on industrialization and pro- 
ductivity, No. 3. Sales No.: ofl.II.H.1. 

95.   Capital intensity in heavy en- 
gineering construction. Hullctin on 
industrialization and productivity. 
No. 1. Sales No.: 58.II.B.2. 

96.  Problems of size of plant in in- 
dustry in under-developed countries. 
Bulletin on industrialization and 
productivity, No. 2. Sales No.: 
59.II.B.L 

Analysis of changes in cost and 
investment outlays in relation to 
capacity of output in ammonia 
fertilizer and glass container in- 
dustries. 

97.     Economic   Commission for 
Latin America. The industrial de- 
velopment of Peru. Sales No.: 59. 
II.G.2. 



Detailed discussion of the fol- 
lowing industries: livestock, fish 
freezing, flour mill and bakery 
products, coffee and tea, liquor, 
soft drinks, shoes, furniture, 
leather, petroleum, mechanical fab- 
rication industry, milk products, 
fish canning, sugar, oils and fats, 
wine, tobacco, textile confections, 
pulp and paper, rubber, non-me- 
tallic minerals, electric power, fruit 
and vegetable canning, fish meal 
and oil, cacao and sweets, feeds, 
beer, textiles, wood, printing, 
chemicals, steel. 

98. United States. Honnevillc Power Ad- 
ministration. Pacific Northwest op- 
portunities. Portland, Oregon, pre- 
liminary edition, about   1952. 

Data on the following indus- 
tries: abrasives, animal and vege- 
table fibres, barite, calcium borate, 
cyanamide-acctate, caustic soda and 
chlorine, coal and oil-based indus- 
try, drugs, enamels, ferrous metals 
and fern-alloys, cement and gvp- 
suni, fluorine and bromine, forest 
industries, glass, high temperature 
insulators and refractories, insula 
tion and electricity, light metals, 
lime, livestock and poultry, mis- 
cellaneous natural products, non- 
ferrous metals, phosphate and 
nitrogenous fertilizers, plastics, 
pulp and paper, power, salines, 
wood chemicals. 

Also price elasticity of domestic 
power consumption. Mostly de- 
tailed flowsheets, with supple- 
mentary qualitative  information. 

99.   International Cooperation Ad- 
ministration. Technical Aids liranch. 
General industrial survey of seven- 
teen industries for Viet Nam. Indus- 
trial development guides series, No. 
ID-5. Washington, DC,  IOS'). 

Contains material on: auto as- 
sembly, bicycle tires ami tubes, cot- 
ton spinning textiles, glasswares, 
motor cycle parts, radio assembly, 
bottled mineral water, cane sugar, 
forest industries, paper, plywood, 
cement, chemicals. fertilizers, 
paints and varnishes, pine resins. 

100. Industry fact sheets. 
Industry profiles. Doc.  M 21. Wash- 
ington, D.C., I960. Loose-leaf. 

101. Manual of industrial de- 
velopment with special application 
to Latin America. Washington, D.C., 
June 1958, third printing. 

Prepared by Stanford Research 
Institute, Menlo Park, California. 

Contains very useful compara- 
tive tables on: size of plants in 
United States' industries; average 
number of workers per establish- 
ment; size of plant in British in- 
dustries (small, medium, etc.); ra 
tios of fixed capital to value added, 
United States and Australia; 
labour costs; wages as percentage 

of value of product, United States; 
skilled workers, foremen and pro- 
fessionals as percentage of total 
employment; materia' costs; fuel 
and purchased energy costs; ratio 
of various costs to total costs; geo- 
graphical scatter or concentration; 
rankings of selected industries 
under various criteria. 

Also more detailed studies on: 
bottled soft drinks: can manufac- 
turing; cement; food canning: 
plastics products; rubber products. 

102.           Selection   of   industrial 
projects—Ceylon, Iran. Industrial de- 
velopment guides series, No. IDS. 
Washington, D.C.,  1%0. 

Contains material on petrn-cliem 
icals, ammonia and ammonium 
sulfate, fertilizer mixing, sulfuric 
acid, nitric acid, soda ash, caustic 
soda, industrial alcohol, glass, 
paper, electricity, sugar, textiles. 
Hour mills, rubber tires and tubes, 
food packaging, bicycles, cement, 
clay pipe, brick and tile, sawmills, 
gypsum, lime, millvvork, wooden 
containers, steel. 

103.    National Resources Committee. 
The structure of the American 
economy. 2v. Washington, D.C., 
1939-1940. 

v. I: Basic characteristics. A report 
prepared by the Industrial Section 
under the direction of G. C. Means. 

v. II: Towards full use of re- 
sources—a symposium by G. C. 
Means and others. 

104.      National   Resources   Planning 
Board. Industrial location and na- 
tional resources. Washington, D.C.. 
1953. 

105. VWIF. S. S. American industries. 
F.nglewood Clitfs, New Jersey, Pren- 
tice-Hall, 1959. 

Covers the processes and econo- 
mies of twentv-five leading manu- 
facturing industries: includes a 
discussion of the integration of in 
dustrial activity. 

106. VATTFR, II. G. The problems of 
small enterprise as seen in four se- 
lected industries. Berkeley. Cali- 
fornia, University of California, 
1950. Doctoral dissertation. 

107.     Small enterprise and oligopoly: 
a study of the butter, flour, auto- 
mobile and glass container indus- 
tries. Cornvallis, Oregon State 
College, 1955. 116 p. 

108. ZIMMERMANN, E. W. World re- 
sources and industries. New York, 
Harper, 1951. 832 p. 

Presents an economic approach 
to the subject of world resources, 
the resources of agriculture and 
industry, and the adequacy and 
conservation of resources. 148 
maps and charts, extensive bibli- 
ography. 

t).    COSTS   AND   l-Rfint'lTUIN   Ft'NCTIONS 

109. AtxtiiAN, A. A. Costs and outputs. 
Santa Mimici. California. The Rami 
Corporation. 3 September l'»5H. 
Doc. N.>. P 144". Als,» ,„ liaran, 
P. ed. 1 be allocation of economic 
resources; essays in honor of C. p. 
Haley. Melilo Park. California. 
St,Milord University Press. ¡«IS«). 

Discusses     the    distinction     !>c 
Uveen    the   rate   and   quantity   of 
output. 

"O-       Reliability   („    t-..st   estimates: 
some evidence.  S.int.i   Monica, Cali- 
fornia,   The   Rami   Corporation,   30 
October    l'»5l).   |),K-.    \„     KM 4SI 
lip. 

111.       Pernionin    replacement   policy. 
Santa Monna. California, The'Rami 
Corporation. Doc. No. R 224. 12') p. 
Out of print. 

112. Ati'iRT, S. It. l.conomy of scale in 
the metal removal industry. ¡ninnai 
of industrial economics. Oxford 
July 1(W.  : 175-1 SI. 

IH. AMADIZZI, A. Variabilità del proc- 
esso produttivo dell'azienda indus 
tríale (The variability of tbc pro 
ductivc process of the industrial 
firm).    Roma,    A.    Sigimrclli    F.d, 
1954. 123  p. 

114. American Management Associa 
tion. Controlling non-manufacturing 
costs.   New  York,   l')57.  177  p. 

Conference handbook pub- 
lished for distribution at the 21) 
21   May  l')57 conference. 

115. ARROW, K. J., CIIIMRY, H. H.. 
MINIMS, lì. S. and Soiow, R. M. 
Stanford University, Department of 
Economics. Substitution and eco 
nomic etliciency. Memorandum C- 
II (revised). Menlo Park, Cali- 
fornia, August  1%0. 

Project for quantitative icseaith 
in   economic  development. 

I In. PAIN, |. S. Advantages of the large 
firm: production, distribution ,ind 
sales promotion, ¡ninnai of inaiaci 
ini>. Chicago, Illinois, \mcin.in 
Marketing    Association,    September 
1955. 20:M)7-617. 

117. BANKRJH, K. Cost, price, profit and 
volume reactions. Accounting re 
search, London, Cambridge Uni- 
versity Press, October l')54. 5:343- 
362. 

118. BECKMANN, M. F- Fixed techno- 
logical coefficients and the short 
run cost curve. Kyotos. Basel, 
Switzerland, v. 9, No. 3, 1956. :384- 
386. 

119. BF.OFMAN, M. I.. Manufacturing 
processes. New York, |ohn Wiley 
and Sons, 1957, fourth edition. 
612 p. 

Discusses the engineer ;ig and 
economic   aspects   of   production 
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processes. Design, routing, sched- 
uling, conveyance and analysis of 
product treated from engineering 
standpoint. Economics of proper 
processing   stressed. 

120. BENNETT, C. W. Standard costs: how 
they serve modern management. 
Englcwood Cliffs, New Jersey, 
Prentice Hall, 1957. 515 p. 

121. BERGMAN, II. Determination of a 
production cost function. Econo- 
metrica. New Haven, Connecticut, 
January 1952. 

122. BOWMAN, E. H. and FETTER, R. I!. 
Analysis of industrial operations. 
Irwin. R. D. cd. I lomcwood, Uli 
nois, 1959. 

12?. BRADY, G. S. Materials handbook. 
New York. McGraw-Hill, 195<>. 
950 p. 

Provides practical data on ap- 
proximately ten thousand mate- 
rials. Presents the most pertinent 
facts on metals, alloys, abrasives, 
refractories, woods and many 
others. Concentrates on supply- 
ing the most essential and useful 
facts for purchasing agents, cngi 
neers and executives. In part 
II, basic information on the eco- 
nomic geography of material re 
sources, weights, measurements 
and physical comparisons. 

124. CHENERY, H. Ii. Engineering pro 
duction functions. Quarterly journal 
oj economici. Cambridge, Massa 
L'husetts, Harvard University Press, 
November 1949. v. I.XIII, No. 4, 
p. 507. 

125.      Pnx'css   and   production   funi 
tions    from    engineering    data    in 
Leon tief,  W.   Studies   in  the   strut, 
ture    of    the    American    economy. 
New     York,     Oxford     University 
Press, 1951 

126. CHILTON, C. H. Six tenth factor 
applies to complete plant costs. 
Chemical engineering. New York, 
April  1950.   : 112 114." 

127. CHIRCHU t., PJ. C. Si/e of business 
firms. Unileil Staks. Department 
of Commerce. Surrey of current 
business. Washington, D.C., Sep 
tember 195'). 30:14 20. 

128. 1)E ( i ARMO, E. P. Materials and 
processes in manufacturing. New 
York, Macmillan, 1957. 

129. DICK, J. R. The engineer's approach 
to the economics of production. 
London, Sir Isaac Pitman,  1952. v, 
59 p. 

130. Engineering materials and proc- 
esses. Scrantoii, Pennsylvania, In- 
ternational Textbook Company, 
1059, third edition. 594 p. 

Provides   a   treatment    of   the 
physical   properties   anil    uses   of 

metals and plastics, together with 
a description of the methods by 
which these materials are proc- 
essed. 

131. GATE«. T. R. Production costs here 
and abroad: a comparative studv 
of the experience of American 
manufactures. New York, National 
Industrial Conference Board, 1958. 
136 p. 

H2. Guau. R. and MORI.AT, G. The 
Rand Corporation, Santa Monica, 
California. The causes of systematic 
errors in the cost estimates of pub- 
lic works. Doc. No. T-76. Paris, 
1952. 29 p. 

IH GR\NT, E. I,, and IRESON, W. G. 
Principles of engineering economy. 
New York, Ronald Press, 1960, 
fourth edition. 574 p. 

Studies of costs in an enter 
prise. Practices, with many mi 
merical examples. Attention to 
sources of data for cost studies 
within the firm. 

H4. GROCW, F. O. Production of sur- 
veys, Quarterly review of agricul- 
tural economics. Canberra, Bureau 
of Agricultural Economics, Janu- 
ary  1933. 6:7-10. 

135. GROMYKO, G. K voprosu o vyyav- 
leniv vliyaniya assortimentnykh 
sdvigov na uroven' scbestoimosti 
produktsii (On the question of 
methods for showing the influence 
of variations in assortments on the 
level of production costs). Vestnik 
statistici. Moskva, May-June, 1955. 
:24-28. 

H6. HARRO», R. F. The law of decreas- 
ing costs. Economic essays. London, 
Macmillan, 1952. :89-102. 

With a "further note on de- 
creasing   costs".   : 103-107. 

137. HEADY, E. O. and PESEK, J. Expan- 
sion paths for some production 
functions. Econometrica. New 
Haven, Connecticut, October 1960. 
2^:900-908. 

Agricultural production func- 
tions exploring fertilizer effects, 
based on technical data. Gives a 
useful way of analysing the 
properties of production func- 
tions. 

138. HfNRin, S. B. Standard costs for 
manufacturing. London, McGiaw- 
Hill, 195 s, second edition. 336 p. 
New York, McGraw-Hill, 1960, 
third edition. 

139. HERSCH, W. Z. Manufacturing pro- 
gress functions. London. Royal 
Statistical Society, May 1952. 34: 
143-155. 

140. Ho AG, M. W. The relevance of costs 
in operations research. Santa Mon- 
ica, California, The Rand Corpora- 
tion.   Doc.   No.   P-820.    Alio   in 

Journal oj Operations Research So- 
ciety of America. Baltimore, Mary- 
land,  1956. 

141. HOFFMANN, W. G. Die Produk- 
tivitatsstruktur der Industrie in 
verschiedenen F.ntwicklungsstadier» 
(The productivity structure of in- 
dustry in different stages of devel- 
opment). Zeitschrift fur die ges- 
amte Stiiatsicissensthalt. Tübingen, 
J. C. H. Mohr (Paul Siebcck), 1959. 

142. HINTHR, F. T. Conséquences finan- 
cières de la production par petites 
stries. Organisation s< tenti fique. 
Pans,  3  mars   1955.  :6U9. 

143. IFWKKS. f. The si/c of the factory. 
Economic journal. London, June 
1952. (.2:237-252. 

144. IOIINSVN. p.. Kalkulation i 12 danske 
indusirh irksomheder (Calculation 
in 12 Danish industrial concerns). 
Erhrcrsul(onomisl( TiJssl(rift. Kben- 
havn.  No.  21,   1957.  :181-247. 

145. JOHNSTON, J. Cost output variations 
in a multiple product firm. Man- 
chester school of economic and 
social studies. Manchester, May 
1951  21:140 153. 

146.   Statistical cost analysis. Mc- 
Graw-Hill economics handbook 
series. New York, McGraw-Hill, 
I960. 

Begins with a review of the 
various economic hypotheses 
about how costs of production 
vary with the rate of output and 
the scale of a firm's operations, 
anil then discusses the problems 
involved in the statistical estima- 
tion and testing of these relation- 
ships. A variety of statistical cost 
analyses is presented in detail, 
covering such industries as elec- 
tricity generation, road passenger 
transport, food processing, insur- 
ance companies, building socie- 
ties and coal mining. The book 
gives an account of the chief 
empirical work done in this field 
by other authors in the past 
twenty-five years, and the con- 
cluding chapter offers a critical 
assessment of the state of work 
at the present time. 

147.       Statistical   cost   functions,   a 
reappraisal. Review of economics 
and statistics. Cambridge, Massa- 
chusetts, Harvard University Press, 
November  1958. 40:339-350. 

148. JONES, (Ì. T. Increasing returns: a 
study of the relation between the 
size and the efficiency of industries 
with special reference to the history 
of selected British and American 
industries, 1850-1910. Clark, C. ed. 
New York, Cambridge Univeriity 
Press,   1933. 

149. KäFER, K. Standardkottenrechnung: 
Budget,    Plant und   Mattkoiten   in 



Rechnungswesen des Betriebes 
(Standard-cost calculation: budget, 
planned and mass costs in the ac- 
counting system of the enterprise). 
Zürich, Verlag des Schweizerischen 
Kaufmännischen Vereins, 1955. 
350 p. 

150. KOSIOL, E. Neuere Ziele und Meth- 
oden der Kostenplanung (New 
aims and methods of cost plan- 
ning). Zeitschrift für lietriebwirts- 
i haft. Wiesbaden, Dcccmkr 1954. 
24:657-674. 

151. KRAJCEVIC, F. Die Plankostenrech- 
nung und ihre Analyse in den 
jugoslawischen Wirtschaftsbetrieben 
(The calculation of planned costs 
and their analysis in Yugoslav eco- 
nomic enterprises). Bitncbeswii ts- 
chaft, Vorsehung und Praxis. Wies- 
baden,   1955.   No.   6. ¡308-362. 

152. I.AVINF, R. A. tilla RUNF-V, R. lì. 
Random variations and sampling 
models in production economics. 
Santa Monica, California, The Rand 
Corporation. l)oc. No. RM 4,81. 19 
November   195«.   II   p. 

I"1). LEE, J. A. Materials of construction 
for chemical process industries. 
McGraw-Hill chemical engineering 
series. New York, McGraw-Hill. 
105«. 

154. LUKáCS, L. Az onkültségszámitás 
|x>ntosságának korl.ítai és as árktíp- 
zés (Limits to the exactness of the 
determination of production costs 
and price formation). Kozgazdasagi 
szemlc. Budapest, Akademiai Kiado, 
June 1958.   ¡588-600. 

15\ LYI.K, P. Regression analysis of 
production costs and factory oper- 
ations. Edinburgh, Oliver and 
Boyd, 1957, third revised edition 
by Tippett, L. H. C. 204 p. 

156. MADOISON, A. Productivity in Can- 
ada, the United Kingdom and the 
United States. Oxford economic 
papers. London, Oxford University 
Press,   October    1952.   4:2.15-242. 

157. MAIM«,RKN, H. B. What conclusions 
are to be drawn from empirical 
cost data, fouinai of industriai eco- 
nomics. Oxford, Basil Blackwell, 
March  1959. v. VIII, No. 2. 

Systematic bias in cost esti- 
mates (downward) due to two 
principal reasons: (I) modal cost 
is often the basis of the estimates 
and this is below average cost; 
(2) a project whose cost has 
been underestimated has a better 
chance of being accepted than 
one which has ken over- 
estimated. 

IH MELMAN, S. Industrial productivity. 
Oxford,   Basil  Blackwell,  1956. 

159. MOORE, P. T. Economies of »cale: 
some  statistical evidence.   Quarterly 

journal of economia. Cambridge, 
Massachusetts, Harvard University 
Press, May 1959.  :2.12-245. 

One of the most important 
references for empirical work. 
Distinguishes completely new in- 
vestment in a new location, new- 
process in existing location, re- 
placement of obsolete equipment 
and expansion, and onvcrsion 
from one process to another. 

160. MORRIS, (. I.. Modem manufactur- 
ing processes. Fnglcwood Cliffs. 
New Jersev. Prentice Hall, 1955. 
533 p. 

Explains present day manufac- 
turing processes in logical se- 
quence and at a fundamental 
level. For more advanced leaders, 
references and review questions 
are given for each chapter. Draw- 
ings, photographs and tallies sup- 
plement the text. 

161. Moss, M. ,. Development cost in- 
curred in the plant. X.IC.I bulletin. 
New   York, May   1954.  9:1114-1124. 

162. MIRTI, V. N. Capital output ratios 
for manufacturing industries in 
India. Calcutta,   I960. 

Paper presented to the prelim 
inary Conference of the Indian 
members of the Econometric So- 
ciety, held under the auspices of 
the Indian Statistical Institute in 
Calcutta, 28 to 30 January 1960. 
Mimeographed. 

161 National Productivity Council, India. 
Productivity in industries of U.S.A., 
West Germany and United King- 
dom. National Printing Works, 
Delhi, s.d. 

Report of Indian productivity 
team. Available from United 
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Calcutta, Bombay, Madras, New Delhi 
and Hyderabad. 

OXFORD BOOK & STATIONERY COMPANY 
New Delhi and Calcutta. 

P. VARADACHARY & COMPANY 
Madras. 

INDONESIA:    PEMBANGUNAN,  LTD. 
Gunung Sahari 84, Djakarta. 

JAPAN:    MARUZEN COMPANY,  LTD. 
6 Tori Nichome, Nihonbashi, Tokyo. 

KOREA, REPUBLIC OF:    EUL YOO PUBLISH 
ING CO., LTD., 
5, 2-KA, Cliongiiu, Seoul. 
PAKISTAN: 

THE PAKISTAN CO OPERATIVE  BOOK SOCIETY 
Dacca, East Pakistan. 

PUBLISHERS UNITED,  LTD. 
Lahore. 

THOMAS & THOMAS 
Karachi. 

PHILIPPINES:    ALEMARS BOOK  STORE 
769 Rizal Avenue, Manila. 

SINGAPORE:    THE CITY BOOK STORE, LTD. 
Collyer Quay. 

THAILAND:    PRAMUAN MIT, LTD. 
55 Chakrawat Road, Wat Tuk, Bangkok. 

VIET-NAM, REPUBLIC OF:    LIBRAIRIE PAPETERIE 
XUAN THU, 
!85, rue Tu do, B.P. 283, Saigon. 

EUROPE 
AUSTRIA: 

GEROLD & COMPANY 
Graben 31, Wien, 1. 

B. WULLERSTORFF 
Markus Sittikusstrasse 10, Salzburg. 

BELGIUM:    AGENCE ET MESSAGERIES 
DE LA PRESSE, S. A. 
14 22, rue du Persil, Bruxelles. 

CZECHOSLOVAKIA:    CESKOSLOVENSKY 
SPISOVATEL, 
Narodnl Trida 9, Praha 1. 

DENMARK:    EJNAR MUNKSGAARD, LTD. 
Nerregade 6, Kebenhavn, K. 

FINLAND:    AKATEEMINEN KIRJAKAUPPA 
2 Keskuskatu, Helsinki. 

FRANCE:    ÉDITIONS A. PEDONE 
13, rue Soufflot, Paris (V«). 

GERMANY, FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF: 
R. EISENSCHMIDT 
Schwanthaler Str. 59, Frankfurt/Main 
ELWERT UND MEURER 
Hauptstrasse 101, Berlin Schöneberg. 
ALEXANDER  HORN 
Spiegelgasse 9, Wiesbaden. 
W. E. SAARBACH 
Gertrudenstrasse 30, Köln (1). 

GREECE:    KAUFFMANN BOOKSHOP 
28 Stadion Street, Athens. 

ICELAND:    BOKAVERZLUN SIGFÚSAR 
EYMUNDSSONAR  H. F. 
Austurstraeti 18, Reykjavik. 

IRELAND:    STATIONERY OFFICE 
Dublin. 
ITALY:    LIBRERIA COMMISSIONARIA 
SANSONI, 
Via Gino Capponi 26, Firenze, 
and Via D.A. A¿uni 1 5/A, Roma. 

LUXEMBOURG:    LIBRAIRIE J. TRAUbCH 
SCHUMMER, 
Place du Théâtre, Luxembourg. 

NETHERLANDS:    N.V. MARTINUS NIJHOFF 
Lange Voorhout 9, 's-Gravenhage. 

NORWAY:    JOHAN GRUNDT TANUM 
Karl Johansgate, 41, Oslo. 

PORTUGAL:    LIVRARIA RODRIGUES Y CIA. 
186 Rua Aurea, Lisboa. 
SPAIN: 
LIBRERIA BOSCH 
11 Ronda Universidad, Barcelona. 
LIBRERIA MUNDI PRENSA 
Castalio 37, Madrid. 

SWEDEN:    C. E. FRITZE'S KUNGL. HOVBOK 
HANDEL AB 
Fredsgatan 2, Stockholm. 

SWITZERLAND: 
LIBRAIRIE PAYOT, S. A. 
Lausanne, Genève. 
HANS RAUNHARDT 
Kirchgasse 17, Zurich 1. 

TURKEY:    LIBRAIRIE HACHETTE 
469 Istiklal Caddesi, Beyoglu. Istanbul. 

UNION OF SOVIET SOCIALIST REPUBLICS: 
MEZHDUNARODNAYA  KNYIGA 
Smolenskaya Ploshchad, Moskva. 

UNITED KINGDOM:    H. M. STATIONERY 
OFFICE, 
P. 0. Box 569, London, S. El 
(and HMSO branches in Belfast, Birmingham, 
Bristol, Cardiff, Edinburgh, Manchester). 
YUGOSLAVIA: 

CANKARJEVA ZALOZBA 
Ljubljana, Slovenia. 

DRÍAVNO PREDUZECE 
Jugoslovenska Knjiga, Terazi|e 27/11, 
Beograd. 

PROSVJETA 
5, Trg Bratstva i Jedirstva, Zagreb. 
PROSVETA PUBLISHING  HOUSE 
Import-Export Division, P. O. Box 559, 
Terazije 16/1. Beograd. 

LATIN AMERICA 
ARGENTINA:    EDITORIAL SUDAMERICANA, S. A. 
Alsina 500, Buenos Aires. 

BOLIVIA:    LIBRERIA SELECCIONES 
Casilla 972, La Paz. 

BRAZIL:    LIVRARIA AGIR 
Rua Mexico 98-B, Caixa Postal 3291, 
Rio de Janeiro. 

CHILE: 

EDITORIAL DEL PACIFICO 
Ahumada 57, Santiago. 
LIBRERIA IVENS 
Casilla 205, Santiago. 

COLOMBIA:    LIBRERIA BUCHHOLZ 
Av. Jiménez de Quesada 8-40, Bogotá. 

COSTA RICA:    IMPRENTA Y LIBRERIA TREJOS 
Apartado 1313, San José. 

CUBA:    LA CASA BELGA 
O'Reilly 455, La Habana. 

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC:    LIBRERIA DOMINICANA 
Mercedes 49, Santo Domingo. 

ECUADOR:    LIBRERIA CIENTÍFICA 
Casilla 362, Guayaquil. 

EL SALVADOR:    MANUEL NAVAS Y CIA. 
la. Avenida sur 37, San Salvador. 

GUATEMALA:    SOCIEDAD ECONOMICA 
FINANCIERA, 
6a. Av. 14-33, Guatemala City. 

HAITI:    LIBRAIRIE   "À LA CARAVELLE" 
Port-au-Prince. 

HONDURAS:    LIBRERIA PANAMERICANA 
Tegucigalpa. 

MEXICO:    EDITORIAL HERMES, S. A. 
Ignacio Mariscal 41, México, D. F. 

PANAMA:    JOSE MENENDEZ 
Agencia Internacional de Publicaciones, 
Apartado 2052, Av. 8A, sur 21-58, Panarne. 

PARAGUAY:   AGENCIA DE LIBRERÍAS 
DE SALVADOR NIZZA 
Calle Pte. Franco No. 39-43, Asunción. 

PERU:    LIBRERIA INTERNACIONAL 
DEL PERU, S. A. Casilla 1417, Lima. 

URUGUAY:    REPRESENTACIÓN DE EDITORIALES, 
PROF. H   DELIA 
Plaza Cagancha 1342, 1° piso, Montevideo. 

VENEZUELA:    LIBRERIA DEL ESTE, 
Av. Miranda, No. 52, Edf. Galipán, Caracas. 

MIDDLE EAST 
IRAQ:    MACKENZIE'S BOOKSHOP 
Baghdad. 

ISRAEL:    BLUMSTEIN'S BOOKSTORES 
35 Allenby Rd. and 48 Nachlat Benjamin St., 
Tel Aviv. 

JORDAN:    JOSEPH I. BAHOUS & CO. 
Dar-ul-Kutub, Box 66, Amman. 

LEBANON:    KHAYAT'S COLLEGE BOOK 
COOPERATIVE, 
92 94, rue Bliss, Beirut. 

NORTH AMERICA 
CANADA:    THE QUEEN'S PRINTER 
Ottawa, Ontario. 

UNITED STATES OF AMERICA:    SALES SECTION, 
UNITED NATIONS, New York. 

OCEANIA 
AUSTRALIA:    MELBOURNE UNIVERSITY PRESS 
369 Lonsdale Street. Melbourne, C.l. 

NEW ZEALAND:    UNITED NATIONS ASSOCIATION 
OF NEW ZEALAND, C.P.O. 1011, Weilington. 
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